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LOCAL NEWS

Racer reaction

Tornado's path

MSU looks at Crimson Tide
matchup in NCAA Tournament

Paducah Tilghman sweeps througl
regional with perfect record
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MONDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 11, 1991

Plans underway for
celebration marking
birth of radio here

4244,4P AL
7le
k
f
i.;
MURRAY. KY

MONDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF

By DAVID RAMEY
Lodger & Times Staff Writer

Plans are underway for a celebration of the 100th anniversary of
the birth of radio here in Murray.
Nathan B. Stubblefield invented
the "wireless telephone" in 1892.
and his grandson Keith Stubblefield, a Hollywood producer known
professional as Troy Cory. has
plans to honor the Stubblefield
invention next year in Murray.
Stubblefield kicked off the
celebration with a news conference
Saturday morning at the Wrather
West Kentucky Museum, which
has a Nathan Stubblefield display.
Keith Stubblefield said events will
include the building of a replica of

WORLD
PRAGLE, Czechoslovakia
— President Vaclav Havel said
SLnday that Czechoslovakia
eventually may split into two
nations. He proposed a referendum to. see i[that is what Slo-.
yaks want.

STATE

.

ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky. —
An unsuccessful LaRue County
political candidate has been
arrested in connection with three
bank robberies. Kentucky Stite
Police arrested Leonard Duane
Sisk. 30. of Upton, Friday,
along v.'ith Kenneth Wayne
Priddy, 28 of Sonora. charging
them with first-degree robbery

SPORTS
ASPEN. Cob. — Marc Girardelli of Luxembourg clinched
a record-tying fourth World Cup
overall title in the men's slalom
race. closirig out the challenge
of former champion Alberto
Tombo of Italy.

Keith Stubblefield, the grandson of Nathan B. Stubblefield, displays a flyer that
celebrates
covery of radio in 1892. Joining Stubblefield for a news conference Saturday were (from Nathan's disleft): James L.
Johnson, Larry Albert, Stubblefield, L.J. Hortin and Ray Mofield. Stubblefield plans
many events in 1992
to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the birth of radio.

FORECAST
Tonight cloudy and breezy
with a 40 percent chance of rain
after midnight. Low 45 to 50.
South wind 10 to 20 mph. Tuesday windy with showers and
possibly a thunderstorm.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
354.4, -0.1 below 321.6, +0.4
Barkley Lake
354.5, -0.1 below 325.1, -0.1

INDEX

the first radio.'
"This story will be told around
the world," Stubblefield said.
.Stubblefield was joined at the
new s conference by four local
experts on the Stubblefield story:
Murray State University journalism
professor Dr. Ray Mofield. former
MSU instructor L.J. Hortin, James
L. Johnson and Larry Albert.
Albert, chief engineer at MSU
TV-11. will build and demonstrate
a replica of the Stubblefield device
to coincide with the 100th anniversary, while Mofield, Hortin and
Johnson have helped keep the
.Stubblefield story alive since the
inventor's death in 1928. and dis(Cont'd on page 2)

Violence prompts Baker to cancel East Jerusalem visit
CAIRO. Egypt (AP) An outmake gestures for peace until he
break of violence in Jerusalem - know how far Israel is prepared to
forced Secretary of State James A. go in matching them.
Baker ill to cancel a planned visit
fie was heading this afternoon to
to the predominantly Arab but Jerusalem. where his call for
Israeli-occupied Eastern sector of unspecified concessions by Israel
the city.
already is causing problems.
Baker met here today with EgypIn canceling. his scheduled visit
tian President Hosni,Mubarak after to East Jerusalem as part of his
saying he will not ask Arabs to
10-day tour of the Middle East.

Baker denounced Sunday's fatal
stabbing of four women in mostly
Jewish West Jerusalem as "tragic
and appalling acts."
Nonetheless, Baker's spokeswoman, Margaret D. Tutwiler, said he
would follow through with plans to
meet Tuesday with a group of
Palestinian Arabs at the home of
the U.S. consul-general in West

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — The jobless rate swelled to 6.5 percent
in February as nearly a half million Americans joined the ranks
of the unemployed, the government said. More people lost
their jobs in February than during any month since the 1981-82
recession. the Labor Department
said Friday.

50-CENTS

Jerusalem.
Arab participants in the planned
meeting are listed only by occupatiOn. U.S. officials maintained they
do not know whether delegation
members have ties with the Palestine Liberation Organization.
The Bush administration suspended talks with the PLO last
June saying factions had engaged

in terrorist acts against Israel
despite a pledge by PLO Chairman
Yasser Arafat to abandon such
tactics.
If Baker meets with Palestinians
endorsed by, Arafat, it could effectively' renew the dialogue and put
pressure on Israel tq yield parts or
(Cont'd on page 2)

On the dotted...

Fort Campbell's soldiers
return to heroes' welcome
'FORT CAMPBELL 'Ky. (AP) of the 101st Airborne Division, had
-- More than 150 soldiers — been in Saudi Arabia for about a
including the first Tennessee month when .his daughter, Heather,
National Guard unit to ship out — was born. So hi S first order of duty
came home to a rousing welcome. as a civilian was to see her
McMahill, his wife, Rachel and
tearful relatives and even some
Heather got together Sunday
new family, members.
Army Pfc. Loren McMahill, 21, afternoon.
Rachel, 23. said tears came to
her eyes as she stood on her tiptoes
:o watch the Pan Am jet land.
"Every time . 1 see this on the
news I just bawl," she told The
Tennessean. She cried when she
talked about those whose loved
ones died in the war.
-If. there could have been a
Ginger Van. Ness, acting manager peaceful solution, even if it took
of the Louisville Office of the U.S. two years. I would have been for
Department of Housing and Urban it:: Rachel McMahill said.
Sunday's homecoming included
Development (HUD). is pleased to
members of the Army National
63
announce that the Housing Authority
of Murray will receive S110,477 to Guard's 130th Rear Area Operation
assist its operations this fiscal year. Control Unit, based in Smyrna.
The federal funds will be used by about 60 soldiers from Headquarthe Murray Housing Authority to help ters and Headquarters Company,
cover the difference between pro- 101st Support Group (Corps) and
jected expenses to operate the 206 20 soldiers from the 227th General

Housing Authority
of Murray receives
$110,477 in HUD
operating funds

Two Sections • 24 Pages
Classifieds
14, 15
Comics
13
Crosswords
14
Dear Abby
Murray Today
5-7
Obituahes
16
Perspective
4
Sports
10, 11
Nutrition Section
8 Pages

(Cont'd on page 2)

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

Activities surrounding the inauguration of Dr. Ronald J. Kurth as the
eighth president of Murray State
University on Aturday. April 27,
were scheduled to afford alumni the
maximum opportunity for participation.
His official installation in a 2:30
p.m. ceremony in Lovett Auditonum
has become a main focus this year of
the traditional alumni weekend. always planned around the final Saturday in April.
Dr. Anita Lawson, assistant to the

•1-•
‘
.

Murray State junior Ronald "Popeye" Jones signs an autograph on the back of a T-shirt of a young Racer
fan Sunday afternoon at a "Pairings Party" on the MSU campus. Jones and his teammates are heading
to
Atlanta for a first-round NCAA tournament game with Alabama on Friday.

(Cont'd on page 2)

Kurth inauguration main focus of Alumni Weekend
president for institutional planning
who chairs the 15-member Inauguration Committee,said several details of
the schedule of inaugural events are
still being finalized.
"More than a dozen subcommittees
arc at work." she said "and things are
taking shape nicely. From the outset.
Dr. and Mrs. Kurth made it very clear
that they want the public, and particularly alumni, as involved as possible.
"Murray State University belongs
to the people of Kentucky and takes it
real strength from its alumni - so they

felt it appropriate that his inauguration be done in conjunction with
alumni weekend, with all activities
open to the public."
Besides the investiture program
itself, a choral concert is scheduled on
the eve of the inauguration and a
reception and inaugural ball will
follow the ceremony.
In order to accommodate the inaugural schedule the Saturday alumni
banquet this year has been moved
from the evening to 11:30 a.m. in the
Curris Center ballroom. Tickets arc

$12.50 a person.
The choral concert at /i p.m. Friday,
April 26, in Lovett Auditorium will
feature the Concert Choir, the University Chorale the Choral Union and the
Brass Ensemble, with Dr. Steven
Michelson conducting. It is open to
the public at no admission charge.
Immediately following the inauguration, a reception sponsored by the
Student Alumni Association is scheduled from 4 to 5 p.m. in the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery of the Doyle Fine Arts
Center.

Sponsored by the Department of
Music, the inaugural ball from 9 p.m.
to midnight is a black-tic-optional
affair in the Curris Center ballroom
with the Alumni All-Star Band providing music. Tickets of $I0 a person
include a breakfast buffet at 11 p.m.
A highlight on Friday. April 26, is
the annual Emeritus Club luncheon to
honor members of the class of 1941.
To egin at noon in the Curris Center
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Hundreds of thousands demonstrate
against Gorbachev in favor of Yeltsin

Ca
1.
Your

MOSCOW (AP) — Pravda
Kazan, Syktyvkar, Omsk, Novosiattacked Boris Yeltsin today in a birsk, Smolensk and Krasnoyarsk. serve he Soviet Union. Six of the
15 republics have refused to hold
prominent commentary appearing 2
The official Tass news agency
it, and two others have added quesday after the largest anti- reported pro-Soviet Union demon
tions asking voters if they prefer
government demonstration in Mos- strations in Ryazan and Bryan
sk. independence.
cow since 1917 — a rally backing
In Moscow, the crowd of mostly
Moscow's deputy mayor, Sergei
his campaign to oust President over-40 demonstrators yelled
in
Stanke
vich, told reporters reforMikhail S. Gorbachev.
satisfaction when Mayor Gavriil
mers must vote "no" on what he
The article, on the Communist Popov called for "no" votes
on the
called a badly written question.
Party newspaper's first and second national referendum March
Approval, he said, may be used by
17.
pages, repeated what has become a
Popov said it must be transhard-liners to crack down violently
frequent refrain Of Yelisin's politi- formed from a vote on the future
of on rebellious republics.
cal opponents.
the union into an expression of noGorbachev hopes the referendum
It accused the president of the confidence in the Communis
will force republic leaders to sign a
t
Russian republic of putting person- leadership.
new Union Treaty expanding local
al ambition above the common
'They've led the country' to power but retaining a strong central
Edwin Reid (above), organizer of
gOodgovernm.ent. Opponents of the treacatastrophe," he said.
the West Kentucky Academic
Yeltsin wants Gorbachev to step
ty win.
'a looser confederation or
The
nation
al
refer
endum
asks
if
Consortium, was honored for his
down and he replaced by the Fedno union at all.
voters
consid
er
necess
it
ary
to
precontributions by havinz the
eration Council. which includes the
%K AC's ttholarships named
presidents of all 15 republics.
after him. At right, MHS assisPeople in 23 cities in Russia held
tant academic coach Chip Adams
rallies Sunday in support of Yeltreceives the district championsin. The largest was in Moscow,
ship troph from Rep. Freed
where journalists and one speaker (Cont'd from page 1)
(Cont'd from page 1)
Curd.
estimated 500.000 people massed
all of the West Bank and Gaza.
Supply Company.
in the huge Nlanezh Square next to
Israeli troops early today shot
Soldiers still carrying M-16s
the Kremlin.
dead six Arab gunmen attempting a exited the plane
to heroes'
Pravda said Yeltsin's latest
cross-border raid from Jordan. And
welcomes.
speech, which demanded the disthree Israeli soldiers were wounded
Carl C. Atkins of the 130th, Tenmantling of Gorbachev's governin the clash near a farming collec- nessee's first Guard
unit to ship
ment. was "belligereni"
Staff Report
Murray High coaches, Chip
out, spoke of the time he spent in
tive in northern Israel.
The Consortium also announced
"It's surprising what level of
Murray Lodger & Times
Adams. on behalf of the West Ken- that -the
In Jerusalem, the alleged assail- Dhahran. Saudi Arabia, searchingscholarships. which _are . ,confrontation one can.re
tucky Academic Consortium: The administer
ach if.one
ant,
an Arab from occupied Gaza, - out housing for soldiers.
ed
by
Murra
y
State.
-Niarr
. ay High School received a organizaion raises money to
sets a goal not of prosperity for
pro- would henceforth be known as
said
"It was an experience," said
he was delivering "a message
district championship trophy for vide scholarships to deser
the
people. not of strengthening the
ving Edwin L. Reid West Kentucky
for
Atkins
Baker
, a Shelbyville disc jockey'.
"
with
Sunda
y's
stabacademic excellence Saturday night. students.
union, not of improving all spheres
"I
bings.
Acade
Israeli
would
mic
police
hear the Scuds and then
wound
Schola
ed
rhips.
and
•
Reid.
a
at the regional basketball
of life. bin (of furthering) one's
Graves County won the regional native of
captured him. After the attack, the Patriots taking off at night."
Symso
nia.
organi
zed
tournament.
the
personal political ambitions."
while • Paducah Tilghman
angry Israelis shouted, "Baker go
"Then you would hear a boom
Representative Freed Curd pre- Carlisle County were also honorand consortium and was instrumental in
The Supreme Soviet legislature
ed getting Murray State invoked in
that shook the whole building," he
home!
"
and
anti-Ara
b
slogan
s.
trophy to one of the with trophies at the ceremony.
as to meet today to examine Yeltthe
Baker was beginning his first said.
s -'s speech "declaring war" on
visit to Israel this afternoon in an
About 19,000 soldiers were
C‘,77munist leadership. Gorbaeffort to promote peace talks with !eployed from Fort Campbell.
.7y alists claim that speech
Arab nations as well as an Israeli - 5,000
of them Guard and Reserve
Y.
the. Soviet Constitution.
Palestinian dialogue.
soldiers. About 1,300 have returned
Yerisin did not appear at any' of
Baker's spokeswoman expressed so far, and
BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) — Provinced tnal hone of the ho:.. C:'
it could take as long as
-greater Beirut as a step toward Sunday.'.s rallies. hut activists playhis
condolences to the families of 10 weeks
Iranian Muslim cxvernists holding
in Beirut or its environs any
before the rest come
ed
speech
a
he had recorded.
disbanding militias by March 22.
the stabbing, victims.
13 Western hostages have moved
more." one source- said, "Lebanese •
back.
In
Mosco
w.
hundr
eds
of people
The search operation, which is
'-'fic was very deeply' saddened
the.cap:ives from slums in southern
troops searched all suspected hideAnother 19 members of the
continuing. also established there carried posters and banners supby
the senseless and tragic acts of 130th remai
Beirut to a region in eastern Lebaouts controlled by Sh.lite fanatics in
n in Saudi Arabia, Maj.
portin
g
Yeltsi
n...and .condemning
havVapparendy been no viola -ionviolence," Ms. Tutwiler said. "It 'Gen:non. security ..sources said today.'
south Beif-',:t :as: weuk and there
Hoope
r Pcnucl, director of
Gorba
chev
and
the
Commu
nist
of :he plan within the greater BeirParis obviously inappropriate to visit public
The report coincided with a new
was no trace of any of the
affairs for the Guard, said
ty.
White
-red-and
-blue
flags
of
prearea.
anothe
sites (in East Jerusalem) on the Sunda
r security source
drive by the United States and Bri- captives.y.
revolationary Russia fluttered in
heels of this tragic and appalling
tain to secure the release of the
The source said the search
Guard
membe
bright sunshine.
H, said miltary inteli.gence
act of violence," Ms. Tutwiler demobilizati rs will go through
eapilY.es through the good offices included .the
on at Fort Campbell,
two main barracks
Pro
-demo
the
cracy
hostages were
said.
of Iran and Syria. The Arab nations
activists have
used by the fundamentalist Hezbolinclud
ing
physic
al examinations
:
Bekaa before LI% drawn 200.0o() to 300,000 people
"But AC must not let these and paperwork.
fought with the allies in the sixlah. or PartY. of Gad. :7 the Shan:\
7
to
Moscow rallies several times in
in December.
rejeCtionists define what is possiweek Persian Gulf War.
towns of
That should
Ha-s
• •
ble." she added. "They reject hope Penuel said. take about five days,
.2 7.
The sources. who spoke on conparer: the past year. but have never before
where 7.(`•: sl.
Then members will go
Nlanezn Square.
,:10--, hI a:712 most
and reconciliation."
dition of anonymity. said the capners had
to Smyrna to turn in their weapons
"Gorb
achev
. you are not a cenThe mostly' Arab old city fell to and equip
tives were now believed held in
Inc T.'
ment, a step expected to
trist. only the Kremlin walls are to
Israeli troops in the 1967 Six-Day' take
hideouts' controlled by Shiite: fun- cans. four
about
three day's.
the right of you.- read one poster.
War, ending 19 years of Jordanian
damentalists in and around the
and
Spec. Dwight Johnson, 372nd
"
\ke
deman
occupation. President Bush has Transporta
d a government
ancient Roman town of Baalbek in
tion Company, and
without Communists
called the Israelis occupiers, put- about a
the Bekaa Valley of east Lebanon. :ors Tho-_
we've
had
dozen
other 101st soldiers
,
„•
criou!g
h blood!' read another carting East Jerusalem in the same watched tearfu
"Thc
(Cont d from page 11
• - rlef. Alar.r.
l reunions all about
ried by 41 -year-old Nina V. Antooccupation category as West Bank them.
pio. and writer E]...
nyuk. an economist whose mother
and Gaza.
Anderson. cnief M
Johnson didn't have family on
the Communist Party last year.
En route to Cairo from Saudi *hand to greet
•
for 1- 7 _
him. His father, who
1 1. '7L17 Yuri Afanasiev called
Arabia on Sunday', Baker said he is is statio
: 1.,nge-t
ned
(Cont'd froM page 1)
at
Fort Bragg. N.C..
to transform their
not asking Arabs on his tour to still is
in
Saudi
Arabia and isn't
:
Lri.led
Slates
an efficient political
featur,
make gestures for peace until he expect
Tne army s sear,- A
ed home for several weeks.
hi.4e.fcre being
- _ ::-e.s
fLi- ce "Less words and more
.
D'
C POe
knows they will be matched by
:0 ascertain that (_',7 •:
Johnson said he is eager to see
NISU.
the . independent
•
Israel.
NIJS!:111 r.":111I:aS that fought Lebahis mother, who lives in Charlotte,
State's College of
ne,- agency.
Yosef Bcn-Aharon, a close - N.C.
non's 16-year-old civil war haYe
77:
tas .
would ...Ike. to obtain .iarg-es
advise
t.
-al
r to Prime Minister Yitzhak
the
15
"As long as I know I'm near
actually pulled heavy weapons
• oi ... to the project.
.h..,s. all of which .are
about the
Shamir. said Sunday' that "if the ,them, I'm
from the capital. as p:cdged under the NISI,' chapter of Alpha Epsilo7
OK," Johnson told The
form of indepenweekend activities
Arabs come and tell us that territ- Leaf-Chronic
a Alan to d,:m.litarize the c.:y
le of Clarksville.
Rho.
the
na;:on
al broa4casting soc- den.e
reseryat:ons for the
ory. is the primary objective of "I'm not
from an
10.00
iety.
0 miles away
has
also
donat
money
ed
withdr
The
tow
incre
awal on Dec 3 was
singiy conservative central
the
nemiations it is a sign they are not anymore."
ard
.the
of
gover
part
Presid
nment
Elas
ent
Hraw
.
-s
:.t.r...;:teHrt shot. cl
really' aiming for peace."
Verna Newcomb. 61.
Hort.n who arriy es; on 1".,In Leningrad, some 70,000
effort to enforce an Arab LeagueA:.=•
However, he added: "If they tell . out tiny flags among who passed
campu,
s-}ust
-afior
Stubbi
deinrm
broker
efie
kt
ed
peace
.
'. died.
1'1....
=ors braved Triaczirig rain
plan that crivingeS
. •
us they finally decided to recognize said she isn't expect the crowd,
said he :as skeptical at f 7.• but in front of the czars'
ing a relative
restoring government control of
Winter Palace
Israel's existence and deal with us, on any'
of
the
after icading - a feature wr.ti•
planes
return
ing from
d shivered under sodden posters
then we can place on the negotiat- Saudi Arabia
which included historian F,
. but 'she has been ..
proclaimed. "Gorbachev is a
ing table any issue they want."
there to greet them all.
Pogue. he became a strong '
and "Yeltsin is the hope of
Eight Arab foreign ministers in a
in the Stubblefield discoyera
."These are just like some of our
joint declaration Sunday' called for kids." said Newcomb. a volunteer
'He opened the door to a
An estimated 15.000 people
"an end to the Israeli occupation with the Non-Commissioned OfficHortin said.
gathered in yaroslavl and 2.500 in
of the Arab territories and to ers Association for 20 years.
\li)field said that ,those who
the Far Eastern port of Vladivosensure
the national rights of the
dis;:o‘,.ry atire tok. Demonstrators also were
Palest
inian
people ...."
user terms.
reported
SYerd!ovsk. Irkutsk,
The resolution was issued after
the Arab ministers met with Baker
KENTUCKY
in Riyadh. the capital of Saudi
Arabia.
LOTTERY
It also said the liberation of (Cont'd from page 1)
Kuwait from Iraqi occupation pro- apartment it manages
and the rental
vided an opportunity "to bring income received from
the families
about a just and comprehensive residing in the
0
apartments.
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) - One of
Shell
solution to the Arab-Israeli conflict
Ms. Van Ness stated,-Wrare very
three Kentuckians to die in the Perand the question of Palestine."
pleas9
d to be able to assist the Murra!,
sian Gulf war will be buried here
The statement was issued by Housing Author
LOL'ISV1L1E, Ky. (AP)
ity in providing detoday.
Prince Saud, the foreign minister of cent, safe and
Sunday's winning
afford
able housing for
Spec. 4 Donald Myers, 29, a
ar•
Saudi Arabia, who chaired the 206 famili
bers: Pick 3: 1 77-3; es in the Murray area".
• reservist from McCracken County, meeting.
Saturday's winning numThe Murray
was found dead in his sleeping bag
U.S. officials said it had not local agenc Housing Authority is a
bers: Kentucky Lottery: Pick
y formed under state law.
March 2 while serving with the
been endorsed by' Baker and did to serve
3: 4-0-0;
the low-income needs of the
807th MASH unit in Saudi Arabia.
not
reflect administration policy.
Lotto: 5-10-16-28-32-36,
area. The Housing Authority is asHis death is still under
Other -countries attending the sisted by
Estimated jackpot: Si
the U.S. Department of
investigation.
meeting were Egypt, Syria, Kuwait, Housi
mi lion.
Peg SY.
ng
Myers' employer 'was Jones
Oman, the United Arab Emirates, (HUD) and L.rhan Development
.
Fence Co. in Paducah.
Bahrain and Qatar.
•
.. Sale once ettechve
The funeral will be in Paducah.
Baker, on the flight from Riythrough Saturday March 16
Myers is survived by his wife, Traadh, said he had explored with the
cic, and his parents, Kenneth and
OR •(aR :/'
I
foreign ministers steps they' might
tti
Joanne Myers of Boaz in Graves
40'
take toward peace with Israel.
County.

c\.
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NEW SALON HOURS;
Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8
Thursday & Friday 9-8; Sat. 9-6, Sun.
1-5
No Appointment Necessary or
Call 759-9811

To Better Serve You
M-F 9 am.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.
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Ross Insurance Agency

OPEN EVERY DAY

Salon

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage

6th & Main

7534489
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Calculate your risk of heart disease
1.
Your age

Find points for your age

Women
Age Men

Women
Age Men

30 -2-12
31 -1-11
32
0-9
0-8
33
34
1-6
2-5
35
2-4
36
37
3 -3
38
3-2
39
4-1
40
5 0
41
5 1
42
6 2
43
6 2
44
7 3
4574

46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

8
8
s

9
10
10
11
11
11
12
12
13
13
13
14
14

4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8
8
9
9
9
9
9
10

Women
Age Men
62
63

64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74

15
15
15
16
16
16
17
17
17
. 18
18
18
19

10
10
10
10
10
10
11
11
11
11
11
11
11

3.
Your 'good'
cholesterol

Your blood
pressure

Find points
for your total
cholesterol
level
Points

Find points
for your HDL
cholesterol
level
Poirds

139-151
152-166
167-182
183-199
200-219
220-239
240-262
263-288
289-315
316-330

25-26
27-29
30-32
33-35
36-38
39-42
43-46
47-50
51-55
56-60
61-66
67-73
74-80
81-87
88-96

Find points for
your systolic
blood pressure
(the upper
reading)
Points

SOURCE San Jose Mercury. American I-4eart Association

• 4.

-1
-2

98-104
105-112
113-120
121-129
130-139
140-149
150-160
161-172
173-185

6•

+.
Other risk
factors

Chance Chance
in 5 yrs. in 10 yrs.
Total
points
0-1 <1% <2%
2
2
1
3
2
1
4
1
2
5
1
3
1
6
3
7
1
4
8
2
4
9
2
5
10
2
6
11
3
6
12
3
7
13
3
8
14
4
9
15
5 10
16
5 12

Add points for
each category
that applies:
Points
Smoker
4
Diabetes
(male)

-2
-1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

3

Diabetes
(female)

6

Enlarged
heart'

9

'Lett ventricutar
tlYPerlroPtlY by
electrocardiography

(ECG-Lvi-4)

-4
-5
-6
-7

Framingham Heart Study

Chance
in 5 yrs
Total
points
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

How you
compare to
the average

:5,2.ss and is about to overtake
another one of the leaders.
Each year Southeastern buys
hundreds of thoi.isarlds of used lextbOoks froni studaitc,- ships the
books to Murray and then wholesales the books to college bookstores on about, 2,000 campuses.
"Everybody wants used books,"
Jim Simms said. "It's more profit
tor the university and cheaper for
the students."
It also means Southeastern's current office and warehouse, in Murray's industrial park north of town.
is about to reach its limits and will
be expanded by 40 to 60 percent in
the next -two years, Jim Simms
said.
Southeastern came to Murray
from Mayfield in 1984, moving
into the old Tappan plant. When
Briggs & Stratton wanted the space
for an engine plant. Southeastern

moved to the new building constructed for it by the local industrial foundation.
Murray was not part of the company's original plan. A leaky Warehouse roof in Mayfield led Jim
Simms to look for a larger, drier
home.
"I went to prominent people
there (Mayfield). I never asked that
anyone build us anything," Jim
Simms said.
"All I asked was for the city of
Mayfield to help me find a place
big enough, and dry. Water is the
greatest enemy of books. You can
sell a fire-damaged book, but a
water damaged one is unsaleable."
Murray officials heard about the
search, and Simms said no help
was forthcoming at Mayfield, so
the company packed up and moved.
It was no easy task with thousands
of warehoused books to pack

across the county line.
"It turned out well. Having the
college students available for summer help (during the company's
busiest season) has been a factor in
our growth and alone made the
move worthwhile," he said.
Four wholesale book companies
rank ahead of Southeastern, including one founded by Kentucky Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson, "but we're
gaining on everybody," said Jim
Simms, who was a tool and die
designer before getting into the
book business.
He worked for several years as a
Mayfield-based representative for
Follett, one of the largest wholesale
operations, but "burned out" in
1975. He found himself without a
job, so the couple started a business, intending it as a temporary
measure until he found new work.
They started with brick and

Chance
in 10 yrs.

Compare your 10-year
risk percentage with
these averages
("<" means less than")

6% 13%
7 14
8 16
8 18
9 19
21
11
12 23
13 25
14 27
16 29
17 31
19 33
20 36
22 38
24 40
25 42

board bookcases, a noisy telex
machine and a van in which Jim
lived while on the road calling on
colleges.
In 1977, Southeastern hired its
first employee, Patricia Watson,
now in charge of all buying, and in
1979 had outgrown.- the basement
and moved into a closed factor in
Mayfield. By 1984, sales reached
S2.5 million ..pd the payroll listed

Age

Men

Women

30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65-69
70-74

3%
5
6
10
14
16
21
30
24

<1%
<1%
2
5
8
12
13
9
12

40 employees during the peak
season.
Also slated to grow is the - cornpony's bookstore division. Eighteen months ago, Southeastern
opened its first retail bookstore at
Tulane University.
A second store opened about two
months ago at Tennessee Tech in
Cookeville and more, according to.
Simms. will follow.

i
- RC, Sundrop and Diet-Rite
12 Pack Cans

$2.89
1k

2 Liter

$1.09

T.N.T. Convenience Store

Big turnout for rally in Say's hometown

Hwy. 641 N. at Hardin

can hostages held there today,"
held of the hostages.
said Trigg District Judge Chappell
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard.
Wilson, a rally organizer.
D-1st District, told about 4,000
Anderson's sister, Peggy Say. people who showed up at the high
lives in Cadiz but was out of town
school football field that their rally
Sunday and could not attend.
was the "biggest and best held
Anderson, chief Middle East cor- '
statewide in Kentucky."
respondent for The Associated
There was standing room only as
Press, was kidnapped March 16, the crowd packed the Trigg County
1985, in Beirut and is the longestHigh School bleachers for the
warm, sunny afternoon.
"Peggy's had her hopes up for
six
years, and right now seems like
Van Buren
the closest we've been" to freeing
missing. and I'll tell you whether or the hostages. said Lisa Duncan, a
not I threw it out.friend of Say's.
Everyone including me i had a
Duncan and her two children
good laugh _at my expense, but it wore red, white and blue and their
certainly proved her point.
clothing was covered with yellow
S.,all you pack rats, clean out
your closets and draWers, put the ribbons.

Toshiba Introduces
a 200% Improvement!

CADIZ, Ky. (AP) — About
twice the population of this western
Kentucky town turned out for a rally Sunday to celebrate the Gulf
Vvrar victory and urge the release of
Middle East hostages, including
Terry Anderson. whose sister lives
here.
"One of the great tragedies in
the Middle East are the six Ameri-

DEAR
ABBY
by Abigail
DEAR ABBY: I feel confident that
I speak for rnan This is an open
letter to all charities to which I contribute -- or u:ed tp, contribute: I
-4to,tch a very limited budget to inelude causin. 1 sincerel want tiohelp.
please. stop ,ending me labeltth rn 11.1•11e and address printed
t hem I al reiidv have enough labels
0 last the rest of iii life
e to be
17;4 t
end me
Do--nnt-,
pencils-. key
rings,decals. and Christmas and alloccasion cards that include Easter.
Mother.- 1)a . Father's Da‘.. congratulation- on graduation. sorry
about the de:ith of viur canary. etc
I think you t!..1 the idea
u).*- received my
Also. after
contribution. plea:e don't follow it
up a month later 1:1..ing me if I can
-pare lii or $211. more If I could. I
%%(add hay..:ent it in the first place
Would that I could tell the federal ,
.!.•‘ et-rum-nit t hat it is not going to get
another penny -from me until it
demonstrates that it can spend it
..ensibly. hut I can — and do — tell
tou
name if YOU
You mw, -;ign
hut In thN ca -e. my name c-•
I.Ers )N

DEAR LEGION: You took the
words right out of my typewriter!
I couldn't have said it better.

DEAR ABBY I related to the
letter about the husband who was a
pack rat because I'm one, too. After
',ears of bachelorhood. I married a
%koman who'd thrtm out the newsPa
per while I s% a: still reading it,
In the'fourth year ofour marriage
I was sent overseas. leaving my wife
pregnant. When I completed that
t,cur. I was reassigned to the Pentagon. and tn'y wife had the thankless
task ofsellingour home and packing
and moving us to the Washington.
area She handled all of this
like a real pro.
A year later we were entertaining
guests. and I told the story of our
move, bragging about how well mv
wife had handled everything alone
She casually remarked."Yes, and it
gave me the opportunity to throw
out all the junk Bill had been carry
mg around all these years." I was
shocked to hear her say this,as she'd
never mentioned it before,so I asked.
"And just what did you throw out"
She calmly replied, "What are you
missing?" Try as I did, I couldn't
identify a single item I missed. Then
she said, "You tell me what you're

1r104,411111/111.11111111811121%. 1

junk in boxes, then take the whole
lot to one of those storage lockers.
After paying the storage bill for
several years. you will he amazed at
ho muchyou cab- live without:
I am a retired colonel USAF'',but
sign me ...
•
BEEN THERE AND LEARNED

CHICAGO (AP) — An early
Vincent van Gogh painting that
hung anonymously on 'a living
room wall for 35 years fetched
51.43 million at an auction that
took only four minutes to
complete.

at Leslie Hindman Auctioneers
after submitting the winning bid.
Real estate agent John Kuhn,
who also works as an art prospec1 4 -by-13-inch
tor, discovered the 16/
painting last July at the home of a
suburban Milwaukee couple.
Experts at the Rijksmuseum in
Amsterdam confirmed its
authenticity.

HARDWARE

avIAM1,61411•1311:1kva 1=10 III:II
5L WABER,INC

Now you can enlarge originals
by up to 200% . with fast-paced
quality and user-friendly
performance,
Toshiba's new 80-8510
U 65% 10 200% Zoom Reduction & Enlargement!
0 40 Copies per Minute!
0 Complete Edge-to-Edge
copying
0 Built-in Auto Doc Feeder'
Statement, Letter, Legal,
Computer. and Ledger
Sized Copying!
More than 24 Popular
Standard Features plus
optional Sorters. Auto
Duplexer. and Large
Capacity Feeders'
Improve your business copying its never before!

TO

Early van Gogh painting brings
$1.43 million within four minutes

DEAR BEEN THERE: As incredible as it may seem, public
auctions are held to sell furniture,clothing,furs and valuable
jewelry that were in storage for
The painting, "Still Life With
many years and never claimed. Flowers,"
was sold to a private
The owners either couldn't pay
the storage bill, or they died collector. The unidentified buyer,
having forgotten that their prop- wearing a business suit and dark
glasses, ducked through a side door
erty had been stored.

Every thing you'll need to know about
planning a wedding can be found in Abbv's
boiolet,-How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
F, order. send a long, business-size, self.
addressed envelope. plus check or money
order for $3.95 1,4.50 in Canada) to: Dear
Abby, Wedding Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris. III. 61054. Postage is
Included.)

The ribbons are also tied to utility poles, trees and light posts
throughout the community. Vance
Leneave, Bank of Cadiz board
chairman, said the ribbons had
been around Cadiz for years.
"We had the yellow ribbons
back before this thing (the Gulf
War) started," he said.
Patriotism is running high in this
community on the heels of the Persian Gulf victory.
"It would be real hazardous to
show disrespect for our flag in
Cadiz, Kentucky," said Bill Fuller,
Bank of Cadiz president.
The ceremony ended when red,
white and blue helium-filled balloons were released from a
camouflage parachute.

7-OUTLET
STRIP
Sopipmeetiewo

766
EPTS

While Supplies Last QUANTITIES LIMITED

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St., Murray
753-2571 or
753-4110

I
"Ask Your Neighbors About Thsolf Toshiba-

1 800.633-7296
118 N. 7th St. Inside Kentucky
Mayfield, Ky, 1 -800-858-0492
Outside Kentucky

t

The couple inherited the painting
from a relative — a Swiss banker
— in 1955. The banker bought the
piece between 1910 and 1930 in
Zurich or Paris. The couple had
thought it was a van Gogh reproduction, Kuhn said.
-Five bidders competed — some
casting their lot by telephone — for
the dark still life with bright scarlet
flowers.
Signed only with a "V" in the
left-hand corner, the painting is
believed to have been completed in
1886. Art experts consider it one of
van Gogh's minor works.

This Week's Special:
Lg. Hamburger, Fries & Med. Drink
Special Good
thru March 16

Friday blight Buffet

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Murray

753-0045

BEAR'S CAR MDR
.

810

Sycamore

"Car Audio Specialists"
Sales — Service — Installation — System Analysis

Featuring
'Custom Enclosures
•Factory Radio Repair
-Center Channels
'Custom Door Panels
'Car Alarms
'Electronic Repair
And More!!
Tunes For All Tastes!!!
Barry James, Owner
Formerly of World of Sound
* 18 Years Experience *

Hours
Mon.-Fri., 7:30-5:30
Sat.. 7:30-500

111, --•••••-•-
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OPENING SOON!

-----r-------..-

.

'259

Bar-8-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Country Ham
Food Bar, Salad Bar
t 95
Dessert Bar, Includes Drink

Chestnut St.
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Southeastern Book Co.'textbook example' of success
MURRAY, Ky. (AP) — Southeastern Book Co. outgrew the basement at 612 Usher SL, in Mayfield
years ago. The company is about to
Outgrow another home.
When Jim and Dottie Simms
started °tit. they recorded S35,000
in sales during the first six months
and had no employees. The company projects about S5 million in
sales in the next six months. There
are 135 employees — 50 full-time
— and a local payroll of SI
million.
"Having come from that beginning to the fifth-largest wholesale
company in the country, we must
be doing something right.•• Jim
Simms said.
Something right and something
big. indeed. The company is one of
the fastest-growing entries in_.The
billion-dollar college textbook bus-

"

7.

Find chance of heart disease,
in percentage points
("<' means "less than"):

Your
risk

1
-

7

•

Your total
cholesterol

7
6
5
4
3
2
1

PAGE 3

To estimate your chance of having a heart attack or angina chest pains over the next 10 years, answer these
questions, adding up the points as you go. The cholesterol figures require a blood test by a doctor or screening clinic.

2.

-3
-2
-1
0
1
2,
3
4
5
6
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PERSPECTIVE
Gibberish.
Plain and simple
AGREE
OR NOT
By S.C. Van Curon
and Todd Duvall
FRANKFORT -- The special session of the General Asseinbly ended.
Spring weather is beginning to be felt
even now. The gubernatorial primary
contests will surely heat .up in the
weeks ahead.
That mc_ansth: crelitiates from_
both political parties will be out in
force. munching on fned fish exen as
they glad hand anyone within grasping distance a: ever opportunity. and
telling the vo;:rs what they — or.
more appropriately. their pollster'
ad\ isors -- think the voters want to
A

'arse. what the voters
to hear is that the nex: state
.1&"-!•Tv,ra:ior. wont cost them any
-; tax money than the pas: state
a•ar..-i-eistrittion• In fact there will be- —, no promisc on anything holy
iii cost less.
..\none with a modicum of corn:nt believe sucri gih:our sears of gcTsernment
L-.0••': more than the last
same reason the cost
I: cost more in
hest
\ as and
that natural growth in
"

*."c2".2..'07.•

...•
•

lax

Some kind ofgold

new
Board of Elementary
and Secondary Education the state
must put more funding into core areas
of the school reform program. That
may seem extreme. since last year the
General Assembly. with Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's support. raised taxes
to the tune of S1..3 billion. largely to
finance the school reform effort.
However, it has been the initial
success of one part of that. effort
which will prove more costly in the
future.
Under the reform financing formula. school systems that raise their
-10-Carta.x- error-Ls' above a minimum
amount are eligible for additional
state money. It's called "Tier 1" and
the legislators who put the program
together were skeptical that very
mans school boards in the state would
vote to raise local taxes to be in line
for the added money. Certainly. in the
past. the list thing school boards were
willing to do was raise local school
taxes.
- The legislators. however, were
wrong. In ,fact. school boards across
the state fell all over themselves
raising local school taxes to get the
extra state financing. That meant the
amount appropriated for Tier I fund• mg had to be split among far more
school districts, thus reducing the
amount allotted to each. Since the
entire school reform movement is
predicated on equalizing educatione
funding between rich and poor districts. the 1992 General Assembly.
inevitably will he asked to find more
money to put into' :he equalizing

in:reuse* match the

••'

etfcrt;
.A o: of school hoards took the
legislature on fait that hi,gher local
s• '•••k
ner
taxes- would translate into substan••••
•
--„n:brogram!„. tially more money. for schools. Those
7".•' 77...t1c27 '•/14 hat the hoards. administrators.
teachers and
local taxpayers should demand that
the • 09' lec2Islature fully finance the
'••
inherent in the Tier 1 formore
7.7.::ler
In the meantime. though. some of
campaign rhetoric would have us
^e c\ e :he fairy tale that taxes can he
• -1":"
of the
7ecLae:: under - the .next adininistraCabinet. pul
•
•
*••' 7.27
:AL: :b.':
Gibberish. Plain and simple.

Letter to the Editor

Life House Cr ,is Pregnancy Center. 1506 Chestnut. wish to
u. those who made the recent Cal Thomas lecture. "Deat
h olEthics
:7 Amicrica" such a 4CliOnderful success.
A.::::•)7771 debt is. due the private benefactors who finan
ced Mr.
Tnomas. YisiL These citizens,: who gave of their resour
ces to bring a
recognized figure to Murray, are truly committed to the
of our community and our nation and we thank God for theirbettercon.
The modesty of these dedicated Christians prevents our
listing their
1411 __We . must. offer. a public thanks!
........The‘scornmittee which co aNy-handled the details of public
ity and
organization of.the event is also due much appreciation. Dr. Clegg actual
Austin.
Dr. Torn Green. Dr. John Yezerski, Mr. David Parker, Dr. Jim
Stuart. Mr.
Dean Ross and Dr. Bert Siebold were a pleasure to work with
and accomplished much for the good of this ministry.
A special thanks goes. to the Murray, Ledger & Times and
all
television and radio stations who helped to announce the lectur the local
e and who
reported on its outcome..W-e-are, also grateful to the many
church leaders
of all denominations who announced this event from the pulpit
and used
bulletin inserts to promote this opportunity. Thanks. also,
to
the
Murray
Christian Fellowship and the Baptist Student Union volunt
eers for their
gencrOus help in distributing posters and fliers. We
also appreciate the
help of members of the interdenominational MSC Christ
ian organization.
Side by .Side. who assisted with the reception for
Mr. Thomas and
manned . literature tables as well as participating in the
promotion of the
event.
Lastly. we are grateful to God for the 375 or so peopl
e
the lecture and were motivated ancLinspircd by Mr. Thoma who attended
s'
presentation.
Many of those attending contributed to the 'love offeri
ng' taken to benefit
our work in helping those who face -Crisis pregna
ncies. Some pledged
monthly support. We are humbly grateful for the
trust and assistance this
provides us in our. work. The Life House is supported
only by the contribuuuns of, individuals and a handful of various area churc
hes as we strive
to meet the physical. emotional and spiritual needs of
those who seek our
help in continuing an unplanned pregnancy.
A sincere thank you to all who helped.in this endeavor.
May God bless
each of you as you strive to fill your role in His
service.
Sincerely.
:*
Phil Kilby, Director
. 'Murray tife House
Murray. Ky. 42071
W2ut the.
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By James J.
Kilpatrick
actual mineral production. In the
event a profitable mining operation
actually comp into being, the government coltects no royalties whatever. Bumpers regards this as pre. And...tt
But actual mining is hard work.
SOme shrewd buyers see a better
proposition, and here, says Bumpers. we get a gold of a different
kind. The astute buyer who has
paid S2.50 a acre for his patent
may resell his land at market value:
and sometimes,as in the case of a
"sandscam" in Oregon, the value is
impressive.
The story may be. familiar on the
West Coast, but _11_1S, news in the
East. The Oregon Dunes National
Recreation Area is a popular tourist
attraction on the state's beautiful
southwestern coast. In 1989 the
Bureau- of Land Management. over
the protest of six of Oregon's seven
members of Congress. sold a patent

income from mineral production.
He would limit claims to a maximum site of 80 acres, and would
require annual holding fees to keep
the titles in effect. These provisions would produce nearly $300
million a year in new revenues.
Bumpers has tried several times
to rewrite the mining law. The
Reagan administration, with strong
political tics to the West. opposed
his efforts, but the Bush administration appears to be more
sympathetic.
On the day after Bumpers'
speech, Sen. Harry Reid of Nevada
took the floor to charge that Bumpers had "maligned" and
"demeaned" the gold mining industry. It takes four years of paperwork to get a patent, he said, and
legal costs may add up to 53,000
an acre before title is acquired.
Both the House and the Senate
held lengthy hearings last year on
revision of the 1872 law. Fairly
bricf hearings on Bumpers' bill
will be held next month. Reid will
stall for time, pleading that the
National Critical Materials Council
should be- given time to recommend
a long-term mineral policy. Bumpers will press for at least some
reforms here and now. He makes
an excellent case for reforms that
should have been adopted long ago.
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War's no time to pass up a buck

Bingo
12, at 7
Roberts

Sing

In winning the Iraq War. we did
right now. Countries whose U.N
We should also remember, as
more than slap down Saddam the
delegates used to put their thumbs
President Bush has pointed out.
naked aggresor. It appears that we
to their noses and wiggle their finthat we could not have won this
also put on one of the biggest and
gers at us and say "nyah, nyah" are
war as decisively as we did if it.
most successful trade shows in busnow. all choked up at what a swell
hadn't
been for the weapons deveiness history.
guy President Bush is.
loped
American companies.
by'
And the TV war that we saw And how can we tell our weaBut have any of these companies
all those roaring jets, fast-moving
pons industry that it can't grab a
asked to be honored with a confetti
tanks, muscular helicoptors. intelshare of the eager foreign market?
parade? Of course not. Confetti is
lectual missiles and night-vision bridge
s into ink blots or turning a' Just when we're bursting gadgets.
nice,
but a cashier's check is nicer.
goggles - was viewed by rulers and tank into
an old Weber grill: we're are we to ask our. American
So to those who might object to
generals in other countries as a ter- No.
busin
essmen to stand with yearning
1. If Const.rner Reports eYer
American companiertashing in on
rific TV commercial for our high- did
comparative testing on causing eyes and empty' pockets while the
the
next international arms race. I
tech _weapons industry.
terrified guys with mustaches to French sell missiles that couldn't
say'
this:
Yes. -war is hell. But busiAs Monday's Wall Street Journal pop
out of the sand. the_products of go around the block without getting
ness is - busines,
.reported. American •defense con- the
wo-ld, be rged• '"hest
tractors are already "salivated': at buy."'
•
the prospect of selling 'a wide range
No,. :thanks td the war, we're perof death -and-destruction gadgetry fectly
. positioned in th‘l marketpto counties in the Middle East as lace.
No that Sadarn the Great
well as other parts of the world 'that Eye
Plucker gave his neighbors a
were dazzled by the live demon- big fright
Today is Monday. March 11. the 70th day of 1991.
, the Saadis and all the
There are 295 days
stration they saw on CNN.
left
in the year.
other oil-glut countries are going to
Of course, this country could be
Today's Highlight in History:
on a shopping spree. And the,
take the •moral high ground and more
Fifty years ago, on March 11. 1941, President
weapons one country buys.
Franklin
say. no. we will not help any of the
signed
into law the Lend-Lease Bill, providing war suppli D. Roosevelt
more its neighbors will wanfl in •
es to countries
you short-tempered nations build case
fighting the Axis.
somebody else decides to
bigger and nastier armies and air becom
On this date:
e a Great Eye Plucker.
forces so you can start acting goofy
In
1810, Emperor Napoleon of France was married by przz
A lot of countries already have
.
to Archduagain.
chess Marie Louise of Austria.
Scud missiles. That means there
But the Journal, which always will be
In 1861. the Confederate convention in Montgomery
a big market for our Patriot
.. Ala., adopted a
consti
tution.
has its finger on the racing pulse of missiles to shoot down the- clumsy
In 1865, during the Civil War, Union forces under
the world's fat cats. indicates that Scud missiles. And that, in turn,
Gen. William T.
Sherm
an occupied Fayetteville, N.C.
it's unlikely we will let galloping means that they'll want something
In 1888. the famous "Blizzard of '88" struck the
morality make us do anything gid- that is less clurris:. than .the Scud
northeastern United
Skates: In the days that follow-ed. Some 400 peopl
e'diedas a result of the
Missiles at a1:C i.e inc clever Patdy and foolish.
-harsh weather.
Because if we don't do the sell- riot missiles. "I
wonderful
In 1930, former President and U.S. Chief Justice
ing. somebody else will.
thinking abo.:
William Howard Taft
.....pons busiwas buried in Arlington National Cemetery.
As one, weapons merchant put it: ness: For eery
you can
In 1942. during World War II, Gen. Douglas MacArthur
"The Europeans will look at us and develop a new defense. And for
left Bataan for
Australia.
• say. By gosh i• you guys are moral. every new. defense. there will be a
In 1978, 34 Israelis were killed as Palest
But we're going to see .what our need for an eil'en better offense. It
inian guerrillas went on a
bloody rampage on the Tel Aviv-Haifa
Middle Eastern comrades in arms makes you wonder 11-7t- he first
highway.
In 1985, the Soviet Union announced the death
need. We're open for business.•" ancient warriors weren't football
of-its leader, Konstantin
Chernenko. Politburo member Mikhail S.
Gorbachev was chosen the
Of course, foreign weapons mer- coaches.
same day to succeed Chernenko as Commu
nist Party General Secretary..
chants are at a disadvantage nght
Of course. there will be those
Ten years ago: President Reagan, on an
overnight visit toi Canada,
now. Iraq used lots of European who will argue
addressed a joint session of the Canadian Parli
ament in Ottawa, telling the
stuff and it was a marketing disas- should have that the Iraq War
lawmakers that "surely we have no better
taugh
friend than Canada."
ter. Soviet tanks, for example. industrialized and t the more
Five years ago: The state of Georgia grante
allegedly eratic
d a posthumous pardon to
They have a huge surplus inven- personalities.
Leo Frank. a Jewish businessman who had
And some congressbeen lynched in 1915 for the
tory'. But after the way their tanks men and other
murder of a 13-year-old girl, Mary. Phagan.
do-gooders will try'
{The pardon came less than a
clunked around in the desert. the to impose limits
year after the death of a witness who came
or even outright
forward in 1982 to say that he
Soviets might have to mark them bans on the
had seen another man carrying the girl's
sale of such
body.)
down below'dealer cost and offer a merchandise.
One year ago: The Lithuanian parliament
voted
factory rebate.
to break away' from the
But they are overl
Soviet Union and restore the independence
the
Baltic
There are those who might scoff friendship factor. How ooking the
republic lost when it
was forcibly annexed by the Kreml
can we tell
in 50 years earlier.
at our cars, our stereos and our countries that are
Today
's Birthdays: Bandleader,Lawrence Welk
is 88. Former British
almost-vanishing TV industry. And that we won't sell friends of ours
Prime Minister Harold Wilson is 75.
them the mewls
Newspaper publisher Rupert Murdid you know that just about every to protect thems
doch is 60. ABC correspondent Sam
elves
is 57. Supreme Court JusAmerican golf club is manufac- way to treat a friend? Is that any
tice Antonin Scalia is 55.
?
tured by' people who can't even say
As a result of our Iraq triumph.
Thought for Today: "There are some pc,ople
"fore"?
who leave impressions not
we happen to have a lot of friends
so lasting as the imprint of an oar upon
the water." — Kate Chopin,
But when it comes to turning
American writer (1851-1904).
1
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Looking Back

Ten years ago
Mrs. Lyndon Baines Johnson,
former first lady of United States.
will be in Murray on April 14 to
speak on her special project.
"Beautification," started while her
late husband was president of the
United States. Her visit here will
he coordinated by Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club.
Both Murray High School Boy's
and Girls Basketball teams beat
Marshall County for the Fourth
District Basketball Championship.
High team scorers were Jimmy
West for Murray, Bruce Ford for
Marshall, Tony.a Alexander for
Murray 'and Laura Seay for
Marshall.
Calloway County Sheriff Max

„

•
It*

MY
VIEW

to 700 acres in the very heart of the
area. The developer proposed to
extract an uncommon form of sand.
When an uproar arose. the developers proposed a deal by which
the 700 acres would be swapped "if
the price were right" for land elsewhere. The claim's value reportedly is as much as $750,000 for
recreation, as much as $12 million
as a quarry for sand. The purchaser
paid S5 an acre for his claim. The
deal is still pending.
Over the past 118 years, the government has sold 3.2 million acres
of land under mining patents.
Between 1980 and 1990, the
Bureau of Land Management
recorded. 4,752 claims covering
roughly 180,000 acres — all for S5
an acre or less.
In 1986 some savvy claimants
paid the government $42,500 for
17.000 acres of land containing oil
shale. Then they turned around and
sold the patent to a group of major
oil companies for 537 million.
Other patents have been sold for
vacation home developments, for
junkyards. tourist facilities and
casinos. A relatively small proportion - kttialTy is actively mined.
The senator has introduced a bill
to halt the sale of mining patents at
S2.50 or 55 an Acre. He proposes
royalties of 5 percent on gross

Today In History

Life House Crisis Center thanks
all who made Thomas lecture possible

•

There is gold, it is said, in them
thar mountains of the West. And so
there is, if not literally, then figuratively. Sen. Dale Bumpers of Arkansas has his eye on the situation.
He is seeking to rewrite the Mining
Law of 1872, and this time he may
succeed. He ought to succeed.
President Grant was in the White
House when the act was adopted.
The law probably made good sense
at the time. The idea was to
encourage development of mineral
resources, and toward that 'end
some remarkable incentives were
offered. As Bumpers observes, the
incentives are still remarkable. In a
speech to the Senate on Feb. .20.
the senator spelled them out.,
The antiquated law allows the
sale of public lands for s2.50 an
acre for a placer claim or -Wan
acre for a lode claim. These "scandalous" prices, as Bumpers terms
them, v..ere, written into the law in
1872 and have not been changed
since that time. A buyer does not
buy mineral rights only. The purchaser' obtains a patent that
amounts to title in fee simple —
outright ownership.
In theory., the buyer is supposed
to develop his claim diligently. In
practice, the supposition is a mirage. The law does not specifically
demand diligent development, and
it imposes no requirements for

Morris has released the delinquent
tax list for 1980.
T.enty years ago
The 80-member Murray High
School Band has been accepted to
appear in Eighth Annual "Six Flags
Over Texas Concert Band Festival,
Arlington, Texas, May
Bob Daniels, biologist at Murray
State University, talked about "Science and Religion" at a meeting of
Murray Civitan Club.
Mrs. Carolyn A. Wheeler has
been named as postmaster at
Sedalia.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Francis Jr..
March 2; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Green and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Anthony' Bernard Kaiser

Jr., March 3.
son's Contemporary •
esUva
Thirty years ago
on March 12 at Recital Hall. Doyle
Verne Kyle, general manager of Fine Arts Center, Murray State
Murray Manufacturing Co., said
University.
his company has received an order
Forty }ears ago
to provide approximately 25.000
,"Rudolph Thurman says the
Tappan gas ranges for apartment younger generation doesn't know
units in New' York City' and San
what they are missing with so
Francisco. Calif.
many of them never tasting crackRecent births reported at Murray
lin' bread," from column, "Seen &
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Heard Around Murray" by James
Mrs. Regina! Scillion and a girl to C. Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Hoke.
Births reported include a girl to
Prof. Lawrence Rickert, soloist, 'Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Shoem
Prof. David J. Gowans, violinist, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. O.B. aker,
TurnProf. John C. Winter, pianist, Prof.
bow Jr.. and a boy' to Mr. and Mrs.
Neale B. Mason, cellist, Prof. Trcmon McCuiston,
March 3; a
Roman Prydatkevytch, violinist, boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Edgar Linn,
and Jack Gardner, pianist, will be
March 5; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
featured on third program of sea- James Oliver, March 7.
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Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
The Murray Education Association will hold its annual Spelling Bee on
Tuesday, March 12, at 3:30 p.m. in the Murray Middle School Library,
801 Main St. The contestants are: Steven Breeding, fourth grade; Max
Gibsori;:fifth grade; Stephanie Hill, sixth grade; Genia Van Ameringen,
seventh grade; Rachael Celia, eighth grade. Parents, family members and
teachers are invited to attend, according to Sheila Henry, teacher.

..•••

..*11111isa.

A Social Security representativie will be at Calloway County Public Library
on Tuesday. March 12, from 1030 am to 1230 pm. John Lavin, SS representative, said this is a special service of the department to give clients an
opportunity to see the representative here each second and fourth Tuesdays of the month

Murray Star Chapter No. 43
Order of the Eastern Star/7:3(
p.m./lodge hall.

40

_41116%.,

'Si Patrick's Day will be the theme of Story Hours on Tuesday, March
12, at 10.30 a m. and Wednesday, March 13, at 10:30 a m. and 3:30 p.m.
at
Calloway County Public Library, according to Sandy Linn, Youth Services
Director at the library. Story Hours are for children, 3 to 8. Parents and
Twos will be at 9.30 a.m. on Tuesday and Wednesday. For information call
753-2288

Jordan Tyler Barton born
Mr and Mrs. Terry Barton of At. 1, Sedalia, are the parents of a son,
Jordan Tyler, weighing six pounds one ounce, measuring 18.314 inches, born
on Thursday, Feb. 28, at 8:28 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The mother is the former Jill Riley. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Larry W.
Rt. 1, Kirksey, and Mr. and Mrs. Larry Barton, Lynnville. A greatgrandmother is Mrs. Pearl Riley, At. 1, Kirksey.
•

Bingo_ games Tuesday
Bingo games, sponsored by Knights of Columbus, will be`Tuesday. March
12, at 7 pm. at the new KG building on Squire Hale Road, between Johnny
Robertson Road and Oaks Road The doors will open at 6 p m.

Singles' meeting Tuesday
The Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, March
12, at 7
p m. at Baptist Student Union Center at Waldrop and Chestnut Streets. This
will be "Men's Night in the Kitchen' wtth only bachelors allowed to participate. The two categor.es to be judged will be entree and dessert with prizes
to be awarded. The entries may be prepared in advance or in the kitchen at
the BSU Center. This is a nonprofit support and social group for all single
adults whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more
information' call Pamela. 753-7638. Jeanne, 753-0224. Mary, 1-527-0115, or
Margaret, 1-247-2249.

Cheryl Slaughter, left, president of Kentucky Heritage Quilt Society,
and Debbie Fisher, president-elect of Kentucky Heritage Quilt Society, work on plans for demonstrations and quilt show for Quilter's
Day Out for the Jackson Purchase Area on Saturday, March 16, from
10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. at Graves County High School, Mayfield.

Quilter's event Saturday
Quitters of Kentucky will celebrate a second annual Quilter's
Day Out on Saturday, March 16.
This is an annual event that will be
held for every' county in Kentucky
and is sponsored by the Kentucky
HeritageAtilt Society.
The special event in the Jackson
Purchase Area will be at Graves
County High School, Mayfield.
from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. with the
Mayfield Piecemaker Quilt Group
as host.
Counties of Ballard. Carlisle.
McCracken, Marshall, Calloway,
Graves, Fulton and Hickman arc
encouraged to attend.
Special activities will take place
during the day. There will be

Coffee Break Tuesday

North election planned

iTHEATRES
=LET11:11

A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church on
Tuesday, March 12, at 9.30 am. This weekly event is for all interested perSOPS who meet for Bible study and refreshments.

Nominations fot two parents representatives on North Calloway Elementary School Council are now being accepted with the deadline to submit any
nominee by Wednesday, March 13. All nominations must be submitted to
the school office no later than 330 p.m. on March 13. Alternate means of
entry or late nominations will prohibit your nominee's name from appearing
on the ballot. The voting will be conducted in the school cafeteria at 6:30
pm. on Tuesday, March 19. Parents should present their PTA membership
card if possibie_when voting. Selection of parent members to the school
council shall be by majority vote of parents present at the meeting. Parents
may nominate themselves or other parents. The term, parent, for purposes
of this election means a parent, stepparent, or legal guardian of a student
currently enrolled andior who will be enrolled in the school during the next
school year. For more information call the school office.

Sleeping With
The Enemy (I?) 97 005

White Fang
(PG)
Dances with
Wolves (PG)

East • PTA meeting
East Calloway EleMentary School will hold a meeting of Parent-Teacher
Association on Tuesday, March 12, at 7 p.m. at the school. The purpose will
be to elect a committee to receive nominations and to oversee the election
ot the two parent representatives to serve on the school based decision
council for the 1991-92 school year. Parents that are members of the PTO
and who are present may vote for the election committee. The term 'Parent'
for school based decision making means a parent, stepparent, or legal guardian of a student currently enrolled and/or who will be enrolled in the school
during the next school year. A parent representatrive shall not be employed
by that school or be related to an employee of that school. The school based decision making Council, consist:ng of two parent representatives, three
teacher representatives, and the principal will be making decisions concerning the school. The policy concerning the school based council and the
election of members is available upon request.

7:15
9:10

\-;

7:30

7:10
9:15

\
Lionheart
(R)

s4y,

, Cathy Christopher
'
r

7:10
9:15

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

bride-elect of

Bill Brown
has made her
selections from

Pier is
Bridal Registry

•
imports

• Rent sour movies•at the cronies!
•
•
•
•

Southwest PTA meeting
Southwest Calloway Elementary School PTA meeting scheduled for
Tuesday. March 12, at 7 p.m. at the school will be devoted to the issue of
School Based Decision Making. An important component of the Educational
Refcrm Act of 1990 addressed the need to provide more decision making
opportunities for teachers and parents at the school level. A panel consisting of teachers, administrators and parents will provide information and
answer questions concerning school based decision making in the Calloway
County School System Also at the meeting two parents will be elected to a
committee to oversee the election of parent members to the school council.
The term 'parent' for SaDM means a parent, stepparent, or legal guardian
of a student currently enrolled and.or will be enrolled in the school during
the next school year. Parents who are members of the parent-teacher organization may vote to elect • election committee members and the parent
council members

Cardiac Support Group
Cardiac Support Group will meet Tuesday, March 12, at 10 a.m, in board
room of Murray -Calloway County Hospital. 'Stress' will be discussed by
Carol Perlow, MSN, Clinical Specialist. For more information contact Shirley
Lamb, 762-1170.

1008 Chestnut • 733-3314
Open lham to 10:pm

South *Murray Homemakers
Club/1.I a.m./Golden Corra
Restaurant.

Weight Control Group/6
p.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ...

Paris Road Homemakers Club
!1:30' a.m./Sirloin Stockade.

1205B Chestnut • 753-1i451

Ladies' Bible Class/9:30
a.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ.

North Calloway skating party/6-8
p.m./Circus Skating of Murray.

Ladies' Bible Class/9:30
a.m./University Church of Christ.

PAL (Purchase AIDS Link) Support Group/7 p.m./Lourdes Hospital, Paducah/Info/1-444 2685.

Mothers' Day Out/9:30 a.m./First
Baptist Church.

Epilepsy Foundation of Western
Kentucky Self Help Group/7
p.m./basement classroom, Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Senior Play/7 p.m/Speech/Drama
room. Murray High School.
First Presbyterian Church
Circies/Dorthy McKenzie at her
home/1:30 p.m.: Dorothy'
Moore/7:15 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include: Manic, Belle Hayes
Circle of UM Women/9:30 a.m.:
Exercise Class/10 a.m.: Reach-out
Callers II/7 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church church
directory photo session/4:30-8 p.m.
Tuesday, March 12
Hazel Community Center/open 10
a.m.-2 p.m./activities by senior
citizens.
Dexter Senior Citizens/9:30
a.m./Dexter Center. •
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./activities by senior citizens.
Singles Organizational Society/
"Men's Night in the Kitchen"/Baptist Student Union/7 p.m.
Info/Pamela, 753-7638, or Jeanne.
753-0224.

Cardiac Support GToup/10
a.m./board room of Murray Calloway County Hospital.
TIIEOS/2 p.m./Annex of Calloway
County Public Library/lunch at
12:30 p.m. at Louie's. Open to all
widowed men and women.
Murray Christian Women's Club
luncheon/12 noon/Seven Seas.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly)17 p.m./Southside Manor
Recreational Room/Info/759-1625.
Calloway County Public Library
events/Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m.,
Story flour/10:30 a.m.

KIDS EAT

Group- III of CWF of First
Christian Church/7:30 p.m.flielen
Campbell home.:

Sigma Department of Murray'
Woman's Club/7 p.m./club house.

Alzheimer's Disease Support
Group/4:30 p.m./board room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

•,

New Jack

City (R)

demonstarations begining at 10:30
a.m. and continuing throughout the
day.
Demonstrations featured will
include- the following:
Bindings and Edgings to Finish
Your Quilt; Gadgets for Quilt Making; Grandmother's Star; Quick
Piecing the Wedding Ring; Free
Hand Machine Quilting; Two
Techniques in Quick Piecing Triangles:' The Quilt Stitch; Sashiko;
Hawaiian Quilting; Videos demonstrating various steps and techniques in making a quilt or all
hanging.
A 'quilt display will be hung by
the Mayfield Piecemakers.
Everyone interested in quilts and
quiltmaking is encouraged to attend
and get acquainted with Jackson
Purchase quitters. Each one may
bring a work in progress to quilt or
piece during the day; quilts to
share.at Show and Tell Time; and a
sack lunch.
To reach the location, take Exit
24 off Purchase Parkway and look
for the cluster of balloons.
"Quitter's Day Out is a -rich
experience in the tradition of quiltMailing. Come join us and share
your quilts with us." said Debbie
Fisher, Mayfield, president-elect of
Kentucky Heritage Quilt Society.
For more information call Lou
Ann Philpot of Murray at
753-6843.

Murfay Lions Club/6:30 p.m
Murfay Woman's Club House

Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 p.m./Water Valley
Community* Center.

Webelos Open House with Boy
Scout Troop 77/6:30 p.m./First
Christian Church.

45

Story Hours Tuesday

s

Tuesday, March 12

Parents Anonymous,6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./education unit/MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

Social Security help.Tuesday
a

Monday, March 11

_

BRIDAL
REGISTRY

FREE!

First Baptist Church Women's
Groups: Rebecca Whittaker with
Mina Waters/2 p.m.; Louelia Beddoe with Marilyn 1111/7 p.m.

4 "

Phebian Sunday School Class.
First Baptist Church/7:15
p.m. home of Anna Ruth Harris.
First United Methodist ChurchF,Irayer Breat,:a.:.7:15 a.m.
Circles First United Methodist
Church Women include: Waters/
Doran/at church. Tucker/Frostlt.
Jones/9:30 a.m.
Carter and Robertson Elementary Schools/skating party/6
p.m./Circus Skating of Murray.
Eva Wall Circle, Memorial Baptist
Church/2 p.m./West View ti„:rsing
Norte.
BYW 'of Memorial Baptist
Churchr7 p.m/home Of Gwen Farme,r,- 1501 Belmont.

Golden Circle Sunday School
Class. Memorial Baptist ChurchT7
p.m/Della. Boggess.

.1 •

Senior Class play, "The Absent
Minded Professor,"Murray High
School/7 p.m.
Iron Industry/10:30 a.m. and 130
p.m./Homeplace-1850/LBL
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order- of Eastern Star17:30p.m:Masonic Hall.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m._
Clara NI. Eagle Gallery/Fine Arts
Center, NISU/open
p.m.

Apples' recipe listed
By NANCY BYAL
Better Homes Magazine Food Editor

Like baked apples? Try this
speedy' four-ingredient version that
cooks in 10 minutes in a saucepan.
Top-of-the-Stove
Baked Apples
One 6-ounce can unsweetened
pineapple juice
1/8 teaspoon ground cinnamon
4 small cooking ap'ples
4 pitted dates
In a medium saucepan combine
pineapple juice and cinnamon.
Remove core and a strip of peel
from the top of each apple. Place
apples in juice mixture in saucepan. Stuff center of each apple with
I pitted date. Bring mixture to boiling; reduce heat. Cover and simmer
10 minutes or until apples are tender when tested with a fork. To
serve, spoon apples and juice into
dessert dishes. Makes 4 servings.

'
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Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.

Alzheimer's meeting Tuesday
Alzheimer's Disease Information Educational meeting will be Tuesday,
March 12, at 4:30 pm in board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
'Dealing'with Difficult Behaviors' will be discussed by Dr Clark Harris, internal medicine specialist For more information contact Cindy Ragsdale,
762-1100, or Joretta Randolph, 753-5561

Senior Adult Fellowship
Senior Adult Fellowship of First United Methodist Church will meet Friday,
March 15, at 9 a m at the church for a trip to Dixie Gun Works and Vanity
Fair Discount Mall at Union City, Tenn Reservations must be made by
Wednesday, March 13.

Children under 10 may choose any
item on our Child's menu, absolutely FREE. Only two children per paying adult.

WAL-MART

Bel-Air Center
753-0440

CWF Group III meeting
Group III of Christian Women's Fellowship of First Christian Church will
meet Tuesday, March 12, at 7.30 p.m. in the home of Helen Campbell Ruth
Daughaday will present the program

•

We are pleased to announce that Tina Ratterree,
bride-elect of Andy Dunn,
has made her domestic and
household
selections
through our bridal registry.
Tina and Andy will be
married March 30, 1991.

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6
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Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who what where questions
about your new city'
WELCOME
As
WAGON
Representative it s my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

clile-r.cp01/(fLifok
Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
• Hostess Insieborg Kong 492 9348
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Alice Witte presents lesson
for Pacers Homemakers Club

Pottertown Homemakers hear
Timmerman speak at meeting

-•

•

s- r -•
•'
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Razinna Timmerman presented
irtro7nation on how to obtain help
10- the blind at the February meetiii g of Pouertown Homemakers
held at Majestic Royale, Holiday Inn.
Presiding was Bobbie Cook,
j:csident. The devotion was given
by I.urene Cooper. Reports were
gi‘en by Kay Carlson and Mary
Moore.
I he club decided not to participate in the Tasting Luncheon. but
to take part in the Country Store
held the same day.

Alice Witte presented a lesson
on "Evaluating Insurance" at the
February meeting of Pacers Homemakers Club held at Majestic Royale, Holiday Inn.
The devotion was given by June
Carlson, cultural arts chairman, on
the theme, "Homemakers Sharing
Talents."
Maxine Scott. president. presided. Three new: members welcomed were Gladys Jarrett, Dolly

Mary Moore continued to work
on the history book for the club.
Singing and music were directed
by Lurene Cooper and Louise
Short. -Games were led by Anita
Purvis.
Also present were Jo Roberts,
Lavine Carter, Dorothy Sobeski,
Mary Hopson, members, and Jean
Cloar, retired county extension
agent in home economics.
The club will meet Wednesday,
March 13. at 10 a.m. at Majestic
Royale, Holiday Inn.

Lorenz and Florence Pritchard.
Other members present were
Thelma Warford and Colleen
Peacock.
The club will meet Thursday.
March 14, at 10 a.m. at Majesuc
Royale, Holiday Inn. The lesson
will be "Basic Self-Defense For
Women:" All interested women in
the area are invited to visit the club
meetings, a club spokeswoman
said.

Students host party

Harris Grove Club workshop
directed by Cooper, Edwards
special work day was held by
Hariis.Groye Homemakers Club at
February meeting at Ellis CornCenter.
Melva Cooper and Sherry
ards directed the work day on
-signing Sweat/Tee Shirts...
P

\ special newsletter on "Cake
-:cs" was given by Agnes
1<aterine Ras nresided werth

Margaret Taylor given- the
devotion.
Hostesses were Maxine Nance•
and Anna Loa Tarry.
The club will meet Wednesday.
March 13. at 10 a.m. at Ellis Center with Margaret Taylor and
Agnes Watson as hostesses. The
lesson will be on "Basic- SelfDefense for Women" with leader
,training provided by Kentucky
State Trooper Chuck Robertson.

couth Pleasant Grove Club
as meeting at Paschall home
'ata Hutson. president. presided
February meeting of South
.,..ant Grove Homemakers Club
at the home of Sherrie
Esal'aating Insurance" was the
. jor lesson presented by Delyghte
. andra Gallimore gat.e the minor
.xt 'on "Cake Basics."
:lC'Ofl t.t. as : .• :27

.

hoon in A-7Ar
in Oc:;,)".-.2r•

of Extension Office to Weaks
Community Center.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs I-Ltson and Mrs Paschal:.
host,.tssi:1
Other me- -ers present were
Twila ColeBrenda Erwin,
Estelle Go, Donna Jackson.
Delpha
-)r and Freda
Harnphre:,
wili he Wedt 9:30 a.m. at
Gallimore.
the club
`..t) 7ro.11••.'
be sent to the
East.

DR
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Mr. and Mrs. Eddie L. Johnston of Rt. 1, Almo, celebr
ated their 25th
wedding anniversary with a special celebration of re-new
ing their
vows. The ceremony.- was held at B.A.S.I.C. Training at
Hardi
n on
Sunday, Feb. 24, at i:30 p.m. The Rev. Eulas Greer read
the voews
and the Rev. Jim Glass assisted with Communion. Richar
d and Melissa Johnston, children of the couple, were their attendants.
Mr.
ton, son of Thomas and Louise Johnston of Rt. 1, Dexter Johnsformer Fay Bell, daughter of the late Marvin and Flossie , and the
Bell. were
married Feb. 26, 1966, at Temple Hill United Method
ist Church by
the Rev. William Baldwin. Becky Denham and David Crickv
attendants. Mr. and Mrs. Johnston are pictured here vere their
in 1966.

Members of Sigma Alpha Iota women's music fraternity and Phi Mu
Alpha men's music fraternity at Murray State University recently
hosted a party for the residents of Fern Terrace Lodge. They entertained the residents with music, dancing and bingo. In top photo,
Anna Fae Smith. Fern Terrace resident, dances with one of the Phi
Mu Alpha members. In the bottom photo are Sigma Alpha Iota mem•
hers at the party.

Sandra Dee talks of life
NEW YORK (AP) — Sandra
Dee, the perky teen queen of 1950s
and '60s movies, say's she dropped
out of sight for the last 20 years as
she battled alcohol, pills and eating
disorders.
Dee. born Alexandra Zuck in
Bayonne. NI, 49 years ago. said
in the March 18 edition of People
magazine that her problems began
when she was sexually abused as a
child by her stepfather and pushed
into stardom by her mother.
Dee, who turned to pills and
alcohol. said she hit bottom after.
her mother died in 1988.

Ce

"I
function.- she said.
adding that she began drinking
more than a quart ,of scotch a da
as .her weight fel! to 80 paar4::
She
:he stal...: home
cor.•.:•,:r,Iy for tnrec year,
Dee
her 29-year Dodd. with :.e:ping her hart-.
aroun,.-.4. She n' i.ees a theyar:.•
regularly
hopes to and
•
on a 1'.

CR1
makes
wood
ball hi
casing
Cel
found
other

Golden Girls entertain or Thetas

. 1F:A1•1 DR CsoTT Wnen
(ardia The condition. which is more
:.•
tations become serious enou.:r.
iimmon in women than in men. can
•••
t• r in individual to visit the doeti_.r.
accessfdlly treated with beta26 and have had them for eight
kers to regulate the heart rate
%.• irs My doctor feels they come
Trerefore before assuming that
-,)71 stress My heart beats around
paipitations are harmless or harmtimes per minute when thev -Ocfu:- a doctor needs to know what
i
ancil have dyspnea 1 find it very. form Isrpresent The-diagnosrs can be
- 71 to :lead a normal life
made with a Klilter monitor a continAR READER
uous 24-nour eler trocardiogram
f•r.ess of rapid or .r rt.gu,ar puisc
which will autr•fnatically record the
cummon tc•rripIa:r.t afferting palpitations for later analysis' Trip)
using-this infc.rmation -thx. doctor Can - SPOKANE. Wash. (AP) —
I-Real44V -pe-4-1.4-€.• and those-with
. sr. disorders
determine,the type of heart rhythm Tamara Wallenda says it took her
Tri its simplest form palpitations causing sympt_pms Such symptotris three months to work up the nerve
-:st of one or two extra beats or a
include wealthess. fainting. shortness to tell her parents
She wanted to
et episode of irregular pulse This of breath , dyspnea . apprehension and work
in a cage and not on a high
, armless It commonly occurs dur. chest discomfort
.
• i• periods of stress or fatigue and is
Judging from your age and your de- wire.
the circus family
n related to smoking frr r7ltiTINUTTIs. ri-pt-ton-of thepaipttat ions up to 180'
r: caffeine Many people experienr t•
beats per minute • I stispeort you are The Flying Vv"-allendas decided four
phenomenon on occasilin It does experiencing extended attacks of par- years ago- that she'd rather be a
•,dicatt heart disease
oxysmal atrial tachycardia Since trainer of exotic animals than
an
the other hand palpitations maY these attaoks are not hazardous to aeria,ist.
it an extended attack of rapid
your r-if.a:tr:
needn t worry about
St,:t said her parents \A,-7,rt rate, including ventricular
them Nonetheless. they should be
please,.i
• hycardia a potentially fatal runagnosed and
theyoccur f requent-parents felt so safe O. feet
t-x-y- -rhythm ass45eatTed With cardi- - 1!.'_ •
.sea se
" I suggest -%. u make_an appointment up :he air, and then my mother
Midway between these extremes 'with - a
cardiologist This specialist screams at me, tO be careful with
're moderately severe forms of palpi•-xarrune .our heart and obtain the cals.- she said.
tell her I've
tations, including paroxysmal atrial the ner essary tests to thxument the kno'npeop:e who'v
e
been
torn up
clutter and fibrillation
bursts of exar t cause of '.our symptoms I think and chewed up. but they'v
e
sid heartbeats that should be treat- vou could feel more normal if you
Soctrai members of the Wallenel.en though,they may not indir ate were prescribed medicine to prevent
da .family have been killed or,
'art disease 'For example mitral the palpitations
injured in falls.
valve prolapse a weakness of one of
Ti, give you more information. I am
'te heart's valves frequently caus.4 sending you a,-free copy of my' Health
For five generations Vvrallendas
• lrmless but distressing periods of Report - Medical Specialists Other have performed with circus
es. and
• apid pulse paroxysmal atrial tachiv- readers who would like a copy should
it looks like the trend will consend Si 25 with their names and
adtinue. Wallenda, 26, said her
dresses to PO Box 91369 Cleveland.
OH 44101-3369 Be sure to mentio
5-y
ear-old daughter already is
n
the tHe
interested in working with

II
\l' VI

Tamara Wallenda
talks about work
with circus family
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ilta.ror giaddock On broken five nos• seven rib,. too
mhos:den eno ant opponents Imo Ile. knocked thee
righters oot cold A lot of heavyweights .v!w
fight
•
Hot then, oho a: thee right nImd would.

We are pleased toannounce that Mandy
Waddell, bride-elect of
Terry Burnett, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Mandy and Terry
will be married April 1,
1991.

WAL-MART
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MARCH 18, 1991
FROM THE MIRAGE-LAS VEGAS
LIVE ON PAY PER VIEW CABLE TV
mitt Eus TEE I
CAI3LE
awum47 CALL 753-05 VISAIN

Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

likae Lskr
I. Cathryn Christopher, bride-elect of
William M. Brown,
has selected gift items
from
our
bridal-.
registry.
Cathryn and William will he married
April 27, 1991.

4101141.
Hoftman's
759-4512
Murray
1 Mile 94 East

nat,11-4.: I
pont: •

The Golden Girls, top photo. presented an entertainingand
humorous musical program at
the annual February guest night
of Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Club. They are, from
left, Dorothy Norris, Eddie Mae
Outland, Oneida White and
Louise Weatherlyr- In the side
photo are, from left, Anna Mae
Thurman, Mary Ann Pay lick and
Mary Belle Jones, hostesses. Mrs.
Thurman and Mrs. Jones distributed books for the annual Stanley sales' fundraiser of the
department. Mary Ann Russell,
chairman, presided. The department will meet Monday, March
18, at 7 p.m. with Tom Tompkins
to talk about "Personal Travel
Safety." Hostesses will be Oneida
Boyd, Alexa Starks and Margaret
Cavitt.

THE NEW LOOK
IN DECORATING

•ACCCiSorteS ',electing and •rrangerer.t,

•Furniture (selecting
YllUr

PeIN

or re•rrarg,

Ow,

•Floorcovenng
•Hecl fhessings
.Landscaping one area or compete ya r:
*Help You Prepare Your !louse To 5.•,.
For Appointment
1502) 753-7027 ea 753-6406 Aft, S p m

'1
()lFii
Cl \.111

till
.1 ,71t.1 1

WEST HAVEN. Conn. (AP) -Antibiotics as treatment for infectious diseases were _cited as the
greatest advance in modern medicine by doctors in a survey' sponsored by- Miles Inc. Pharmaceutical
Division.
Quinolones. a new class of anti-

I

all!

cit..

itI1C III

,
I•t; ccit
Ir4.111

.1.1101
and .1(
'I(
and .1
hoard
break

biotics. was chosen among the
leading advances in antibiotics
w•ithin the last five years. Of those
physicians familiar with quino-

i‘

lones, 77 percent said these agents
are extremely or highly successful
in treating infectious diseases.

ii

CUSTOM BUILT GARAGES

Cor-o-etery erected .ncia0,ng concrete fioors No• pre lab Caroen•e
r ou,.• k (pally rater a K.
We o"er yo, FREE est:ma:es references and location
of garages in your area int re -eitia-a-'y

20 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN BUILDING

With hardboard siding
1;,i car (12x20)
2 Car (18120)
Large 2 Car (22:22)
2'1 Car (24124)
Large 2' s Car (24100)

iii,

.11C ra

Quinolones cited by group

-

Sheila Cohoon &Ann %.%,. m •
Expenenced In Helping Yon Choose
•Wallcovenng lore
or
r,orre.
•Paint
•Window Treatments

L

Deluxe Models
Vinyl sIdInQ
14475
V "i Car (12x20)
$2,87
$3,175
2 Car (18x20)
$3,575
$3,475
Large 2 Car (22:22)
$3,975
$3,675
2',I Car (24124)
$4,075
$4,175
Large 2'4 Car (24x30)
$4,675
PI,Js of eye, lot 8 freight

.M14 sAnsFAcntm iB odt GOAL

BET= BUILT GARAGE CO.
Melber, Ky. • (502) 6744530
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Coker and Fleming wedding planned
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Joggers safety
hints given
by magazine

re

From BETTER HOMES AND
GARDENS
A Meredith Magazine
For AP Newsfeatures
Crimes against joggers, such as
rape, are rare but not rare enough.
That's- why the Road Runners
Club of America is working hard to
prevent such realities from catching
up with runners, according to Better Homes and Gardens magazine.
Here are several tips for running
safety, prepared by the RRCA.
— Carry identification or write
name, phone number and blood
type on the inside sole of a running
shoe. Include medical information.
- - Don't wear jewelry.
— Carry change for phoning.
--Call police immediately if something happens or if danger is
suspected.
— Run with a partner.
— Leave word of running routes
with family and friends.
.7- Run in familiar areas, and
alter the route regularly. In unfamiliar areas contact running stores
or police for safety tips. Check
where phones are located and
which stores are open at the time
you are running.
— Stay alert to dangerous situations. Avoid unpopu1ated areas,
deserted streets. overgrown trails,
poorly lighted areas. parked cars
and bushes.
— Don't wear headphones.
— Ignore verbal harassment.
Look directly at strangers, but keep
your distance and keep moving.
, — Run against traffic to see

y,
Miss Jada Marlene Coker of
Murray and David Todd Fleming
of Graves County announce their
engagement and approaching
marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. David Coker and
Mrs. Thomas Locke, all of Murray.
The groom-elect is the son of
David and Loretta Fleming of
Graves County.
Miss Coker is a 1991 graduate of
Murray High School and is
employed at Pagliai's Pizza,
Murray.
Mr. Fleming, a 1987 graduate of
Mayfield High School, is employed
at Piggly Wiggly, Murray.
The wedding is set for Saturday.
May 18, at 2 p.m. at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. David Coker.
A reception will follow the
ceremony.

Dr

in

The piano students of Margaret Wilkins were recently featured in a
recital in Recital Hall Annex, Price Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University. Traditional students playing, top photo, were, from
left, Monica Williams, Heather Jedan, Carrie Griffiths, Joy Roach,
Jayson Brittain and David Harp. Suzuki students performing, bottom
photo, were, from left, front row, Jessica McKendree, Cassie Carroll,
Lauren McKendree, Stephanie King, Justin Sharp, back row, Krisy
Whitfield, Ashley McKendree, Courtney Griffiths, Matt Roberts,
Shane Smith and Brandon Sharp. Performers not pictured were
Rachel Smith and Jason Lee of Paris, Tenn. Carrie Griffiths and
Heather Jedan were recognized for their participation in Kentucky
Music Teachers Association All-State Piano Ensemble.

Jada Marlene Coker and
David Todd Fleming to marry

Fashion classics have confidence---0,,,,,.„„,,,,,,,aferikv
Cellulose fiber used in items

LONDON (AP) — There is no basic, and carry them through to
shortage of offbeat young fashion dinner.
CROSSETT, Ark. (AP) — What Pacific Corp.. a' forest-products in the British fall-winter collections
Quilting shows up again and
this year, but the designers of again, at its best in the
makes up more than 40 percent of company.
glamorous
wood and is used to produce footsimple, wearable' clothes are confi- evening-wear designs of
Bellville
ball helmets, luggage and computer
dent of their classics in the face of Sassoon-Lorcan Mullany.
Cellulose, a carbohydrate pro.
casings?
diked-during pliothsyhtheSis-, also recession. Here quilted silk is black, scarlet
Cellulose fiber, a substance
Skirts range from short to very or peacock blue, dusted with
is used to manufacture paper.
gold
found in the cell walls of trees and
irrigation-system piping, tool hand- short, and the fit is streamlined
stars or shot with gold thread and
other plants. according to Georgiaclose to the body. Jackets, very cut into shapely fitted tops over
les and dentifrices.
important is usual, range from bol- short black velvet skirts.
ero length to below the hip, and
Jean Muir, .a perennial British
most are fitted through the waist. star, uses red or black quilted silk
There is a lot of black, that basic
and wool in elegant jackets for day
by .1eane Dixon
building block of wardrobes, and a
Dr evening, closely fitted, trimmed
distinctly practical undertone in
11 1-.s1) \ ‘1 1 RUH 12. 1991
with frogging or in the classic
these nervous economic times.
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look
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there are jackets and skirts in a
bright color range including pepper
red. yolky yellow and apple green.
Most of - the colIectiOn- i'S solid
color.
Arabella Pollen. one of the most
successful of the young British
designers. goes for bright, bright
solid colors in narrow skirts and
short. pared down jackets. But here
again these is basic black to mix
with the orange. lime green, purple
and acid yelloN.v.
At the youngest end of the market is the outrageous Red or Dead,
with chenille jackets in .pink or
black. gingham vinyl rain slickers
primed with --goldfish. puppies -and
kittens. and pink or black-rib-knit
tops. and ruffled short shorts.
Red -or Dead says their market.
largely in their teens and 20s, may
not be hit too hard by the recession
because many still live at home.
"Up to Christmas was the bestever. We're still waiting to see if it
will hit us," one of their young
staffers said.....,

. n n'ki enagr zbeellf
ii,iwn or alter
lsiCira";
!
kir
— Carry a whistle.
— Respect intuition. If a person
or area feels unsafe, :honor that
feeling -and run away from trouble.
To obtain a free copy of the
above running safety tips, send a
SASE (business size) to RRCA.
629 S. Washington St., Alexandria,
VA 22314.

Joyce Ridings, with her basic
wools, does not see gloom on the
economic horizon: "I always think
a recession sifts things out. PeOple
start buying sensibly.. I'm actually
busier than I've _ever been."

A&A
Auto Rental
Daily & Weekly
Rates
East Main St. 753-4461

Mq"'S
Paint & Decorating Center
'r•;71 .

Popcorn Crunch is good for all purpose snack
3 cups crisp rice cereal
2 cups dry roasted peanuts
Spray a large cookie sheet with
non-stick coating: set aside. In a
large microwave-safe bowl combine candy coating and peanut butter. Cook on 100 percent power
(high) for 2 to 3 minutes or until
coating is melted„, stirring after
every minute.
Meanwhile, in a very large bowl
combine popcorn, cereal and pea-

By NANCY BYAL
13•ner Horneji Magazine Food Editor

Pack this snack in bag lunches or
keep it on hand for a quick munch
between meals. For goof-proof
melting of candy coating, use your
microwave oven.
Popcorn Crunch
Non-stick spray coating
1 IR pounds chocolate-flavored
candy coating, cut up
3 tablespoons peanut butter
14 cups popped popcorn
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nuts. Pour warm melted coating
mixture over popcorn mixture,
tossing to coat well. Spread onto
prepared cookie sheet: cool thoroughly. Break apart and store in a
tightly covered container for up to
5 days. Nakes 22 cups.
Nutrition information per 1 -cup
serving: 283 cal.. 5 g pro., 32 g
carb., 17 g fat. 0 mg chol., 175 mg
sodium. U.S. RDA: 17 percent
thiamine, 23 percent niacin.

Mitzi McCallon & Maryann CatheY

Take advantage of our
Professional interior
Design Services.
You & Your Home
Deserve It'
Call For An In-Home
Consultation
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321
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We are pleased to announce that Melanie Williams, bride•elect of Chris
Hobbs, has made her
domestic and household
selections through our bridal registry.
Melanie and Chris will be
married April 27, 1991.

.
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ASK ME ABOUT
Life, Major Medical, Annuities,
Medicare Supplement, Nursing
Home, Home Health Care.

11A\

Purdom, Thurman
& McNutt
407

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

753-4451

Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6
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WAL-MART

DAN McNUTT

Maple
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One Meat, Six Vegetables,
$345
Cobblers, Corn Bread Sticks,
All Prepared Daily Country Style!
Senior Citizens Only $299
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City firemen battle structure
fire early Sunday morning

Remember the 10th

The Murray Fire Department
responded to a structure fire at
12:25 a.m Sunday. The one bedroom brick home located at 1304
Johnson Blvd. was partialk.
engulfed upon arrival.
The fire had already vented itself
through the kitchen window where
most of the fire was located. An
interior attack was made by firemen wearing air - packs. The fire
was extinguished with only the
kitchen suffering fire damage. The
rest of the home suffered smoke
and heat damage.
No one as home at the time of
the fire, but two dogs that were in
the structure were sa‘ed-by firemen
and escaped unharmed. .
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The 10th of each month is a very important day to your city
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier.
So paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.

The structure is owned by J.D.
Outland and occupied by Julie Outland. The state fire marshal's office
and the Kentucky State Police are
currently in a joint investigation
ith the N1FD officials to determine the cause of fire that kept
firemen on the scene for almost
o.ko hours.
II RI It Nilt%It

SNAP

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
KENTUCKY CABOYET FOR HOAR 01 RESOURCES

At the March/ meeting of the Murray Cisitan Club the guest speaker
was Peggy Williams, director of the local W.A.T.C.11. Center for
Handicapped Persons. Her topic was —Something To Be Proud Of."
Pictured is Williams receising a check from the Cixitan president,
have several A & A+ kate-Ci - Rowena Emerson. Murray Civitans are long time supporters of the
local W.,A.T.C.H. program. The next meeting of Murray Cis itans will
health eompanie. with good rates" be at 6 p.m., March 21 when they will attend the concert by the U.S.
Navy Band at Lovett Auditorium. ("isitan Hoyt Roberts announced
that adxanced tickets are asailahle for the Annual Cis itan Pancake
Day at Ruth's Restaurant, Sat. March 23. 5 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Looking for Health Insurance
111S, -1
-

Mirrray Ledger & Times
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Read the classifieds

Insurance Center of Murray

Calloway Co. fire & resclie
squad busy over weekend

901 Sycamore

-

753-8355
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same "day. me vehicle was recovered hy the Henry County Sheriff's
office. The vehicle had bean
h.irned.
Detective Ronald Wisehart of the
MPD'is 'ccYwiuthg an invatigatioriof the incident. The Henry County
Sheriff's office is also involiied
to invest:gat:on
f i ttrai4

Delors: European Community
must develop joint defense force
PARIS (AP --- The European
-Community must develop a joint
defense force by - 1995 or risk
granting the United States unilateral military dominance. the president of EC's executive commission
said Sunday.
•
Jacques Delors said on the
French radio program "Press
Club- that Europe's spotty record
in facing Iraqi President Saddam
Hussein's invasion of Kuwait
showed the weakness of the 12-nadon EC as a global power.
'There will be other Saddam

I.)e]or, said. "It's no;
e7.0..igh to has e a, strong ecor.orry
to hr:ng •wengt.; on events. It's
n. _ havc military power as
r
'

No
1 he response of Western Europear, nations to the gulf crisis was
‘ar;ed.. France and . Britain sent
mops. shtp and warplanes to fight
Saddarn's troops. Germany.. whose
constitution bans military deployment outside of NATO countries.
sent a squadron of aging jelfighters
ti) Turkev
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The Murray Police Departmen;
responded to a motor vehicle theft
which occurred Saturdaybetv.een
and 7 a.m. in Shoney's Restaurant
piirking lot.
A 198-8 ford Escort owned by"
Rhonda Edmonson of Route _ 5.
Mur.ray; .,was taken fr.
= the
restaurant parking lot. Later that
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Murray Middle School and
I he Murray and PadUCah Leann`
Paducah Middle School w.t.ILrepre- . earned the .ri.ght...to advance to the
Sent the First Region in the state state level by fin.shing second and
Mathcounts cqmpetition. Saturda‘. rT5 reNPes:ivoitY in regional
Conl"
while one Callaway Middle -School- -:;(-1411C'r, at Paducah Commum
!
•
—
student 'advances.
Ca:,oway Middle's Das :
The top two teams and top indisnd in the individual
viduals from each region advance stan.din.,:s. NI:Jr-as Middle's team
to the state competition: winners on Loached ny Dan Thompson.
the state level advance to national
The l;k:al competition was sport. I
competition in May. The national sored h the Kentucky Lake Chapcompetition will he held in ter of the Kentucky Society of ProWashington. D.C.
fess;onal En4inee-,

MPD responds to car theft
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ASSORTED CANDIES & TOYS

594
BRANDS

The Calloway-.
Rescue Squad responded to s"eVeral
calls over the weekend.
On Friday at 7:41 p.m- the
squad responded to a structure fire
located on 121- South to N1issirtg
Hills. The two story wood frame
home owned by Shiny Carter and
occupied by -Harmon Brown suffered major damage to the back
wall and roof around the flue. The
fire was extinguished and the house
and its contents were saved. Four
units and 17 men responded to the
fire and were on the scene. for ol.Cr
two hours.
On Saturday. the squad
responded to • the following field
fires: noon - 641 South to the
Lauring Road. minor damage.
12:07 p.m. -- four miles south on
Highway 73. 10 acres of land
owned hv Gene Darneli burred.

Area schools to represent first
regi9n in mathcounts competition
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Iraqi secret documents discovered
KUWAIT CITY (AP) — The
discovery of an Iraqi secret police
heaquarters in the basement of a
leading transplant hospital has
turned up documents signed by
Saddam Hussein ordering the looting of Kuwait and killing of
protesters.
Baghdad apparently decided to
put a secret police unit as well as
regular and reserve army units in
the hospital, part of the Ibn Sina
complex, to reduce the chances of
tieing bombed by the allies.
The Iraqis killed two doctors at
the hospital — one of. the foremost
transplant facilities in the Middle
East — and stripped the facility of
expensive equipment.
Hospital officials on Sunday
showed reporters the basement
command post, where the Iraqis
left documents and maps.
They also told of how two Iraqi
doctors who worked at the hospital
before the Iraqi invasion collabor-

ated with the Iraqi secret police.
pinpointing equipment to be
shipped back to Iraq and inrorming
on Kuwaitis.
During the tour, Dr. Abdullah alHamadi, a consultant neurologist,
showed reporters some of the documents, including orders to arrest
several Kuwaitis. One letter dated Nov. 19 and
signed by Saddam, ordered Iraqis
running the emirate to confiscate
all money,. from Kuwaiti
companies. —
Another document said: "You
have to watch the mosque and if
any people are coming out demonstrating or anything, just kill
them."
Further documents discussed the
transfer of materials from the Ministry of Education in Kuwait to the
Ministry of Education in Baghdad.
After the Iraqis looted the transplant hospital in mid-August it was
dosed to patients, but other hospi-

•

MONTREAL (AP) — The leader
of Quebec's governing party said
Sunday he favors keeping the predominantly French-speaking province in Canada if it's granted
wide-ranging political autonomy.
"The first choice of the Liberal
Party is for Quebec to develop
inside Canada in a federal structure,'' Premier Robert Bourassa
said in a 45-minute speech ending
a weekend conference of his Liberal Party of Quebec.
"Liberals can't easily envisage
Canada subdivided into three territories: the east,' west and Quebec."
After nine hours of debate Saturday, the more than 2.800 party delegates passed a proposal for
Quebec to take control over all
affairs except monetary policies,
defense and some other national
services.
It also allows,for a 1992 referendum to ratify an agreement on greater autonomy or allow a vote on
sovereignty. Bourassa said the
proposal carried a "firm message
v.ithout dogmatism." '
The party' overwhelmingly
defeated an amendment by former
Liberal Party leader Claude Ryan
for Quebec to negotiate with the
rest of Canada" on autonomy
_rather than present the proposal to
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The Kentucky Education Reform Act
Technology
Local school districts have implemented several new educational
programs because of the package of
laws known as the KERA (Kentucky
Education Reform Act) which has
been recognized across the nation as
one of the most innovative and potentially the most influential legislative
effort ever undertaken to improve
education. The Kentucky State Department of Education has provided
information for the community on
many of these changes and the rea.consfor them. This is the seventh in a
s .ries. For more information contact
:at!e Murray City Schools at 753-4363
or the Calloway County Schools at
753-3033.
As a parent_you're probably accustomed to hearing national statistics
that place Kentucky schools near the
bottom of many lists.
Now, Kentucky schools are at or
near the top in one very important
category: education reform. The Kentucky' Education Reform Act of 1990
brings bold changes to make our

tals in the complex remained open.
Two doctors were killed by the
Iraqis for taking ventilators to help
set up local clinics for Kuwaitis,
while several were arrested and
beaten.
Millions of dollars in damage
was done to the once-modern hospital that specialized in kidney,
pancreas and bone marrow
transplants.
And documents discovered in the
basement headquarters had shown
two of their Iraqi colleagues —
both of whom had worked in
Kuwait for a dozen years and were
highly respected — allegedly collaborated with the occupation army.
Al-Hamadi said one document
quoted an Iraqi doctor, an opthalmologist, as denouncing the
Kuwaiti chief of Ibn Sir.a's opthaln-.ology department for criticizing
Iraq and the Iraqis.
The document ordered the
Kuwaiti doctor's arrest but the Iraqis fled before the order could he
executed, al-Hamadi said.
The opthamologist. a member of
:Britain's Royal College of Physicians, had been one of about 10
Iraqi doctors working at the hospiBOSTON (AP) — Kate Rubin
tal. al-Hamadi said. He disappeared
dreams of being a graphic designer.
Ottawa.
a few days after the war started on
But with jobs hard to find and
But Bourassa also noted bilateral Jan. 17.
competitio
n fierce, she is among a
talks-with other provinces are still
Another Iraqi, a consultant neur- growing number
of people taking
possible.
ologist. associate professor in the refuge
from
the
recession by
Youth wing members dominated faculty of medicine at the Universireturning
to
college.
the voting and pushed their hard- ty of Kuwait and also a member of
"There's not as much opportuniline approach, which moves the the Royal College of Physicians,
ty
out there," said Rubin, 30. "It's
party ideologically closer to the _ allegedly chose equipment to be
not as easy to get work as it once
pro-secessionist Parti Quebecois. shipped to Iraq.
was. It's a better time to go back to
An election must be called before-He-left Kuwait in early Decem- school."
the end of 1993.
ber after allegedly ordering that the
Graduate schools around the
The Liberal proposals passed at neurophysiology laboratory and the
country
report a surge in applicthe convention go beyond the pro- entire library from the faculty' of
ants,
a
trend
that many school offivisons in the failed Meech Lake medicine be stolen and shipped to
cials attribute to tough economic
constitutional accord, which would Iraq. al-liamadi said.
times.
have recognized Quebec as a "dis"If - you -0 to Our- faculty' of
"We hope to think people are
tinct sOciety."
medicine now, you will see all of
interested in higher education. But
The three-year effort to adopt the our library' is gone. the Journals.
usually when the economy is slugMeech Lake agreement lapsed in the books, the audio-% isual, everygish and people cannot get jobs,
education is a sort of haven," said
June 1990, the deadline for ratifica- thing is gone." he said.
tion by all 10 provincial
legislatures.
But some officials observing the
Cc
4e
conference said Bourassa's speech
helped ease fears across Canada
tha.t the Meech Lake accord failure
"Where the price and service,
would greatly increase the secessionist drive in Quebec.
makes the pill
to swallow."
"What you need to take from the
meeting and the premier's speech
is that they did respond to the concerns of English Canada," said
Glendale at Whitnell
753-4175
John Ciaccia, Quebec minister of
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
international trade.

Quebec leader favors
greater autonomy
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schools better.
Some of the biggest changes will
come in how' teachers teach and
students learn. Technology will play' a
major role in the goal to make
Kentucky schools among the best in
the nation./
Technology means computers,
telephones, telecommunications, interactive television, film, low-power
television, satellite and microwave
communications, and more — equipment and processes that were not even
invented when you were in school.
A Council for Education Technology organized through the Kentucky Department of Education is
planning all the ways Kentucky will
put technology to work for students.
teachers, and school administrators.
Once in place. the network could be
the most exciting. most complete
system of its kind in the nation — and
it will mean some changes in how' we
think of the classroom.
In the average Kentucky school
today. for example. the teacher lectures. whilt the student listens: the

classroom is teacher-centered. In the
average Kentucky school five years
from now, with new technology in
place, the teacher will be a coach, the
student a worker, and the classroom
will be student-centered.
In today's average Kentucky
school, the materials most often used
are chalk, paper, pencil. and textbook. ,
Five years from now, the materials
most commonly used may be film,
tape. software, compact discs. and
more. Students will write with word
processors, rather than pencil and
paper. They will work in groups and
cooperate as they will in their future
workplaces.
•
Today, libraries have books.. maga
zines, and filmstrips; students searcIi .
card catalogs by hand to find hooks
and inforniation. In Kentucky'schools
five years from now libraries will
have hooks, magazines, .filmstrips.
laser discs, electronic encyclopedias.
video tapes, compact discs, computer
software. With a telephone and
modem. students will be able to use
materials in libraries across the state_

Graduate school applications up

Vitvu

Sari Halasz, assistant dean of graduate admissions at the University
of California at Los Angeles,
which has seen -about a TO percent
increase in applications this year.
Peter Syverson, spokesman for
the Council of Graduate Schools, a
national association of graduate
school deans, said school officials
around the country have told him
of similar enrollment increases on
their campuses.
In part, this reflects a recent
trend in which enrollment at U.S.
graduate schools has risen about 2
percent annually for the past several years, Syverson said. But it's
also a result of the troubled economy, he said.
"If you're worried, you might
say. 'Gee, how' do I differentiate
myself from other folks? ... Maybe

1M

••

FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY
Auto
\

Life
Home fri —
Health
Business
Annuities

pasier

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy

1991 Park Avenue

I should get a graduate degree, so I
would be less likely be laid off in a
b4c1 economy and maybe be quicker to get a new job,"-' -he said.
Julie Sweitzer, 27, said she
decided to enroll in graduate school
at Boston University when she
couldn't get an environmental job
in state government. She is now
working toward a degree in environmental and energy studies.
'I saw going back to school as
way' to get better work," she said
Mary Lou Balinskas, director ot
graduate admissions at the University of Connecticut, said some students are returning to school
because of increased opportunities
in education. Many schools around
the country' are anticipating faculty
shortages in the years to come.

A tradition in service
since 1981
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753-06327
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Tracy D. McKinney

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.
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Racers travel to Atlanta to meet Alabama's Tide

Sports Writer

By DAVID RAMEY
Ledger & Times Asst Sports Editor

It wasn't the first choice, but the
Murray State Racers are happy
with the opportunity to take on
Alabama at The Omni in Atlanta.
Ga. on Friday.
The Racers were. hoping for a
trip to Louisville, but instead got a
ticket for the other first-round
Southeast Regional site. Murray, a
No. 13 seed, will face the SEC
champion Cnmson Tide, the No. 4
seed in the Southeast Regional.
The game time will be announced
by the NCAA sometime today.
"Atlanta would have been our
second choice," Racer coach Steve
Newton said. "It just makes it a
little tougher for our fans to get
there. Playing any team on a neutral court in the NCAA tournament
has to be stimulating and it is
exciting representing our great

NCAA MEN'S BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIP 1991
1st Round:
Thursday Friday

2nd Round:
Saturday Sunday

Regionals

Indianapolis

Indianapolis

Regionals

2nd Round

WEST

EAST

UNLV

North Carolina

Montana

116 Northeastern

Georgetown

9

Vanderbilt
Michigan St.

at Tucson An:
Friday Sunday

5

at Syracuse N
Friday. Sunday

I'

"Coach Sandarson and I.go back
a long way." Newton said. "We're
very good friends. We're looking
forward to the opportunity. It was a*
natural pick, given our regional setting. and I know our team will be

Princeton
Villanova
Mississippi Si

Wis •Green Bay' I

E Michigan

Utah

UCLA

S. Alabama

I 13 Penn St
S 23

Creighton

Pepperdine

East Rutherford, N J
22 8. 24

Seattle Washington

New Mexico St

Seton tlau

Carolina St.
I', So Mississippi

•1

Virginia

Oklahoma St
ai Salt Lake City Utah
vnursdar Saturday

at College Park Rd
Thursday Saturday

I'4 New Mexico

Purdue

BYU

Temple

Anzona
'
St Francis%

CHAMPION
MIDWEST

2

Syracuse

I .5

Richmond

SOUTHEAST

Ohio St
Towson St
Georgia Tecn
DePau,

TUCSON, Ariz. — UNLV",
college basketball's version of
Operation Desert Storm, faces
an ambush and an unfriendly'
mob of Runnin' Rebel haters in
this cactus-studded town.
Jerry Tarkanian's top-ranked
troops appear unstoppable as
they ride out from the neon
glow of their glitzy desert fortress. !tut they got a
double-dose of trouble Sunday.
Ever eager to torment Tarkanian, the NCAA dropped .
Georgetown in his path like a
land mine and dumped the
Rebels in the arena of their
most rabid rivals in the West
— Arizona.
.
"I kind of thought they'd do
that to us," Tarkanian muttered
after his team beat Fresno State
98-74 to win the Big West
tournament and gain a 41st
straight victory.
Arizona coach Lute Olson,
who inherited Tarkanian's dirty
laundry and probation when he'
took over Jot him at Long
Beach State in the 1973-74
season, smiled devilishly' at the
NCAA's latest jab at his longtime foe.
"Vegas didn't get any breaks
in their bracket," said Olson..
whose Wildcats open in Salt
Lake City against tiny St. Francis and could meet the Rebels
.in the regionals in Seattle.
Bad blood still percolates in
the veins of some Arizona fans
over alleged insults dished out
by UNLV players after they
knocked off the then-No. 1
Wildcats in the NCAA playoffs
two years ago. Bundles of hate
mail were sent to Tarkanian
over that episode. which he
claimed never happened. ..
The only team Tucson fans
loathe more than UNLV is
Arizona- -State: - A --favorite' line
heard here in the depth of the
Cold War went: "If ASU is
playing the Russians. 'it's 'Let's
go comrades.'''
A matchup between those two
oyld have been a dream - game
for local folks to vent their displeasure. Alas. the NCAA sent —
Arizona State to the Southeast
quarter of the draw' to play
Rutgers.

1st Round

Thursday Friday

Saturday Sunday

state.'.

The Racers will be the only Kentucky representative in the tournament, and most of the Racer fans
- who gathered at the Curris Center
on campus .Sunday to watch the
pairings on a large television
screen were rooting for the Louissite. They booed and hissed
when the Louisville bracket was
completed, but cheered loudly
when the Murray State-Alabama
contest was annouced.
Ironically, when most folks
iklaike,1 into the Curris Center Ballroom about 4:30 p.m., Alabama's
game with Tennessee was playing
on the litg screen.
The matchup will feature two
reunions. Newton and Alabama
coach -Wimp .Sanderson are old
friends from Newton's days as an
assistant at !Mississippi State. A
picture of Sanderson, donned in
one of his trademark plaid sportcoa.
or Newtons OfriCe

By STEVE WILSTEIN
AP Sports Writer

AP

I.

Texas

a, 2avtor :F-jar St,"10a,

at Atlanta Ga
Friday Sunday

1

St Pete,s
St John s

Arkansas
Georgia St
Arizona St

9

Rutgers
Wake Forest
Louisiana Tech

Pontiac

No IlltnC.S

I
1

•
•

tt.

I

Charlotte. NC.

4

Alabama
Murray St,

LSU

Pittsburgh

Connecticut

Georgia

Nebraska

Kansas

Xavier-Ohio
a' lit'nneapo. s
Sa•urla.

Iowa
E Tennessee St ' I

at Louisville Ky
-nursdav Saturday

1'4

I'

I

New Orleans
Florida St
So California

Cutre

Indiana

NE Lousiaha

Coastal Carolina

hignry motivated:Newton says thal Alabama. 22-9
overall and ranked No. 24 in :he
nation, is "very atheltic and very
hig .and strong."
Alabama won their third straight
SEC Tournament championship
with a victory over the Volunteers

on -Sunday. -James Roninson. a 6-1
freshman from Jackson. Ms. losses
in 16.8 point.s a•garne to lead the
ws for the Tide.
Melv.n
Cheati.m. a 6-8 senior from
-anchofs--the inside-game'
w1:h. a 16 point-per-game average.
The Alabama attack also

:ngriian Latrell Sprewell, who would face Wake Forest or Louia teammate of Murray's Greg siana Tech.
Coble at Three Rivers Junior Col"It's a pretty good draw," Racer
lege in Poplar Bluff, Mo.
junior Popeye Jones. "Atlanta is a
Although disappointed with little further away for our fans, but
heing-moved -out -of- state:-the Rac- we know: they'll still be a good
ers were also happy with the draw. crowd. We kind of know what AlaIf Murray gets past the Tide, they (Coned on page II)

Storming
PTHS wins second straight regional title
By DAVID RAMEY
Lodger & Times Asst Sports Editor

••

e

Tilghman's Norman Mason (centeri chases down a loose ball during
Saturday night's First Region championship game while Graves
County's Brian Hurt 1121 and James Stephens (141 look on.

DRAFFENVILLE — It. wasn't a sudden hurst, but a
s:eady storm, from Paducah Tilghman that, sent the
Blue Torna.dauz_the state ,ornament for the second
,traight year.
Tilghman defeated Grave; County 80-72 Saturday
night in the champi•onship game of the First Region
tournament at Marshall County High School to cap a
season of excellence through the region.- as theBlue
Tornado Was unbeaten in the Fir,: Region this season.
•T7l2nrnan, coach Steve Dreher said the secondstraihi trip----is---e‘en sweeter than the first.
*.•This one is even more satisfying." Dreher said.
"We are better equipped emotionally to handle this., T he Blue Tornado wi_take
ll
a 30-3 record to Lex.ingtofi`.s.Ri.pp Areria-Wednesday. where they wilt face
Lo.:sville Ballard.' Graves County coach Bob Hog2ard. who has taken a lot of •Oldham County teams to
arnament. says the Bue Tornado won't Just
match up weU with Ballard," tioggard
- Yes, they're going to playing some basketball.
11 probably be playing on Saturday."

Even though Tilghman went through the season
unbeaten in the First Region. Graves County was
scratching at Pit-IS in the championship game. unlike
last year's title game .when Tilghman whipped the
Eagles.
Dreher pointed out that nothing had been easy for
Tilghman during this season.
"It's been very, very tough this -season, and it's
been very wearing," Dreher said. "Teams have been
ready for us every night."
Graves was Saturday, and the contest was nip-andtuck in the first half before Tilghman ran off the last
five points of the half to take a 35-28. Kent Leggs
scored 10 of Tilghman's first 12 in the second half to
help the Tornado build a 10-point lead 'midway
through the third quarter.
-•
__The Tornado took a nine-point.lead 'into the. fourth.
quarter,- but - behind James Stephens. Graves came
roaring back after Tilghman took a 13-point lead with
3:48 left: Hoggard helped ignite the run with a technical foul that sparked the Eagles, and Stephens fired in
13 points in the fourth quarter as Graves closed within
six with 23 seconds left.
But -Tilghman closed the game by hitting five
(Cont'd on page Iii

Runnin' Rebel
bitter about the two players'
Arizona"stole" after they supposedly: agreed to go to UNLV
—• former Wildcat Tom Tolbert
and current star guard Maa
°thick. When the fans come
strutting Into toWn this Week.
bragging about their undefhted
team, they'll likely: remind the
locals that the Rebels didn't
need Tolbert and Othitk
anyway.
.

If • you have thin- waits, -turn
down the sound . when UNLV
coach Jerry Tarkanian is introduced on Friday for the first
game against Montana. The boos
might be loud enough to disturb
the neighbors.

No doubt UNLV fans. about
i as subtle as a Las Vegas rtarquee, will try' to drown out the-Rebel haters. UNLV is allowed
1,500 to 2,000 of the 12.800
tear on the back that troubled him
seats in the arena, but .Arizona
much of last year.
officials expect at least twice
•The Brewers announced that sec- that many' Rebel fans to buy or
ond baseman Willie Randolph, barge their way in.
invited to camp as a non-roster
One Arizona fan, who hasn't
player. was given permission to
missed a W'ildcat.s game in 19
return to his home in New Jersey' years, predicts the Rebels will
due to a family illness. It was not thrive on the animosity of the
known when he would return.
local fans.
%miry• Games
Bowor
"When they get booed by the
ng4s
ed:
"
KS nue 2;7
'
7
people here, that's just going to
Stemma, 6 Saints 2
Cnicago Whir Sox 3_ Ginonnar
bring out the best in them,"
Baltimore 6 Nee Koe vinkete 3 10 innings
1s. II P.asburp/' C
said George Kalil. "You're
64
PtniaftiV
msota4
6 9T•Tam'
as 5° 5
going to hear a lot of noise,
WM VOA, TAOS 10 Lot Angers 3
and: a -lot of oohs and aahs
Sir Francisco S Glevekind 2
San Diego 4 Cahlor744
about
spectacular plays. When
Chicago Cubs 9 Movssultes 3
Seams 6 GaGan0 5
Vegas does something greaL ,the
fans here will show their
respect for them."

Ryan throws five innings of one-hit ball in opener
By JIM DONAGHY
Associated Press Baseball Writer

It appears Nolan Ryan is ready.
For his first spring training
game. Ryan had planned to pitch
three innings. Instead he tossed
fiye innings of one-hit ball Sunday
for the Texas Rangers.
Ryan. 44. didn't give up a hit
until Minnesota's Chili Davis led
off the fifth inning with a single.
The Twins, howe,ver, scored three
runs in the ninth inning for a 6-5
victory at Port Charlotte, Fla.
'I hadn't caught Nolan for a
year, since the 1989 season. but we

4444.ire pretty much in sync.- Rangers catcher, Chad Kreuter said.
Ryan is scheduled to start the
Rangers* season opener and will
become the, 25:h pitcher to appear
:n a game at age 44 or older.
"He had a good fastball and a
good changeup." Kreuter said.
"His curve ball wasn't as dominating as it has been at times, but he
was able to get it over for strikes'.
He was moving the ball in and out
on the plate and kept guys off
balance."
Ryan. who led the AL. in strikeouts last season and pitched his
sixth no-hitter. struck out one and

ua four.
Ir. other developments on
S,anday
.Pitcher Jack Armstrong was a--noshow again Sunday at the Cincinnal: Reds' training site. The righthander walked out of camp last
Tuesday in a salary dispute. His
contract was renewed for S215.000.
and he's demanding S315.000.
Armstrong met Saturday with.
Reds owner Marge Schott, but
wasn't satisfied'
, by the results.
Armstrong said afterwards that his
walkout might be a long one.
•Tlie-Cleveland Indians announced
that Keith Hernandez had two doc-

tors in New York confirm that the
first baseman. has a herniated disk
in his lower back and will require
surgery.
Hernandez returned tb New York
last week to get a second opinion.
He will undergo further tests this
week and Indians officials said a
decision will then be made when
and where the surgery will be
performed.
•The Oakland A's have yet to play
a game with outfielders Rickey
Henderson, svtio reported to camp
late. and Jose Canscco, who, wants
to limit the number of games he
plays this spring to save wear and

Crum not crying about snapping Louisville's streak
-
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ROANOKE, Va. (AP) — Denny Crum wasn't about to get
all choked up about the end,o1- Louisville's NCAA record
streak of 445 consecutive winning seasons.
"That's life. You can't change it," he said. "When it's
over, it's over."
Crum had just watched his Cardinals stage an inspiring rally late in the season after winning just two games in January.
Even though the Cardinals were 9-15 less than twb weeks
ago, they came within 90 seconds of making the NCAA tournament for the 13th time in 15 years.
Louisville won its final three regular-season games and
went into the Metro Confernce tournament seeded last in the
eight-team field for the first time ever.
The Cardinals dispatched top-seeded Southern Mississippi
with relative ease and held off Memphis State down the
stretch in the semifinals.
Their winning streak was up to five games, and they were

one game away from their fourth 'consecutive Metro title.
A victory over Florida State in Saturday night's title game
would have evened the Cardinals' record at 15-15 and made
them the first .500 team to make the NCAA tournament in
four years.
When Everick Sullivan hit a short jumper to give the Cardinals a 56-36 edge with 17:08 to play, victory No. 478 in
Crum's 20-year coaching career at Louisville appeared to be
close at hand.
But Crum's latest team, which has no one taller than
6-foot-7 and a group of starters that includes a freshman, a
sophomore and just one senior, made only four field goals the
rest of the way.
Florida State tied it at 69-all with 1:30 left and took the
lead to stay on Charlie Ward's 26-foot shot. with 23 seconds
remaining.
The Seminoles' 76-69 victory left Louisville at 14-16, its

•

a•

worst finish since the 1941-42 Cardinals went 7-10.
"We might have come up short," Crum said. "but their
effort was fantastic. These guys came from nowhere to being
a very competitive basketball team. They worked really hard
this year.
'Obviously, we're a little short of talent, depth and experience, but this didn't deter them from working hard and
becoming a real competitive team by the end of the year.
"I guess any time you come up short, then you look back
and say, 'What could I have done different?"' he said. "I'm
sure there are always things that-you could change if you
could do it over, but you can't do that."
In the long run, Crum said, the important factor was that
the Cardinals played hard.
"That's all we've talked about the last few weeks — giving
maximum effort and doing the best you can," he said. "Now
all we can do is look ahead. You can't look back."

••••.•••••••.••••

Tarkanian already is looking
past Montana, a team he hasn't
seen and isn't worried about.
Instead, Georgetown is on his
mind.
"People have been asking me
all week who I feared the
most, and Georgetown was one
of the two I. feared all along.
and we get them in the second
game if both win," Tarkanian
lamented. "They're very dangerous. They've got great quickness
on the perimeter and they've
got the two great shotblockers
on the inside'' in Alonzo
Mourning and Dikembe
Mutombo.
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Actions& Reactions UNLV's NCAA opener
NCAA tickets

IN

will be a bear of sorts

Season waving rocords

Murray State has a limited number of tickets for
the NCAA Southeast Regional game worth Ala
barna nday in Atlanta MSU officials are trying
'o pick up some more tickets 'We're taking
people's orders today and Tuesday. and we'll
call them back on Wednesday,' MSU assistant
athletic director Bill Fiaybum sad For more
•Morrie:ion Op tickets call the 14SU Icket office
at 762 4895 Or 762 6800

HigheSt college baSketbail averagre
by class of player
44.5

Senior Pete Maravich, LSU

College basketball

V. _
kaa
it
do
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KANSAS CITY Mo - Top-ranked UNLV,
g yen a chance to defend as championship by
an historic reversal by the NCAA, was made the
No 1 seed in the West Regional in an NCAA
tournament dominated by Eastern teams
Twelve conferences got more than one b•51 from
f he committee, topped by a record -tying seven
schools from the Big East. s-it from the Atlantic
Coast Conference and five from tne Big Ten
and Southeastern conferences UNL‘f, which
has won 41 straight, was toned as lop seeds
by Ohio State. ranked No 2 in the nation, which
was placed in the Midwest. No 5 Arkansas in
the Southeast, and No 7 North Carolina in the
East The Runnin Rebels will play Big Sky
champion Montana in Tucson. Ariz on Friday
They then could face Georgetown, making as
13th straght NCAA appearance, in the next
round if the Hoyas survive their first-round
meeting with Vanderbilt
• • • •
KANSAS CITY Mo - Penn State, Virginia,
Tennessee and Georgia - the top four teams
in The Associated Press poll - were given No
I seeds in me 101n NCAA women's basketball
durnament The Southeastern Conference
grabbed sever of the 48 berths. three more
than any other league Three SEC teams Georgia, Mssissippi and Tennessee - (oned
Long Beach State and Louisiana Tech as the
only programs that have appeared in every
tournament since the NCAA began sponsoring
women's championships In. 198" Stanford, the
defending champion, was made a No 2 Seed ir
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the way Dee Brown is playing, the Boston Cel^es gnored by the NCAA Selection Committee
tics don't need him Brown made three big playwere among the 32 teams chosen for the 54th
s in the final 32 seconds of overtime Sunday
annual National Invitation TOurnartent. Patriot
rught to give the Celtics a 111-109 victory over
League champ Fordnam, at 24-7, had the most
the Pc:inland Trail Bazars. Boston's fourth win
*int in the field 'Others accepCing invitations
in a row The Cettics haven't lost since the
were Providence (1 7-12), Oklahoma (16-14). La
Bazars Deal them in Boston a week ago SunSale '9-.(
Alabama-Birmingham (18-12) and
day There were a lot of things we didn't do,"
Men-pr's State (16-141 Michigan and Wiscon
Boston's Larry BM said after a 27 point, 52-mir. 901" l'Orn the Big Ten, went in with 14-14
nute performance. but we made the big plays
iecordis Tree conferences each had three
when we had to" None was bigger than the
members -"vied 10 the NIT The Missouri Va)ones Brown made at the finish The rookie
ey Coererice will be represented by Tulsa
guard, whose playing time soared after Shaw
4'8-1'1, Souther,
" Itt noiS (16-13) and South
sprained his right ank4 in Blazer gains at Boswest Missouri State (21-11( The Metro Conferton, had tne crucial assist to Robert Parish for
ence, along with Memphis Stale. has Cincinnati
the go-ahead sluff shot with 32 seconds to play
7-11 1 and South Carolina (19-14. and the
On the next Portland possession, he tied up
Al'antic 10 WI have West Virginia (16-131
Portland's Terry Porter, then controlled the tap
Massacnusetts '7-Ill and George Washington
0
" the lump bail and was fouled His two free
••
throws with 166 seconds to go put Boston 0top 110-107 and the Blazers missed seye,a
opportunities, including a par of 3-pointers by
Porter and one by Drexler. al the finish
EASTERN CONFERENCE
CLEARWATER. Fla - Len Dykstra of the Ph,
Atlantic Division
ade-phia
W L Pct. GB
Hies insisted his upcoming test1.Boston
45 17 726
"00y ,r1 federal Court This week in Jackson,
Phiedelpn ia
33 27 550 12
M .ss . had nothing 10 do with baseball "I'm
New Yon,
29 32 475 '6,
-aiding it I've had worse problems It has
Washington
22 39 361 21
"ctn
do tovoTn playing baseball.- Dykstra
Mame
20 41 328 25
Sad, Cornrnert,"; or the case that involves a
hew ...whey
19 42 311
-Central Divisioe
-an accused oir•unnfing---megal poker games
•-Chicago
44 15 746 *no aiso picaed .p $50,030 worth of markers
39 23 629 6..
'or tie center ieder What's the big deal The
SA
Dtclei
t
toe
37
25 597 8'
Dation- :re is that I payed poker, and the guy
Atlanta
35 27 565 104
arro ran the game is in IrOuttle Players in the
Indiana
29 )2 475 16
game ae being tailed as witnesses It's pretty
22 39 361 23
C4"
heeloln
a''d
e
'8 42 3139 26.
bas:c " In IS Sunday editions, The !Jackson
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Miss, Clarion Ledger reported In a copyr(gh',_
Midwest Dratarmns -S7ary-i^arDylitira- oud-testilY This week in the
W L Pct. GB
'eclera coun trial of Herbert Kelso of Ridgeland,
San Antonio
39 19 672 M.ss The -newspaper- reported that Dykstra
Utah
40- 20 667 Houston
bad checas.o• $21,000 and $29,000 to Kelso,
600 4
Dallas .
who laces t'ia' on charges of running weekly
22 38 367 18
Pc.
21
34A tgPoker games 14 4ate-1989 and early 1990 at
Mi iarresol
Orn
n" a
19 40 322 20.„
Inctarda. MiSS
17 41 281 23
Pacerc Division
Ponla^d
45 '5 756 LA Lasers
44 18 713 2
Phoenix
42 19 689 3 ir
Gorden State
32 28 533 13
BOCA RATON, Fla - Gabriela Sabatini, lOOkSeethe
ng to move up from No. 4', beat Steffi Graf 6-4,
LA Clgova
-33
4
301 5
3°C
28
20
•
.7 6 ;8-6) in the trial of the Virginia Slims Of
Sacramento
17 42 286
F•orrda The top-seeded Graf 'knew alt week
sdrhcned piayo11 berth
!hat her record 186-week streak at No 1 would
Saturday's Games
Detroit 114 Indiana 112
erd Monday. when Monica Seles moves to the
Washington
LA
Lane's
87
top o' tne adder despite taking Iasi week off
72
Charlotte 107 Milwaukee 98
Ire computer rankings are based on perforNew Yoh 101. Utah 92
mances during the previous 52 weeks, and
. Houston 97 Philadelphia 80
""e7'! "0 longer Penalize Sees for her third;
San Antonio 112 Seanle 99
round loss last year at Boca Raton Sabatini,
Sunday's Games
who earned $1 00,000, has now won her last
Chun° 122 Atlanta 87'
Phoenia 123 Mrinesota 109
two tournaments. On her way to an indoor title
Mani 101 New Jersey 88
Tokyo 'ast month, she beat Graf in a third -set
Denver 124. Dales 110
• ebreaker in the quarterfinas
Golder Stale 97. Sacramento 87
•
• •
LA Lakers 115 Orlando 101
INDIAN WELLS, Calif .- Jim Courier captured
Crevialand BB. LA Cippers 93
or y the second singles Hie of his career SunBoston 111 Portland 109 OT
. day by bealmg France's Guy Forget 4-6, 61,
•6. 6-3, 7-6 (7-4) in the Champions Cup Courier, of Dade City, Fla, pocketed $125,000 for
w flitting the 3'4 -hour match, the largest payday
With the worst road record in the NHL, the
of his career Ranked 26th in •he word. Courier
Detroit Red Wings have been driving coach
previously won a 1989 to" "antin SwrizerBryan Murray up the Wail Sunday night, they
ann ard "'ad nOt •••ade a
s "ce t-e^
drove him up to the press box '1 like the idea
of being able to get a good hOd on the opposi
ton as well as your own team," said Murray,
whi3 turned over the COaCht.ng duties 10 tentstart Doug Maclean so he could watch his team
SF VILL E
- Jamaica's 1.4enene Otley.
from on high With Murray away from the
"rie world's best women s sprinter the past two
bench, the Red Wings played one of their better
years, avenged a rare defeat by equaiing her
road games of the season arid whipped the St
200 meter world record of 22 24 secordS in the
Louis Blues 4-1 That ended a seven -game win,
World Indoor Track and Field Champions
hips
less streak on the road (0-4-3) for the Roc
on Sunday Coney beat Irina Sergeyeva, the
Wings, who won for only the sixth time on the
Soviet who had upset tier in Friday's final of the
road al season (6-21-8) Before Murray wen"
60 meter dakili_encting a 73-race winning streak
upstairs. Maclean said the Detroit coach gave
'hal began If 1989 Other high pciints included
the payers a tongue-lashing about ther peel°,
an attempted wOrld record of 8 feet in the high
mance
in a 6-2 loss to Minnesota on Saturday
,ump by Ho': s Conway of the United Stales,
night "He talked about how we need to play as
meet records by 400-meter ru nner Diane Dixon
a team, and we did," MacLean sad
.of tne Un7ied States and 3,000-meter winner
'aria O'Mara of Ireland. and Soviet Mikhail
WALES CONFERENCE
Petrick
Shchennikov arid Christine Wachte of GerDiemW L T Pte GE GA
many' kr nn rig their th id straight indoor gold
NY
p,..ladoph
nstu
Rarige
:
gh
34 25 12 80 267 227
meaa's
36 30 4 76 297 265
• • * •
31 30 9 71 231 221
INDIANAPOLIS - Noire Dame's Raghib
washinstok
31 32 6 68 22t 235
hew _Oman,
,061 is
collegiate fine Saturday, finishing
28 30 12 68 243 732
NY Islanders
second to Nigerian Augustine Olobia of
21 39 9 55 203 260
Adams °melon
Washington State in the 55-meter finals of the
Boston
3922 9 87 260 234
NCAA Indoor Track and Field Championships
a likmtreal
36 26 0 WI 246 219
Oioda. wno called Ismail his idol and said he
x &Maio
25 27 17 67 244 241
went out for football because of the Irish star's
-Hartford
28 33 9 65 202 237
Quebec
success in the sport, won the race in 6.17 sec14 44 12 40 196 313
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
onds In other Saturday fines. Mace Malone of
Nome
Division
Arizona Slate lowered the American and NCAA
W L T Pia GE GA
record in the 400, retaining her champenship in
t-Chcago
4222 6 90 242 183
a time Of 51 05 that was more than a second
sEa Lours
40 20 10 SO 278 228
quicker than Xirhen.a Restrepo of Nebraska and
DINT0a.
31 33 8 70 249 266
kannesots
the eighth-fastest ever in the event Cartette
24 33 13 61 225 233
Toronto
.
19
42 9 47 210 287
Guidry Of Texas Sias a double winner for the
Smythe DIalsiCra
second consecutive year. defending her 1990
hLos Angeles
40 21 9 89 296 219
ChampiOnsnip in the 55-meter dash Saturday in
40 23 7 87 300 226
lCafflah
.674 after repealing in the 200 Friday
Edmonton
32 33 5 69 217 211
Winnipeg
24 37 11 59 239 258
Vancouver
25 40 11 58 220 269
a-clinched piayoh berth
Saturday's Camas*
Boston 2, Toronto 0
CORAL SPRINGS, Fla - Steve Pates 3 over
tAnnesota 6 Detroit 2
par effort on the final 18 hoes served as
NY Vanden 6 N V Rangers 4
Pittsburgh 5 Hartford 2
i'lustration for his bizarre victory in the Honda
Los Angeles 3 Quebec
Classic It was the highest by a winner on the
hacinireal 4 Vancouver 2
PGA Tour since Larry Nelson had the same
Cagary 13 St Lou.. 4
'ast round total in winning the Green500,0
Sundoy's Games
Open 10 years ago He won with a 279 total,
Winnolg 4 New Jersey 3
thnsts.rgh 4 141 islanders 3
the higheSt winning total of the year by three
vanoorhor 7 fiOtak) 5
Strokes
01.011t4K 2 Hartford 1
Los Angeles 4 Montreal 4, tie
Deuce 4 Sr LOU. I
WasNngton 5 Edmonton 3,
lenneitota 7 Cagary 3
Hi
s baCk in the Boston lineup But
Chicago 6 air Rangers 2

Straughn takes 5th in NCAA
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(Coned from page 10)
hama has. They are a very athletic
basketball team that likes to run
down the floor."
"I feel real good about the
opportunity," Racer senior Paul
King said. "I'm looking forward to
playing in Atlanta against Alaba:
ma. I felt good about just looking
up and seeing Murray State's name
on the television."
"I feel like we got a good draw
for being No. 13," Coble said. "I
feel very confident about it. Alabama is a very taletned team, but I
know' Coach will have us ready for
them."
Coble said watching television
his past weekend was a little
he.c tic.
•

Pro hockey

(Coned from page 10)
straight free throws and holding off
the Eagle charge.
"They really played well
tonight," Dreher said. "They got
kind of shell-shocked last year, and
kind of wilted and that's all we
look for from a team - that
momentary lapse. Tonight, we never saw that from them. They kept
fighting."
After watching Tilghman fire in
11 3-pointers against Calloway,
Hoggard said the Eagles decided to
play man-to-man against the
Tornado.
"The secret to beating Tilghman
is to slow the tempo and shut down
their perimeter game," Hoggard
said. "We shut down their perimeter game but they did a nice job of

For car, home, business and family quality
insurance protection designed to meet your
• specific needs Plus attractively low premiums
and closeby independent agency service

753-4451

1 Week Free

sconng without it."
Leggs tossed in 22 to lead Tilghman while Brent Kincaid and Paul
McKnight had 13 points each and
guard Norman Mason added 15.
Stephens led all scorers with 25
points, while Greg Butler, despite
playing with an ankle injury, tossed
in 18 and Nathan Galloway had 14.
"I thought we gave it a good
effort," Hoggard said. "We played
against a great basketball team, and
we played them down to the wire
and that's a credit to our kids."
• • • •
TILGHMAN .
16 35 SS SO
GRAVES CO.
13 26 46 72
Tilghman (80) - Leggs 22, McKnight 13,
Brett Kincaid 13, Mason 12, Tyler 8. Dumas
5,
Woo:PORI 4, Lynn 3 FG 30, FT 20/30
Graves (72)- Stephens 25, Butler 18, Galiorray 14, King 9, Hayes 7, Hun. Ballard
Thompson FG 28, FT 9/15

Jane Rogers 753-9627
BOYS
REGION CHAMPIONSHIPS
Frrut Region
Paducah Tighman BO Graves Co 72
Second Region
Chnshan Co 96, Lyon Co 70
Third Region
Oho Co 67 lAuhienberg North 64 30T
Filth Ppm ri
lonti Hard, 67 Marion Co 53
Sisal Region
Lou Fardale 6' Lou Doss 53
Seventh Ripon
Lou Balhard 83 Si Bay*, 69
Eighth
Scott Co 65 OldhalgrnhthCoR.136°
5€
Ninth Region
Ca Holy Cross 75 Cov Homes 73 2 OT
100 Region
Hannon Co 92 Maysville 90
'1191 Region
Les Tales Craws 69. Len Henry Clay 55
12111 Region
Laurel Co 62 Wayne Co 44
14t11 Region
Knott Centra 69 Breathitt Co 57
13111 Region
Corbin 68 Bo Co 65
15th Region
Belfry 69 Elkhorn
illh
CrytGI6RRels
gion
Greenup Co 43 East Caner 28

No Obligation

113 South 4th
400 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
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inday, Witch 15
Furman 120-81 at West Virginia (16-131. 630
Pm
George Washington i19-f1) at South Carolina
119-12). -6 30 pm.
La Salle 119-91 at Massachusetts 17-ill 6 30 p m
Butler 118-101 at Wyoming i19--" 1 1 830 pm
• • •.
Second Round
Monday, March 18, and
Tuesdey. Mend, 19
Pairings sites and times TBA
• • • •
Third Round
Wednesday, March 20. and
Thursday March 2,
Parings 9106 and OrtXra

Fourth Region
Todd Central 71 Frankhn-Srripson 54
Barren Co 47 Clinto
Fittrh CRoigio
44
.
Bardstown Bethetiwn 40 latinCon Co 37
Green Co 62 Meade Co 41
Sixth 'Region
Champronship
t_ou Souther, 7' _or. •••30,9 Cross 68
Seventh Region
Gnomon:man,
Lou Mercy 64
Ballard 45
till, Region
Ler Henn Cay AC Berea 43
_exingion Catholic 54 Woodford Co 48
lath Region
Rowan Co 66 Ashland Baiter 63
Russel 71 West Carter 41

. • . •
A, Madsen Square Garden
New York
Semifinals
Monday, March 25
. .. •
C ha mp o nett its
Wednesday March 2'

EAST
Pnncetor 76 _oyoia Marymou
,48
MIDWEST
'ndiana 70 ianos 58
lowa 80, Oho St 69
Wright Sr 1,2 NE Illnos 91
FAR WEST
JCLA 73 Wasn,ngton 60
YOUR
CHAMPIONSHIPS
Atlantic Conference
North Carta 96 Diva° 74
Big Ewa Conference
soon Hai: 74 Georgetown 62
Big Eght Conference
lAssoun 9C Nebrasaa 82
Big West Conference
.
1 4. xi Fresno St 74
Mid-Amencen Conference
Vi_nigan 67. Toledo 66
Southeestern Conference
A aoarna 68 Tennessee 69
Souttilivfirt Conference
'2' ''as 89

The Top Twenty-Five
The Top Twenty bras learns in the final Assooated
Weft college basketball poll mth arsicrtace noise in
parentheses records through March 10 total points
based on 25 pants for a Irst place vote through one
COM fOl• a 25th place rote and last weeks ranking

NCAA Seedings
Tie seedi.p for me '99' NCAA Denson •rnen s
baskeitall tournament
EAST
North Carolina 2 Syracuse 3. Oklahoma State 4
LiCLA 5 MrsaishoO Stale 6 North Caroana State
Purdue 8 PnricetOri 9. Villanova 10 Tenthis 11,
Southern Msesupp 12 Eastern hechgan 13 Penn
Siete 14 New..64exico 15. Richmond 16
%or/feaster,. SOUTHEAST
• Arkansas 2. Indiana. 3. Kansas 4 Alabama 5
Wake Forest 6, Rttaburgh 7 Florida State 8, Anzona State 9, Rutgers f0. Southern Caitonha II
Georgia 12 Louisiana Tech 13 Skrray State 14
New Orleans 15. Coastal Caroaria 16. Georgia
State
MIDWEST ,
1 Ohio State 2. Duke 3. Nebrailka 4 Si Johns 5
Texas 6 LSU 7. Iowa 8. Georigra Tech 9. D•Paut
to East Tennessee Stale 11. Connecticut 12 St

2
3
4
5
.6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
IS
19
20
21
22
73
24
25

Record
30-0
31-3
27-4
25-5
25-1
26-7
26-5
26-6
22-6
28-3
26-7
22-7
22-8
22-7
23-5
23-8
28-4
24-2
21-9
20-8
29-8
29-9
22-8
20-8
21-7

UNLV ,64t
Arkansas
Indiana
North Carana
Oho St
Duke
Syracuse
Arizona
Kentucky
Utah
Nebraska
Karen
Setor Hal
Oklahoma St
New Maroc St
UCLA
E Tenrwasses St
Pancetan
Alabama
St Johns
frhursspo St
LSU
Texas
DePaul
Southern Mrs

P1s Pas
1 600
1 490
1,446
1.398
1,360
1,234
1,232
1 203
952 1
923
878 I
796 1
765 21
691 14
687 11
609 17
589 15
517 19
469 24
364 20
312 18
290 16
234 23
56425
154 22

Other receving rotes /Amur, 136 North Caroina
St 42, Wake Forest 29 Iowa 27 Florida St 22.
Georgetown 21 8ngharri Young 20. Virginia •7 Con•
nechan 16 Mohigan St 16 Prnsturgh 13 linos
Eastern lacragan 9. Creighton 7 Ihseissppi 7.
New,
Orleans 6 St Peters 5, Papperdine 3 Anzona St 2. .
Loursarm Tech 2. Nonnern lianas 2, New Memo 2,
Oatanoma 2 Georgia Tech I. Houston 1 South Alabama 1 Si Franca, Pa I Tempo 1 wia -Greer
Bay I Xavier Ohio 1

.• •

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21)

753-9627

fLEX if
GYMS

S25

No Contract

A Month

759-4955

1413 Olive Blvd., Murray

Carroll Nissan will match any $1,000 cash
down payment or trade-in with value up to
$1,000 on any Nissan Hard Body Truck
through March 31st.
Example Stock #4073
1991 Base Regular Cab 5 Speed
Cash Down Payment or Trade-In

-$1:.0080
$8 405.000

Carroll Nissan Participation

$7,845.00
-$1,000.00
$6,845.00
Month

NISSAN Carroll Nissan

Murray, KY 42071
753-3204

•

800 Chestnut

Murray, Ky.

502-753-8850
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Thursday, March 14
Caelegh Dclunson 22-8 3 &via 123-91. 630 p in
Fordriam (24-7) at South Florda (19-101, 630 pm
Copon State 1'9-10) at SW Missouri St 121-11I. 705
m
Ala .Birinngham (18-121 at Memphis State of. 14!
7 30 pm
Rice iI6-13) at Arkansas Stale 121-81. 730 pm
Tulsa 118-111 at Oklahoma 116-141. 730 pm

•
- :. • '

•• •

••

-

First Round
Wedneeday, March 13
...arnes Madison f19-9) at Providence ,17-12), 6 30
Dn't
Ball State (21-91 at Cinonnal t17-11). 705 pr"
Bowling Green (17-121 at Wisconsin 114-141. 705
pm
Michigan 04-14) Si Colorado 115.131, 830 pm
S ilknois (16-13i at Rose State (18-10) 830 on,
Houston 118,101 at Stanford (15-13),
11 Dm

'w
:

.•,•. •• •
'„

• ifs...'

NIT matchups

$154.00Per

Darnell's Academy of Martial Arts

State Auto Insurance

1

Peters 13 Northern illnois 14 Xavier Ono
15
Northeast Loureana 16, Towson State
WEST
UNLV 2 Arizona 3 Seton Hall 4, Utah 5, Whogan State 6 New Mexico State 7. Virginia
8
Georgetown 9 Vandertet 10 Brigham Young 11
Creighton 12 VAsconsan-Green Bay 13, South Ma
barna 14 Peppercline 15. St Franotl, Pa
16
Montana

Regional tournaments

60 Months @
12% APR Finance Rate
+ Lic & Tax Extra

• If Interested Contact

Stai• Auto
1.41 Inawanc•
CompoMaa

34

Like a good neighbor, State Farm is There.

Lose Weight - Tone Up • Don't Wait - Start Now

KARATE

864irtong
,
,460

A

-•.

State Farm Insurance cornpanies
Home Office 8loonvngton, IHlnols

Now accepting people interested in learning karate for self-defense. Beginning class starts March 20, 1991. Separate
classes for adults and children.

A num YOU CAN DEPEND ON

407 Maple St.

"I stayed in front of the set just
watching games." Coble said. "I
was pulling for the underdog. I
watched Alabama play Auburn
Saturday and they looked very
impressive. And they were
impressive against Tennessee
today."
Newton feels 'confident that the
24-8 Racers are ready to make
some headway in the tournament.
"My biggest concern right now
is trying to find a checkered sports
jacket," Newton said. "I don't have
one right now. We're going to have
to come up with something to
counter Wimp's gaudy dress. I
won't try to upstage him - we'll
try to concentrate on the X's and
O's."

Stormtng •••

Pro basketball

PURDOM, THURMAN
& McNUTT

On Saturday, the 'Breds were
held to just three hits, with Jon
Grzanich stroking two of them.
On 'Sunday, Jason Haner was
2-of-3 for Murray State, w-hile
Danny Alfeldt doubled for the
Thoroughbreds.
Murray State has the day off
tonight before a two-game set with
Hawaii Pacific.

Racers ...

me

one
ig,
ond
an
igermess

BASEBALL
The 'Breds fell 14-7 on Friday,
dropped a 10-1 decision on Saturday, and were shut out 5-0 on
Sunday.
Calloway County product David
Potts was 3-for-3 for Murray State
with a -double iti-the Friday loss.
Jeff Brown was •2-for-4 at the
place, while Bobby Schoen drove
in three runs with three hits including a triple.

Seibert Straughn reached the
finals of the 400 meters at the
NCAA Indoor Track and Field
championship, but the Murray State
junior couldn't quite come up with
the national title.
Meanwhile, the Murray State
Thoroughbreds were having a
rough weekend in Hawaii. The
Rainbow's of the University of
Hawaii swept a three-game set with
the 'Breds.
Straughn did finish 5th in the
400 meters with a time of 47.07,
while Gabriel Luke of Rice won
the event in 46.52 at the Hoosier
Dome in Indianapolis over the
weekend.
Straughn will now prepare for
the outdoor season, as he has
already qualified for the NiCAA.

Tennis

Golf

_

Outdoor Championships.

Murray Lodger & Times Sports

Track and field

V
'To-

••

(Next to Century 21)

Major college scores
Staff Report

Baseball

artzmaf
*
a

305 N. 12th

It could get grizzly for the Big Sky' champions.
One team had to land a first-round game against undefeated UNLV
and
this year the NCAA selection committee chose the Montana Grizzli
&
Montana coach Stew Morrill wasn't happy with the pairing.
"I certainly didn't expect to draw Vegas," Morrill said Sunday, a
day
after Montana (23-7) won its conference title for its first NCAA berth
since 1975. "I didn't think that would warrant a 161h seed. It's
disap,pointing for our league as far as not getting much respect.
"Needless to say, it's going to be quite a challenge for us."
The Runnin' Rebels (30-0) open defense of their national championship
against Montana on Friday at Tucson, Ariz., in the West Regional
.
"Certainly, anyone can beat us on a given night," UNLV coach Jerry
Tarkanian said after his Rebois routed Fresno State 98-74 in the
Big West
title game. "I just hope we're as good as people think we
are."
Georgetown, which gained a No. 8 seed in the West, could be
up next
for the Rebels. The Hoyas first meet Vanderbilt on Friday.
While Montana has a tough task in the first round, at least the Grizzlie
s
get to play. Among those left out of the 64-team field were
Fordhar
(24-7), Providence (17-12), Houston (18-10), TCU (18-10), Cincinna n
ti
(17-11), La Salle (19-9) and Alabama-Birmingham (18-12).
"I wasn't surprised, although being second in the league (Sun Belt)
as
we were and with 18 wins I felt we had a chance,
" UAB coach Gene
Bartow said. "But we didn't get in. I looked at the listings and
I can't See
anybody' they picked who didn't deserve to be in. They did a good
job as
they always do and I have no gripes."
Montana isn't the only school dreaming of a huge upset. Towson
State
goes against top-seed Ohio State in the Midwest Regional, Northeas
tern
mect.s top-seed North Carolina in the East Regional and Georgia
State
goes against top-seed Arkansas in the Southeast Regional.
One team that wasn't left out - finally - was New Mexico (20-9).
The Lobos, bypassed the past four years even though they won 20
games
in each of those seasons, were seeded 14th in the East and will
play No. 3
seed Oklahoma State in College Park, Md., on Thursday.
When does the bus leave?" said Lobo guard Rob Robbins,
whose
team features 7-2 center Luc Longley. "I've been here five years and
it's
the only dream I had. I finally got it."
The Big East placed a record-tying seven teams in the tournam
ent.

30.2 Freshman' Chris Jackson, LSU (83)

PAGE 11

"See me for all your family insurance needs."

'

44.2 Junior Pete Maravich, LSU
Sophomore Pete Maravlch, LSU
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By The Associated Press
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Will recycling paper save trees?
No, but it's a good idea anyway
•

A common misconception about
recycling paper is that trees are saved.
They aren't really, but there still are
reasons why we all should try to
recycle- as much as possible.
"Most of the trees used in paper
making result from thinnings or are
waste products from making lumber,
plywood or veneer," said Doug
McLaren, Extension forest management specialist with the University of
entircky College of Agriculture.
"Many of those trees would have
,i,ed whether harvested or not," he
"Growth of crop trees is increased due to additional space pro!-ded by the removed trees. Without
paper industry's use of those trees.
.:ridowners would not have a market
oir lower quality trees."
Having Said all that, McLaren still
; Jints out that there are good and
alid reasons for recycling paper. It

Kentucky Farm Bureau President
Mackey's prominence as a farm
Ray Mackey has been named Kenpolicy spokesman and his success
tucky's Agricultural Leader of the in dealing with high-profile farm
Year by Agricultural Communica- issues earned his designation as
tors of Kentucky, an organization
leader of the year, according to
of farm writers, broadcasters and
Haven Miller, president of ACK.
allied communiations professionals.
He is one of Kentucky's chief
The award, first given in 1954. promoters of the tobacco industry.
"Measured in tons. paper rdep- honors an individual whose leaderwhich remains the economic mainresents 80 percent of all recycling ship efforts have brought significstay of agriculture in most areas of
done today in the U.S.:" he said. ant progress to the state's agriculthe state. Mackey' is credited
-Nev.sprint enjoys one of the highest tural industry.
chief architect of a package of
Mackey received the award at a
rec;ling rates in any major corntobacco program reforms enacted
March 7 banquet in Louisville.
rroditv in the nation."
by Congress in 1986 that elimi•
A 63-year-old Hardin County' nated huge burley! stockpiles and
!stdoiren said 35 percent of this farmer. Mackey serving
his 14th
is
paved the way for major increases
,:ouotry S newsprint is recyclaloglat . term as president
of Kentucky's
in
exports over the past three years.
compares- with 50 percent of "-all largest farm
organization, the More recently. he has champcans and 20 percent of all
longest tenure of any' executive in
ioned the rights of private property
plastic soft drink bottles.
- the Farm Bureau's 72-year history. owners. leading Farm Bureau to
What that means." he said. is that
rc.;:yclinp is Important. It helps. Bu: .1
doesr. save trees and it is not the
soh:tion to all landfill problems.-
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Brucellosis
Only a couple of years ago it was
: rf-icalt to read About Animals with-.
aorning On articles regarding
hrucellosis eradication on a somewhat
regular basis.
Most carried the message that the Department of Agriculture was determined to - acquire a brucellosis-free
status for Kentucky! breeders. to assure that Kentucky breeders could
continue to sell their cattle in interstate Commerce.
Now comes the good news! for the
first time ever, as of Oct. 1, 1990,
there were fewer than 1,000 herds of
cattle nationwide underquaramine for
bruceilosis.
And in Kentucky. there were only
nine herds under quarantine on Oa 1.
w!nich 711eans that most infected Kenoaa ky herds haVe been dOopulated of

expensive to treat and can recur for
years.
In the. garly 1980s it _was quite
prevalent in Kentucky. to diagnose
as many- as 800 herds as being infected
in Kentucky was not unusual. In the
12 months endtng on Sept. 30. 1990.
only 47 herds were found to be
infe.cted — 42 beef herds and five
dairy herds. Herds are freed from
quarantine by removing the infected
Full Service Feed ).11i1 lic•adq lar. ,:attle, usually by destroying them so
that the animals will never again
Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
infect other animals.
Replacement cattle should . have
Saturday 7 a.m.-Noon
5een va,:cinated against brucellOsis as
calves .and should alSO test negative.
Pet'}-6-6ds
High Mag Minerals
The herds with infected cattle were
Canine Breeder
Mag-12 Blocks
discovered by various methods. Test;
:rig sat stockyards found 21 herds,.
Tuffy Protein Blocks
',mother nine were found by testing
herds adjacent to knowrio! infected
Diamond Chunk'
Trace Minerals
herds,
and another five by testing
The disease is a national health
diagnostic purposes. Two
herds
for
- Alfalfa Cubes
Diamond Cat Food
aohicern because of two_leasons. For
the hree.der, it is costly because it. infected herds were discovered by
aaases abortions. For humans. is a' tracing sales and purchases. four by
retesting suspect herds -and six by
••-.2 becauseit causes a debilo-oic disease (sometimes other means.
disInInfation was! fair,v
hich, while
geographically.
buted
'Acre
There
five
oe difficult and
herds found in Pulaski, Butler and
Caldwell counties: four in Monroe
County: three in Fleming County:!vs o
in Bourbon. Breckinr:dge, Car:isle.
Hickman, Livingston . and
counties; one in Calloway. Green,
Hancock. Hardin, Hart, Jackson. Jefferson, Marion. McLean. Montgomery. Nicholas. Tay :or and Todd counties.
Purchases It herds and area
spread(25 herds; lke% rport„x: as the
sources of infetion. and fh,:als say
that in one instance se‘en herds 'ACC
:nfocted -from a .singfe -SoUrCe.
Breeders are being asked to ass::
'-ederal and state veterinarians -by
7eponing any abortions or other conditions that might indicate brucellosis.
and help hasten the day 'A hen Kentucky will be brucellosis-free and ah le
I LOVE
NI-Y HEAT
to sell cattle freely to any state.
PUMP! I LOVE
MY HEAT PUM
• Your veterinarian:can tell you of
P! I LOVE MY HEAT PUMP! I LOVE
the current restrictions in trade front
MY HEAT PUMP! I LON,'E MY HEAT PU
states with brucellosis to states which
MP! I LOVE MY HEAT PUMP! I LOVE MY
are free of the disease. Is well as what
HEAT PUMP! I LOVE MY HEAT PUMP!
it is costing Kentucky breeders each
LOVE MY HEAT PUMP! I LOVE MY HEAT
year. Veterinarians can also help you
devise ways in which to keep your
PUMP! I LOVE MY HEAT PUMP! I LOVE
herd free of the disease.
MY HEAT PUMP! I LOVE M1 HEAT PU

Farmers Choice
Feed Mill

Beach Road, Kirksey, Ky.
502-489-2998

More and more
People are
giving up their
old flame
for a new love!

MP! I LOVE MY HEAT PUMP! I LOVE
MY HEAT PUMP! I LOVE MNI HE
AT PUMP! I LOVE MY HEAT
PUMP! I LOVE MY HEAT
PUMP! I LO‘/E MY
HEAT PUMP! I
LOVE MY H
EAT PU
MP!

Farm Sale
During

March
Now through May 31 your
local FFA chapter earns money everytime you buy a
CAROUEST heavy duty farm
filter So when you stock up
on CAROUEST filters for the
coming season be sure to
save the CAROUEST filter
box top containing the CAR QUEST part number Your
local FFA chapter will earn
25' for each CAROUEST filter box top they collect and
redeem
through
CAR QUEST.
Only CAROUEST protects
your equipment and helps
FFA members continue the
proud tradition of farming
Stop by and stock up today'

Motor Parts
& Bearings

753-5012

1109 Chestnut

753-8311

"s C• •• ••• ••••• •
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L'S. Senator Wendall Ford
announced that the USDA
has _increased . price supports. for
fire-cured and dark air-cured tobacco, and has increased the air-cured
tobacco quota by 20 percent for the
1991 crop.
The price support for fire-cured
(types 22-23) will he increase,: hN
7 cents per pound. from
SI 297,pound to S1 36-ipound. For
dark air-cured oc.pe 15-36i. the
support level v..:1 rise f, 2 cc:is rer
pound. from SI:
S1.169/pound.
hel:eve that :ne
h.a.
dark tof),),,,,,
yofor
Ford sa
markets
Me rig

•....

dark :ooac,!.
ming
Associaoi

!iark i!
•
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efforts to arrange an agreement
AtliCh completely eliminates the
.pool !ski:6 of air-cured tobacco.
some of hich had been held by
:he cooperatives for several years.
On :Monday, hods were accepted
-from! U.S.- Tobacco and Standard
Commercial to purchase every
pourd of pool tobacco! held by the
cooperato.es„ at an.estimated value
of S9 r - on.
"I Lomplinient a!! parties.
ovo!ved in this arrangement.
ill Keep the no net cost
issessm,:rit
and will work to
'ne
thL.
all fam'...-s
',, •
!CACI. to
Producers of-77,.:n...iy pay a °no
ii,o2ssment to over the
:rig CONL:
such tohacco held
' 000peratives. The recent:archases by US. Tobacco and
Standird Commercial hal,:
:he chore inventorv of air
,00aceo held by the

Federal government paving'to idle
500,000 acres of fragile farmland
to...2 Al'.
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Mexico becoming one
of best markets in world
for U.S. feed grains
ANHINCil
f AP,
v.texito
become one of the- best markats
or.orld for U.S. feed
grams. an industry oncial says.
Ricardo Ceima,idirector of U.S.
eed Grain Council operations in
Mexico. said redirection of Me‘
icos agricultural policy and- ttic
orkning of its market to greater
foreign competition are brightening
the outlook.
Mexico already is a huge market
for corn. generally 4rnp(irting more
than 3 million metric tons a year.
In fiscal 1990. corn imports Welt:
reported at 4.6 million tons.
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Let Hut,son Ag float across your fields. High
yields start with a good fertilizer program. Your
friends at Hutson Ag would like to help service
you during this bus Y season
C

0
z

cMr.1

HUTSON AG
SERVICE

(4
....
••

Murray
753-1933

•;

Hazel
498-8142
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•Light
not heIr
early tvi4
easier f

USDA increases price
vsupports for tobacco

filters

West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative Corporation

•

intervene on behalf ot its members
Bureau Mutual Insurance Comin disputes involving ownership of
pany, one of the state's largest
domestic insurers:He is first vice
abandoned railroad fights-of-way
president of Southern Farm Bureau
and restrictions on farming brought
Life Insurance Company, headon by. federal eLland regulations.
quartered in Jackson, Miss.
Mackey's lengthy resume of
Mackey was named a Distinleadership positions stretches to the
guished Alumnus of the University
national arena. He is in his 10th
of Kentucky College of Agriculture
year of sen. ice . as director of the
in 1981. He won the National 4-H
American Farm Bureau. representAlumni Award in 1985, and in
ing. .the Southern Region of state
1987 he %%as named by Progessive
organvations. He is also a memher
of the LS. Department of Agricul- . Farmer magakine as winner of its
"Man of the Year in Service to
ture's Agriculo.re Trade Ads isory
! Committee for tobaCeo, and is cur- Kentucky Agriculture Award."
Mackey graduated from UK in
Jently chairman of the National
Tobacco Couricil, a_ private -indus- 1949 with, a BS in agromony. He
attended high school in his native
try group.
He serves in a nuniher of. posi,s. Clinton County. He and his, wife
related to Farm
losuranee. Anne have seven children and three
gzandctildren.
He is president of Kei !
Farm

Ct '

They just love the fact that they can heat and cool their
homes with a simple flip of -a switch with a salt, and energyefficient modern electric heat pump.
That's why more and more People are making the electric
heat pump the number one choice for home heating and
cooling when they build or remodel. It does it all .. heats in
winter, cools in summer, and there are no flames,
no fumes, no mess -- just safe, efficient comfort all year
'round.
Call us today and ask about no-money-down, long-term
financing under our Heat Pump Financing Program.

,n.

1=.

Mackey named Kentucky's Agriculture Leader of the Year

reduces landfill problems. and waste
management is one OT the continuing
major problems in this country.
He said the use of waste fiber in the
production of paper products is one of
the success stories in waste management.
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•Lights on: Headlights may
not help you see any better in
early twilight, but it will be much
easier for drivers to see you

II Look ahead: Peer into the
area that is faintly illuminated,
you may pick up a distant
headlight or some movement

II Reduce glare: High beams
nty
re

-11
in
ve
its
to

will reflect more off fog or snow
so switch to low beams

factew

SOMERSET, Ky. (AP) — A
week and a half after a nation said
goodbye to Sen. John Sherman
Cooper, his hometown and the people he served bid farewell to their
most famous native son.
"He was God's gift to us, and he
was our gift to the world...," said
the Rev. Robert Browning, pastor
of First Baptist Church in Somerset, which Cooper had attended
off and on since 1912. "The higher
he soared, the higher we were
lifted."
About 350 attended Sunday's
church service, which echoed
Cooper's funeral service including
a finale of "My Old Kentucky
Home."
Cooper died Feb. 21 at the age

MI Drinking: Alcohol can slow
the recovery of vision from the
effects of glare
II Aging: Problems with night
driving and recovering from glare
usually show up when people are
in their early 50s
•Waiting period: When coming
Out of a lighted building, wait two
to five minutes for your eyes to
adjust to the dark before driving
off into the night

Low beams vs. high beams
When an oncoming vehicle is about 500 feet away, switch your
lights
from high to low beam. When following a vehicle, use the low beam
if you are within 300 feet (the length of a football field).
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CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Merchants in the area around Fort
Campbell, Ky., hope the return of
19,000 soldiers and customers will
stimulate a local economy damaged
by the Persian Gulf War.
"1 truly believe that there has
been a patriotic spirit developed by
our success in the war, and I think
that patriotic spirit will create a
confidence among businesses and
the consumers that things will
improve," said Aaron Hutcheson,
an economics professor at Austin
Peay State University.
Members of the 101st Airborne
and in some urban centers in North
Divisio
n started returning Friday
America. AIDS is the leading cause
night, and officials say 10 weeks
of death among young men 25 to
may be needed for the division's
34 years old.
19,000 soldiers to return from the
Official reports indicate that
gulf.
about 113,000 persons have died of
"1 think there might be some
AIDS in the Western Hemisphere,
other
priorities in place that they
but the new report saicl the actual
want
to
address immediately." said
number of AIDS deaths may be
Bill Harpel, executive director of
twice that.
the Clarksville Arta Chamber of
It estimated that 200,000 to Commerce.
300,000 women in the Western
But nearly everyone will feel
Hemisphere are infected with HIV
better after the return, not just peoand at least 150.000 of this total ple who had relatives in the war, he
are in Latin America and the Carib- said.
bean. Central America, alone, the
"I dare say there are very few
agency says. has seen a 40-fold businesses in town who didn't have
increase in reported cases of clini- an employee impacted by it," he
cal AIDS. And in Haiti, one in ten said. "Even on a staff of five, we
pregnarlt women are found to be had one worker whose husband
infected with the virus.
was over there."
"Everyone in this community
In the United States, the Centers will feel better about
things and
for Disease Control reports that brighter about
the future and want
164.129 persons have developed to go out and
do things," he said.
AIDS. Of.these. 102.g03 have-died
Service industries, such as fast
since 1981.
food—restaurants and cleaners, will

2 million in hemisphere
said to have AIDS virus

le
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of 89 in a Washington„D.C., retirement home. He was buried with
full military honors next to his
wife, Lorraine Rowan Cooper, Feb.
27 at Arlington National Cemetery.
Browning also presided at Cooper's funeral.
"He loved Kentucky one Kentuckian at a time," state Republican Chairman Robert Gable said.
"If later in his life he seemed a
little confused, I think it was from
trying to remember everyone."
Another Somerset native, U.S.
Rep. Harold "Hal" Rogers noted
that Cooper was "driven to serve
others" and strove to "perfect
America's promise ... and to export
it to the world."
Rogers said that, despite Coop-

er's worldwide impact, his greatest
joy was his home. "There was an
indescribable bond between John
Sherman Cooper and Kentuckians.
... John Sherman Cooper made us
proud, but mostly proud because he
was one of us," he said.
The liberal Republican bucked
the overwhelming sentiment in
Kentucky to become an early supporter of civil-rights legislation and

opponent of the Vietnam War.
Cooper, who also served as
ambassador to India and East Germany, was admired and beloved by
both Democratic and Republican
politicians and became one of the
Senate's most influential members.
Cooper was also honored in
Congress during floor speeches by
House members last Tuesday and
by Kentucky's senators last month.

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

Fort Campbell economy
waiting for military boost

ifo
.cc

1.17

•

Somerset honors Sen. Cooper at memorial service

Safer driving at night
Tedhnicllue

MONDAY, MARCH II, 1991

WASHINGTON (AP) — About
2 million .people in - North and
South America and . the Caribbean
already are infected with the AIDS
virus and the number will rise to 3
million by the mid-1990s, a health
group said today.
Of those already infected with
human immunodeficiency or HIV
virus which causes the disease,
about half a million already have
developed acquired immune deficiency syndrome, or AIDS, the Pan
American Health Organization
said.
HIV infects and severely
weakens the human immune system. leaving patients susceptible to
infectious diseases which are usually minor in healthy people, to rare
cancers and to a variety of other
symptoms. An HIV infection is
considered to have advanced into
AIDS when these diseases or
symptoms appear.
The health organization said that
in some countries of the Caribbean

probably receive the first boost.
Hutcheson said.
Bob Bersky, owner of The
House of Hair and Sun, thinks he
will see soldiers wanting to even
up their "Saudi hair.'
"A lot of them are going to
maintain their tans," he said.
"And a IN of them have that GI
tan, head and arms."
Bersky said he had laid off six of
his. seven barbers • since the
deployment.
Most retailers believe the bit
bucks will be dropped by single
soldiers. Members of the 101st Airborne only received part of their
pay while in the fled.
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worry, Jimmy — they're just actors ...
and that's not real ketchup.-
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Two All-You-Can-Eat Pizza
and SpaGatti Buffets
Lunch Only 11-2
'Must present coupon when
ordering. Not good with any
other special. Expires 3114/91

Dinner

Only 5-8:30

'Must present coupon when
ordering. Not good with any
other special. Expires 3/14/91.

GARFIELD
5TARTING TODAY, I NO LONGER
RECOGNIZE A1ONPAY5!

DELIVERY SPECIAL
(Can

Be Picked Up)

Buy any Large Pizza,
Get 2nd Large for Only
,•.
••

Original crust - Up to 10 items
9Must present coupon when
ordering. Not good with any
other special Expires 3/14/91

Original Crust - Up to 10 items
*Must present coupon when
ordering. Not _good with any
other special. Expires 3/14/91
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300

Help
Wanted
I Richard Johnston am no
longer responsible for any
debts other than my own

CANCER
INSURANCE

VCR Service
All Brands

753-1713
GLASS Work tor autos,
homes. business auto
glass plate glass window
glass mirrors glass table
tops Repair storm windows screens patio door,
glass Replace distorted insulated glass MaG Complete Glass Dixieland Center 753-0180

INSTRUCTION
-

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR•TRAILER
s-ae-,••IE Nitr,.E.c.
34F $.11G•17
*it* ChRf

ALLIANCE

Your Ad
Could Be
Here

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1991 Camaro RS, loaded
*143445 $312.30 me'
Call Gene at 753-2617
'Pius Tax, Title & License
48 Mo. Closed End Lease

pOSitiOn
clude

FREE

The safe is open to everyone, as long as
'they meet the following requirements:

LPN for private M D office
Mon-Fri 32h,s per week
Limited benefits Send resume, photo and references by Fri March 15 to
FO Box 1C,4bei Murray Ky
42071- -

2.2

Call (618)
548-2846

✓ No rebate wiii be given if cancelled
before expiration.

1.4

7:00 p.m.

Slart,rg
per sseek Rea:
•r ti7c
C,nnrlete
pa.kage
Cali ini•in Baker,'90-1/-4414.

:▪0 Metropolitan I.ife
%.,. opkv,s
•

".r"
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c
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UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check guaranteed Free details. write
SD 12610 Central, Suite
255 TKY Chino, CA 91.710

-ow

yards
753 5464

All standild rates on classified reader
ads will remain in effect. If you are a
regular classified customer and your ad is
already Scheduled for March, you will
automatically receive the benefit from the
safe.
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-Leads as ielable
No association dues
or fees
-Free Major Med cal
and Life Insurance for
you and your .farmly
(Must qualify.,
-AM
Best
A -c
Superior rated company
-Convention
trips
Mast qualify-)
ljziyuted income
potential.
-*Nested renewals

1-900-454-3535
Et(tension #702

Attention
Classified Advertisers!
•j,

ORDER the spa designed
for you Murray Hot Tubs
• 11•5 S 13th St
SUNTAN booth 753-3488
TILLERS Front Tine 5hp
Briggs and Stratton engine
chain drive $299 99 rear
tine tillers 3 forward speeds
and reverse, 5Inp $649 99
8hp $749 99 Wallen Hardware Downtown Paris
Open all day Saturdays
TWO wooded lots for sale
in Sherwood Forest $6000
each 1984 Cutlass Supreme Loaded good condition 54 000 mites
759 1084
WATER heaters round
electric double heating elements Syr glass lined
tanks
30 or 40gal
$149 99 50gal $15999
Wallen Hardware Downtown Parts Open ail day
Saturdays

OUR rapid national growth
is creating career opportun
dies in your area for
energetic customer skilled
Auto Parts sales people. We
prefer. expenencr_al full time
part sales people and/or sales
person %ills an automotive
haskground here is a chance
to put your career on the
TAW C In addition to a pay
check, Mc offer •frnc life
insurance 'paid vacation
'company funded retirement
plan •medical,dental plan
*company matched sayings
plan *employee discounts
'holiday pay 'advancement
opportunities and more
Apply at your Murray Store
I (W. Auto Zone

Appliances

Besiness
Opportunity

KENMORE washer $150
753-9491

MMEDATE SALE
• business available
area Part time
•
_ e
come to
-•--=A
:.-earent corn
Sell for
• •
e..,AS-0 Serious in
• ries only call Corporate
'230-277-5650 or
•
733-5650

REMODELING Sale Tappan built-in dishwasher.
GE built-in oven stove
hood and vent All green
All work Will sell cheap
753-5387 after 5pm

vend,ng route for

3 PIECE bedroom fume
lure dresser with mirror
chest full size bed. 1 flora
couch shades of green and
cranberry 1 off white living
room couch Call 753 3895
after 4pm

ANTiQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm
A round
436 26.29

hay

bale'

.• -

DIAL-A-WORD

NIILLIONAIRES MILLIONAIRES PANG BURN'S CANDY IS BACK
IN MURRAY. Charlie's
Safe- T Pharmacy

30in ELECTRIC stove and
refrigerator Both
for $250 Phone 753-7777

sac won I Las! Call rne
'ow 1 -BOG 274 1414

_

( locs for todav

FIREWOOD for stove and
furnace Seasoned and
greenwood Cut to your or
der 753-9808 474 8086

Cal! 1 p.m.-4 p.m.

...PN
-e - -o' - oc
ica ass-start rir...eded LI
- office
Send res.dme to Pt 2 Box
M.,••ad
42571

'

•

MARTIN houses 6 room
$2699 12 room $39 99 18
room $57 99. 24 room
$69 99 Telescoping pole
extends to 15ft $34 99
Wallen Hardware Downtown Paris Open all day
Saturdays

CO SI-10C1OrIng
e—a^dS

a

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

c.

SKI'Row madona __tyr old
$80 OBO 75-3-2001

200.1 tl

to place your ad.
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Nc erpe•
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- a-

KENWOOD home stereo 7
component system Multi
pie C D player 155 watts
per channel Cerwin Vega
speakers $1800 OBO
Serious inquiries only Call
Karen 762-6831 8-4pm

If you are interested in
an unparalleled opportunity for career
growth in the Health
Insurance
Industry.
-call:

Dial-A-Service is for you!
Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section running eacl
Monday in the classifieds. You get a 2x 1 display ad. regularly
priced at $9.60. for

Ronnie Taalor
502-7X I -7270
9 a.m.-I2 Noon
502-749-5414
12 Noon-5 p.m.

Only $5 A Week!
(If ad runs minimum of 13 weeks)

Stop by our office today or call 753-1916

4 CAR shop with offica Call
753-4509
NEW 2 bay shop with office
and compressor $275 mo
753 3678

210
Firewood

SHOP on Andrus Dr
759 4782 days Or
489 2255 nights

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

Apartments
For Rent

WOOD for sale 753 9745

1BR upstairs apartment
stove and refrigerator turn
&shed 753 6148 after
5 30pm

hecutne -Inn

VAN Mini bus driver Must
•
MME -AE OPEN
be at least 23 years old with
•. .•-7 NEED a job"
) A ability
to work with handfor the future'
icapped and have excellent
-- a, quai-'y :t 'You do
driving record 4hr per day
not have your GED or high
maximum Apply at 702
school d plorr.a •You are
Main 8am-3pm weekdays
between the ages.ot 16 8
2' We are an E CE This
project is funced by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry CoJnah J TPA
Call J TPA Out Of School
keep and care for a
7 5 3
9 3 lady or husband and wife in
Barn 1' 3:a —
my nome in Hazel Exper
eiriced and good refer
NEED 5-t•S''' te sales
—a-ager Pays ii4 1-1r S-z c-c-es 422 8513
or lays :" a-o
:
A
A tb
elderly
-eeleo•
.•
•;-.Jos
'
my home
-c-ezed
,
•
nr,ris
: • 7"
Re'e•ences
•-•
442 5522
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AOs must
tnree consecutive days.
./ No onanges
it be made in copy.
• Pa;a days WI run first.
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[hors.. March 21. 1991

JOB Opportunities in Aus
trala Openings available in
several areas will train For
info call 708 742 8620
ext 1-126

house in

country.

ri.

40-80K PER YEAR National
wholesale le•clry Co Seeks
rep for local area No direct
salt, ,h:. ,n1% 40 Killti rer
-s2 a•se•iii

FOR SALE
3 bedrootn

:*.a,s 2 :lays -fle 9 lays-3 zays r•e.

pi%

200 E. Main St.

Ne:iie s Now Open
New shipment Drat
. .e527-1018 lye are

Run an ad 3 days
get 1 day

rental sales

Murray Rental
& Sales

.1.^
. SON .01)
.

meat references
Call 753-2355
or 753-2048
• -o: norre. leave
—essage. I yiLre:..—
ca"

March Only

in-

Career Seminar

Non -Smo▪ king
Woman
Sit for sick
ederly. Have

Classified Ad
Sale!

Assets under management
floss user S110 Billion

persdn Wednesday.
March 13 between 15 p.m.

MDRRAY-Paris S DA
-_-- hurch school is sponsor
.ng a tresh lruit citrus prog
•am. Lovely valencaa orarges $17-box, large pink
grapetruit VS 50/box.
boxes available Orders
-lust be in by March 13
Pickup March 20
-53 3589 489-2813,
753 0835

Call
753-1916

Duties

Clerk & computerized
bookkeeping Apply in

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
•• deo

JOIN 4ET. IT PAYS.

Now act.epting applications for full-time

No age limit to apply It
your present policy is
over 10 years old. it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call

Ward-Elkins

Busbies
Rentals

CASH for mobile home
tires $7 $12 each We wo
remowe 527 2932
JUNK cars and trucks Ask
for Larry 753 3633
LARGE trampoline trampchne pad and cover
759-9610 after 5 30pm
OLD Winchester rifles
single action Colt pistols
civil war artifacts Guns
swords etc Ask for Larry
75.3-3633

1981 HONDA Odyssey
good condition with new
rear tres 15ft AC disc
harrow dual wheels excel
lert condition 492 8425
19' EXCEL 100 color TV
and remote with Emerson
VCR $350 16' Soh' chain
saw with 3 chains Cuts like
new $150 Ashley wood
stove with pipes and dam
per 150 492 8254
EASTER Sale 25% off on
doll houses 10% off on doll
furniture Discounts good
the month of March Wood
N Crafts Cuba Road May
field. Ky 247-5936
FORMALS
pink size 7
$25 blue size 9 $35 white
with pink trim size 11 12
$25 '6 slip $10 759 1322
GOOD 10" Delta table saw
with stand and extra blade
16" McCulloch chain saw
Call evenings 759-4675

3 PIECE twin bedroom suit
..eth' bed dresser with mirror and chest $200
753-6268
ANTIQUE walnut dining
table andgal4
A --"
$125
See 'La
srating
Cent
.
tn St
Murray
FACTORY DIRECT FIRsilTt RE 14,1ory oserrtais,
c/incouts, first quality merchandise Odd sofas, Seals,
and Simmons mattresses, sectionals, hcdrourn furniture,
some slightly damaged No
prices by phone VY'oodcrafters Murray , Ky Next to
Kmart
ONE white traditional sofa
$75 1 Simmons green
hide a bed $175 antique
wooden buffet 2 recliners
mise furniture pieces Day
753 6116 night 436 5810

240

LAWN chairs of unusual
wooden design Also snake
bone earrings 759-4401 to
order

PRIVATE Investigator
D B A Confidential Investigations Southside Shopping Center Suite *102
Murray 75.3-2641
SHARP.
,copiers Adthor
ized dealer for sales service supplies parts and
rental units Local company Call 1 800 248 4319

EFFICIENCY apartment
for rent in lakefront house in
Panorama Shores Fire
place with .insert. Appliances furnished Year
lease deposit references
required
No pets
436-2484
FURNISHED apartments,
_ efficiency 182 bedroomand sleeping rooms Also
renting for May Zimmerman Apts S 16th St
753-6609

WANT a faster refund'
Why pay more for elec
MURRAY Manor Limited
a'
home filing"
) Our prices
now accepting applications
start at $20 001 Call Hodge.
for HUD 236 apts lbr min
Noel and Associates the
$150 max $202 2br min
income tax professionals at
$176 max $237 Based on
753 6069 or 759 1425
your income Equal Opportunity Housing Apply at
office 9 12 or 1 3pm Mon 270
Fri
Mobile
Homes For Sale
NEW 2br duplex Appliances energy efficient
12x60 ATLANTIC (needs
owner occupied 1821
some repair) only $1495
This week, Gateway Mobile Ridgewood Dr 753-7457
Homes 527-1427
TAKING applications for
sectors 8 rent subsidized
12x65 2br with double lot
apartments 1 2 8 3 bed
474-0124_
rooms Apply Hilldate Apts
Ky
1978 1470 Fleetwood 2br Hardin
or call
502-437-4113 EHO
2 bath with appliances
753-9674

2106
ton Ky
siding
tie wi
doors
shade
backya
drivewz
age ak
side sto
at $39
fore 5p

REGISTERED poll here
ford bulls for sale 8 llmo
old Open and bred herefords Steven Paschall
901 247 3.303

2BR be
newly
753 66:

AKC Golden Retriever puppies $150 shots &
wormed
901-644 1850
AKC Registered Siberian
Husky female 14mo old
Unable to keep Beautiful
animal $75 75.3 0869 between 589pm

2BR wi
mg far
yard ot
$20s
753 98F.

1987 MOBILE home 2BR
2 bath utility room central
H -A Will rent lot $50 mo
753 6633
1991 1670 3br 2 bath
,Frosttree refrigerator car
pet and fireplace Reduced
to $16 900 with free microwave Gateway Mobile
Homes 527 1427
24h PERRY travel trailer
self contained skirted, insulated underpinned Excellent condition brick pa
too privacy fence See at
Grogans Trailer Court 94E
2440 ALL American 3br 2
bath Only $13 900 Free
delivery Gateway Mobile
Home 527-1427

SOLID cherry entertain
ment wall unit by American
Drew $350 After 5pm
753 8099

USED 14 wide remodeled
and ready to go Only
$5 995 Gateway Mobile
Homes 527 1427

2 BEDROOM brick 1 mile
past Graves Co line Hwy
121N Stove refrigerator
Deposit and references re
quired No pets $275
489 2440 leave message
2 story, 3br 2 bath nice
clean house $425mo gas
central heat Close to col
lege on Farmer Ave
753-7634 before lOarn or
after 4pm
3BR 1/, bath central H A
Near university 753-3584
AVAILABLE April 1 Nice
2br country home 5 miles
out $30(l-mo 753-3187 after 4pm

Ford Ferguson tractor
Completely rebuilt new
Ores 12V electric system
$1600 Call days 753-9998
nights 436 2902

TRAILER for rent No pets
Northwind Mobile Home
Park 75.1 9866

PLOW and disc for a 12hp
garden tractor $75 each or

Hosting
And Cooing

$100 for pair
Call
753-7905 8 to noon. or
after 4prn

USED 2'A ton gas package

3BR 2
nice
F
759-175'

4 BEDRC
crete C
single
Central h
Stella Pr
of heat I
nancin
489 2595

r-7f

Service
refnget
mi Crow

COMMERCAL building
2800sq ft next to golf
course on N 16th and Ut
terback Rd 753-0521 or
436 2165 after 5pm

Fac
Tapi

FULLY operating lakefront
resort features 7 cottages
owner caretaker home 32
slip boat dock and 6 2 acres
of prime lakefront MLS
2967 Contact Kopperud
Realty 753-1222

7Z

Sti

KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes
all prices
753 1222 toll tree
1-800-251 HOME Ext
71,L

Mahogar
fo
getaway
hy the

PROPERTY for sale Lo
cated in. Coles Camp
ground Penny and Kirksey
community Small acreage
or mini farm Call 489 2161
alter 6pm

Kc
711 Mt

AUCTION your real estate
property to settle your es
tate Call Wilson Real Es
tate 753-3263 or Wayne
Wilson 7535086 or Dan
Miller 435-4144

BUILDING site Plainview
acres All city services Bob
Perrin RE 759 1881 days
753 3509 evenings

SuperAr
gasoline
offers FE
bit ious
careers

LAKE lot for sale Jonathan
Creek area $8900
753-6116

Responi
training

schedui
perform
supervis
Several
be *Mil

LOT in lakefront subdivision Access to three boat
ramps beach campground and swimming
pool $3000 Financing
available 753 5541

sicieratic

LOT on the lake Water
septic tank field tile
electric pole Ready to
hook up to camper trailer
or house 753-4060

St

LOTS for sale Gatesboro
area 753 0800 759 4577

A

If you are under age 65 and
qualify for Medicare due to disability we offer an excellent Medicare Supplement Policy. It pays the
$628 Part-A deductible as well as
100% of Medicare's Part 11. copayment amount. This benefit is
based on 200/0 of the Medicare
Allowable Charge. Allt also pay
20% ofthe $100 Part-B deductible.
Part-B benefits are paid in or out of
the hospital. The 1991 rate is
$58.75 per month.

%lump,
pet., On
?Ceram
the

Assocla t
equivalei
quired

For more Information call.

McConnell
Insurance Agency

290

unit $150
753-4443

3BR 21a
new car
paper
sent 2
outbuilc
- possess
at $72.5

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

Mob&
Homes For Rent
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dis
tax-ice to college 753 5209

3BR 1 t
backyar
priced
753 480

Equa

280

FARMALL Cub with tools
and mower
Sharp
753 1873

3BR 17i
ama Sh
many e

AS

1983 MOBILE home 17
acres of land Sell or trade
for house and 56 acres of
land 753-6853

OUEENSIZE brass head
board bed $30 full size
wood headboard bed $15
474 0124

Farm
Equipmont

age 2
sity fl
753 61

CHRISTOPHER S COINS 2BR house or 2br apart
is still at Ox-Yoke Antiques ment near downtown
AKC Sheltie Collie puppies
(Hazel) Treasure House 753-4109
Sable and white 8 weeks
and Book Rack (Murray)
,489 2676
Also mail-order service
DUPLEX
apartment
in
BLACK Lab puppies 6
Send for tree price list and
quiet residential area near weeks old Full
'Collection A'15 different
blooded No
University 2br. appliances
papers $35 75.3-6268
S coins "Collections B "
$275 rno Call 753-8096 or
21 different foreign coins
HAVE an obedient well
753-2633
$695 each, $1295 both
mannered, safe dog You
Post paid, 2 Wi
-k Satisfac- 2BR duplex in Northwood
train classes or we train
bon guaranteed Free gift Appliances furnished
Professional certified train
with every inquiry Christo- $285.`mo 759-4406
ers sending Murray for over
pher s Coins 1605 West
12 years 436 2858
Main Murray Kentucky 2BR upstairs apartment
Water furnished After 5pm
42071 We buy coins and
PURE bred German She
753-0087
appraise estates
paid (no papers) tern° old
753-4161
LARGE 2br w d hook-up, Spayed female has all
garage mini blinds 1602 shots Dog and doghouse
Main $275 Coleman RE $50 753 1966 after 5pm
TANNING beds for sale
Wolff and others New and 753 9898
REGISTERED Lab pupused Sale service and 3BR duplex
pies 4 biack 435 4481
753-9400
supplies Financing avail- 435-4214
759 1958
able Suntanning Unlimited
Peg s Dog Grooming
3BR family room fireplace
753-9274
753-2915
living and dining room
UTILITY trailer Full tilt Central H A
stove and re
$250 753-4.832
frigerator
No pets
WOODEN storage build- 492-8634
ings 8x16 starts at $1095,
1016 $142450 12x24'
A BRAND new brick du
6 ACRES on S 4th St
$2395 Other sizes availplea 2br a-c gas heat all Murray Nice home big
able Acree Portable Buildstreet frontage potential
appliances
No pets
ings 502 247-7831
753-7688 or 759-4703 unlimited $79 500 Terms
759 1922, owner
rights

MUST sell 14x70 3br
1a bath 1985 mobile
home Unfurnished ava.I
able immediately Asking
$10.200 but will consider
any otter 759 1552 before
8pm

190

2BR 2 bath duplex Appliances furnished with
microwave 1008A North
wood Dr No pets Now
available $450, mo
753-2905

Miscellaneous

1 0 s<

ONE yearling purebred
simmental Bull (extra nice)
$1000 Also one yearling
purebred simrnental Heifer
$6 50 489 2998 or
489 2704 after 5pm

For del
i'vrst,111

(502)1

753-4199
Hopklnaville Federal Savings Building
'Free local claim senitce"

753-8825
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CLASSIFIEDS
4911

Homes
For Sala
1100sq ft 3br 1 bath Gar
age 2 blocks from univer
sity Mid $40's 753 1404
753 6128
2106 South Main Ben
ton Ky 6 rooms 1 bath. new
siding new triple pane cer
tie windows insulated
doors with lead glass 6
shade trees fenced in
backyard 2 decks asphalt
driveway, carport and gar
age alot of inside and out
side storage A real bargain
at $39,500 753-6394 be
fore 5pm after 527 1116

6

510
Used
Cars

ATTRACTIVE 3br 2 bath
home with central heat/air
Nice location on quiet residential street Owner trans
ferred and anxious to sell'
Mid $50s MLS 2804 Con
tact Kopperud Realty
753-1222

REPOSSESSED VA & HUD
klOMES evadable from gee
emment from $1 without credit check You repair. Also
tax delinquent foreclosures
CALL 11105)6112-7555 EXT H2125 for repo net your area.

530

510

Campers

TOYOTAS COST LES%
IN MURRAY

1973 DODGE motorhome
24tt roof air, self-contained
low mileage Good shape
Price $5500 Phone
436 2743

Simko.
Meted
DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear offs
and re roofs Written guar
antee Local references
753-5812

HAULING yard work tree
removal mowing Free es
timates 759-1683
KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff's Recovery, Murray 436-5560

Services
Offered

SUREWAY Tree 8. Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
6011 aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nite 753-5484

WILL do plumbing All guar
anteed 435-4169
WILL do yard work and odd
lobs of any kind No lob too
small 759-4401

LICENSED for electric
FOR sale or trade 11 4 tt
CARS
self-contained cabover gas refrigeration Installa
WILL mow yards Reason
and repair Free esti
PRICE reduced 2tx brick,
10 Toyota Cann._ ..... '1187 pickup truck camper Good bon
able rates Free estimates
mates 753 7203
large rooms, remodeled,
condition
No job to large or to small
$1200
19 Nissan
435-4397
Stain Master carpet, low
FENCE sales at Sears A LICENSED electrical T C Dinh Repair and Main- 474-2300
utilities Coleman RE
tor JAMES C GAL tenance Plumbing
19 Pont. Grand Pr.!! LE _1187 23h Hohadair Clean, rear now Call Sears 753 2310 contrac
and YARD work mowing and
753-9898
for free estimate for your LIMORE ELECTRIC Corn
Electrical
Cleaning painting Free estimates
bath tandom axle 1 owner
mercial
'89
Toyota
Camty .1,987 753 6116
and residential fast Sewer 1210/1212
needs
WATERFRONT Ky Lake
Main 753-8463 after 3 30pm
courteous and efficient ser
Street 753 6111 office
subdivision 4br 2 bath,
19 Toyob CtIlici GT .... '10117
GENERAL Repair plumb- vice 759 1835
753 0606 after 5pm
CARPET and vinyl repairs
covered deck 354-6006
2BR brick 1 car garage
ing, roofing tree work
19
and installation Profesnewly remodeled
MAG S Errand Service of
6,487
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
436-2642
EVERYTHING looks new
sional service Glen Bobber
753 6633
fers housesitting grocery Service Center
in this 3br, 2 bath redecor
, cleaning
16 Toyota Ca*
470
759-1247 leave message
GUTTERING By Sears
shopping postal and bank- servicing $15,
ated home Located on
most repairs
14tt JON boat with 2 swive
Sears residential and com
ing
needs
etc
753
9630
ilu
di481 seats, paddle and life jack mercial continuous
$35 all brands 3rd Street,
1 4 acre lot Offered at
560
Motorcycles
gutters Mon-Fri 8 5 References
Almo Open 9-12 1-5
2BR with appliances coil $46,250 This includes
Free
ets Great condition $300
16
install
Buck
Pai
ed
for
your
specifi
1987
ca
SUZUKI Quad Racer
ing fan carport, fenced satellite dish antenna MLS
MR Chimney Chimney Mon -Fri 753-0530
Column
759-4431
bons
Call
Sears
753-2310
yard, outbuilding Priced in 2671 Call Kopperud Realty 500 Very good condition
cleaner 492 8561
'18 Toyota Cressida.,......13.417 1982 GIBSO
WILL do mowing and lawn MALE poodle
for free estimate
Lots of extras Serious intree to good
N 36ft house$20's
Coleman RE 753 1222
work 753 8908
quiries
PLUMB
home 753-2976
ING
only
boat
Free
'81
esti
753-7
Cheq
$25.00
072
0 753-8738
753 9898
G W CONSTRUCTION
NEW carpet, linoleum
mates Affordable rate
7am-5pm Mon Fri Ask for
22tt 0 DAY sailboat Days Gerald Walters roofing
18 Toyota Camry
3BR 1/ bath brick Panor. paint 3 bedroom 2 bath Richie
Same day service All work
1,917 753paintin
g,
vinyl
siding, all
9998
ama Shores 2 car garage
nights
brick $58,900 city Bob
kinds of remodeling Phone guaranteed 753-4200
'88 Pont, Baine. LE.... '7981 436-2902
many extras 753-6339
Perrin RE 759 1881 days
450
489 2267
PLUMBING repairman with
753-3509 evenings
Auto
87 Chrys. LeBaor..,...., ,481 CHEROKEE V bottom
3BR 1 bath in city Fenced
same day service Call
Services
14ft aluminum fishing boat
backyard Low utilities and NICE 3br cabin on lake, big
436-5255
HADAWAY Construction
'17 BIM ii
with 1984 Johnson 30hp,
priced in $30 s Call lot A bargain at $29,900
MATHIS Transmission and
Home remodeling, paint- ROCKY COLSON Home
1988 Moody trailer Nights
Call 753-9586 before 5pm, Automotive Servic
753 4801
'87 Cheri Cpte 25,487 436
All Types Of:
ing wallpaper, carpentry, Repair Roofing siding
e 624 N
5810
7530292 after 5pm
4th
St
753-63
74
floor covering No lob too painting. 'plumbing conCust
Woodworking
om
3BR 2 bath brick in city with
'87 Toyota Corolla ....„ 5.987
small 753-4251
new carpet paint ahd wallcrete Free estimates Call
NEW and used Ores Key
boat Fully equipped.
'86 Taurus LX
paper Fireplace with in474 2307
No city taxes!
'5,487 DIVE
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
16' fiberglass, 75hp motor, INSULATION Blown In By
sert 2 car garage large
753-5500
-Drop by & see our showroom
9 miles from Murray
Sears TVA approved
ROGE
drive-o
86
R
Chry.
Hudso
trailer
n
ith
rock
n
haulcompre
soutbuilding -Immediate
Save
at
on
those
Kirkse
ing,
sor
high
gravel
y.
and
New
heating
engine
sand
2dirt,
762-4219
drivepossession Priced to sell
'86 onit Accad DX '6.487 evenings
485
and cooling bills Call Sears way rock 753-4545
story home. 3 bedat $72500 759-1233
753-2310 for free estimate
Auto
753 6763,'759-1823
room, 3 bath, study,
'86 Pit. Surtbid
'5,981 'ONLY six months old
parts
family room, living
1989 Astro 15ft fiberglas
16Toy. Cleo ..... .... 1187 bass boat with 60hp Mer1982 2 8 liter engine Ex38R 2 bath beck Extra
room, kitchen/dining
cellent condition
nice Price reduced
'15 Voks. Jetta GL ..„„., '4.487 cury Trailer, trolling motor
room combination,
753-9808
depth finder Sold new for
759-1751
concrete
double
'85 Toyota MR2
$9800 in June of 1990 1
4 BEDROOM 2 bath brick
driveway, 2 car garonly $6900 Call 753-6116
crete Can be used as
'15 Buck Prk
or can be seen at Happy
age. Many more exsingle family or duplex
Holiday Travel
tras.
'IS
Will
s
COra
consid
Central heat air Hwy 121 in
er
1969 OLDS 98 New roof,
any reasonable bid.
Stella Private well 3 kinds
'84 Toyota
530
new seat covers, power
of heat Possible owner h
489-2126 or
Services
windo
ws
less
nancing
than
$39.500
'82 Toyota
.......1,717
Offered
489-2387
100,000 miles Call
489 2595
78 Buck leStre
753-1913 after 5pm
17 A1A Firewood now taking
pre-fall orders 5 rick $100
1973 CADILLAC Sedan
TRUCKS
for 1st 50 callers Previous
DeVille All options, good
APPLIANCE REPAIR
150 customers eligible
condition 1975 Teens Am
'19 Toyota gab 414_211.487 only
For information call
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
455H0 auto 759 1054
refrigerators - freezers • washers - dryers
19 Ford RangerkXLT ..... 27.717 492-8254
753-9531
microwa%es - digt, w
- gas& electric ranges
Al TREE Service Stump
1977 BUICK 2 door, V-6,
'89 Chevy
removal spraying hauling
only 59,300 miles. excelFactory Authorized Repairs For
19 Toyota .... 1,187 yard work and mowing
lent gas mileage, body and
Tap pan-Kcivinator-Emerson-Brown
Free estimates 753-0906
inside $875 759-1922
'II Ford F-350
after 5pm 759-9816
•Ali Repairs Are Guaranteed
1977 VOLKSWAGON
'88 Toyota 4 knner 11,487 753-0495
Rabbit runs terrific Great
753-5341 or 753-1270
A B Masonary brick block
on gas Blue, 49xxx miles
Phpouth
18
Voyager
_1048
7
and stone Will do any type
Now that we are entering our "garage
$200 0130 759 9728
of large or small lobs Guarsale season." we
17 Toy. Lantruiser... 1.987 antee
wan
qualit
t you to be Informed on our policies.
y
work
1978 BUICK Regal Good
17 Toy SR5 4Runner 10,987 489 2982 anytime
motor, new tires $850 Call
753 5292
ALPHA Builders Carpen17 Mazda
We do work 2 days in advance to
try, remodeling porches.
1978 FORD Mercury Mo
better serve you.
roofing
,
concre
te,
driveToyot
17
1
'6387 ways, painting
Dea
narch Good condition 6
dli
nes
are
3
p.m
.
Mon
.-Fr
i.
and
10
a.m
mainte. on Saturday.
i
cylinder, good gas mileage
16 Chevy
Yard sales do have to be paid in advanc
nance, etc Free estimates
753-9808
e
and
are $7.50
I
.
per day.
16 5uzu Traci ...............1,487 489-2303
. A.L__
1980 BUICK Clean high
ANY remodeling building
N10VING UP? MOVE iN!
mik3age $1600 753-6429
16 SA up
painting & roofing Free es
Mahogany front door welcomes you
to this 3,300
timates References
1981 DODGE Omni. 1967
square foot home. Skylights. w hirpool
16 Fad F150 XLT 44 1.487 435-46
For assistance call. 753-1916 or come by
, and a private
32
Ford 436-5269, 753-5464
getaway upstairs bedroom 191/21(27.
Call or come
the office to hear the rest of
15 Dodge Rifl 150 SE 25,287 APPLIANCE REPAIRS
the story.
1981 OLDS Tornado mint
condition Loaded Low
14 Toyota .......,,,..,.......5381 Factory trained by 3 mator
Murray
Kopperud Realty
manufacturers Most parts
miles New tires AM/FM
10
Toyota Pito
in stock on my truck All
711 Main St.
Ledger & Times classified department
cassette Excellent family
753-1222
COZY country 2 3 bedroom home %candy re
modeled and redecorated
New central heat air Property includes 5 wooded
aaes Offered at a bargain
price $37,500 MLS 2709
Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
C UST OU WOOOWORKJNG

1-

409 SUNBURY MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
753-S940

7
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off
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.1111111110\,....4,11101
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:1.7A.,rs

Or

32
es
LS
ud

Steele-Allbritten, Int.

of
ity
ply

?e
It

ip.
ey
go
31.
r

or vacation car Most see
$2200 OBO 759-4431

tte
3s:sne

1983 FAIRMONT 4 door
Cream 3 3 6 cylinder
Auto. ps/pb. air, good dean
car $1203 See at Danny's
Gas Mart 618S 4th Of call
753-4064 after 6pm

SUPERAMERICA •
SuperArei,ca Group Inc

1983 FORD Mustang PS/
PB, new timing chain, new
heater core $2000 OBO
Call between 5pm and
8pm 753-5217

ASSISTANT MANAGERS
SuperAmenca is rapidly expanding in
the
gasoline/quick service food store business
and
offers real ground floor opportunities for
ambitious individuals seeking growth orient
ed
careers

ab

3n
0

Responsibilities include recruiting, hiring
and
training store personnel, planning
work
schedules, salary administration, emplo
yee
performance appraisals. record keeping
and
supervision of general store maintenanc
e
Several years retail experience preferred. Must
be willing to relocate For immediate consideration. send resume or write to:

at

pg

1986 CONVERTIBLE La
Baron 4 cylinder turbo pw/
pl. AM/FM stereo $6100
753-1033

SUPERAMERICA

if

to
er

801 Coldwater Rd.
Murray, KY
ATTN: Rod Blanton

ro
7

11.11.•••••••••••••
•
••

1984 FORD Escort Light
blue 2 door. 5-speed, FM
stereo cassette, 25/32
mpg. new tires, 56xxx
miles Excellent condition
$1950 436-2878

SUBSIDIARY OF ASHLAND OIL
INC

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H/V

1987 GRAY Olds 98 4
door, lots of extras Extra
clean
After 6pm
753-8998
1987 RED Pontiac Sunbird
G T 4 cylinder automatic
Very sharp $5200
753-3704
1988 PONTIAC 6000 4
door 50.000 miles $4800
753-9683
1988 THUNDERBIRD
turbo coupe Great shape
all the extras 49xxx miles
Phone 527-3762

Wurrto allotAt.n Count% Flospial. u leader in
pro,!ding (outlay health( ure In Western
Kermit In, ma! Northwest lennes.we announ
ce./
the tollou snit'oh openings

1989 HYUNDAI Excel 4
door sedan Maroon, excellent condition Low mileage
$6800 Negotiable Call
Mke or Andrea 753-3311

Bio-Medical Technician

1990 CEO Pram Factory
warranty Sell for payoff
After 5pm, 753-8099

degree in electrical engineering or
equivalent knowledge/exper
ience required.
ASSOCiate

I-or details conta('t:
l'ers.ionet I rept
(502)7621106

MIt

l'up1.1,

rtscl

C

MURRAY
(ALLMAN
COUNTY
HOSPITAL
VIiirra1, Kt-MIRAN,
'

42071

Aubrey Hatcher
Bill Calvert - Greg Bradshaw
Torn Thurman
Chris Bearden, Bus Mgr
Chad Cochran, Gen Mg'

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY
515 S. 12th
Murray. KY

Phone
753-4961

1989 FORD Escort LX
Auto, 4 door 753-6633

work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30 years experience Bobby Hopper.
436-5848
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Junior Thorn, operator 30 years experience
Septic system, drrve-ways
hauling, foundations, etc
759-4664
BILL Tr
Travis trucking for
gravel, dirt, fill sand and
white rock 474-2779
BREAKING and disking
gardens Yard landscaping
and bushhogging
436-5430

1978 JEEP CJ7 57,000
original miles Hardtop ex
cellent condition $3000 BUILDER, new homes,
753-2001
garages. additions, remod1982 CHEVY pickup 1 ton eling, framing, decks, patios, solar green houses,
flatbed 4 speed 16xxx
pole barns Experienced
miles 437 4456
carpentry Tnpp Williams,
1982 CHEVY S 10 Auto 753-0563 after 5pm
AM/FM cassette, long
wheel base 753-2249 after CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior ciu59m
zen discounts We sell chun
1989 CHEVROLET 5-10 ney caps and screens
Topgun 5 speed, red, ex- 435-4191
cellent condition Low miCONTRACTOR Portable
leage $8000 753-7102
buildings, pole barns gen1989 SILVERADO Dark eral home improvements
blue low miles sharp Quality work for less Cus
753-7387
tomer satisfaction guaran
teed Free estimates L E
Williams 489-2663
510
Campers
1974 21 PROWLER camper with air, awning Good
condition 492 8263

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete service on all central
cooling all makes and
models Call Gary at
759-4754

86 ELDORADO Britz
Sharp car Loaded 56,000
miles 753-1873

L WE'S CUSTOM
AUTO BODY

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specula, Dixieland
Center. I block from MSU
dorms.

Over 20 Years Experience

SHARP '87 Pontiac Bonne
vine SE Black. loaded
Sunroof, high mileage, excellent condition Call
753-0457

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)
Commercial
and
Residential

›ie.!

Poison Control

James C. Gallimore
Electric Service

753-7588

Rt. 8, Box 1075
Murray, KY 42071

DESIGN SYSTEMS GROUP

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

-Custom Home Plans
New HOme 'Construction
-Custom Remodeling

753-6952

(502) 759-1487

DIAL CONSTRUCTION

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

41Decks, Garages & Additions
41, So Job Too Small

762-1100

Remodeling.

436-5272

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

. z.

a.

•
• • 1.
•••.,

Remodeling, garages,decks, porches,concrete
v.ork, chain link fences. Home maintenance.

l's Anytime

759-4685

489-2303

753-1916

call:
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

To place your ad

•Free Estimates •Insurance Jobs Welcome
Work Guaranteed
All Foreign & Domestic
All Frame Work
5% Off All Parts In Month of March
Hours: 8:00-5:00 M-F
Rt. 8, Box 1307, Hwy. 121 South
Murray, KY 42071
Phone 753-4547
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ALPHA BUILDERS

Septic Tanks & Sewers
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POW's return to families, homecoming

OBITUARIES
Jennings
N. Turner

Cloy Burchett

Cloy Burchett, 87. Stewart. Fla.,
formerly of Calloway County, died
Jenntfrgs N. Turner, 81, of 1313
Saturday at 4 a.m. at a nursing
W. Broadway, Mayfield, died
home at Stewart.
'
today at 1 a.m. at Western Baptist •
Born Sept. IS, 1903. in CalloHospital. Paducah.
way County, he was the son of Fhe
Mr. Turner for many years ownlate Lee Burchett and Florence
ed and operated a business in CotThwcatt Burchett.
dater. In 1947 he opened Turner's
He was also preceded in death
Automotive Machine Company in
by one gea. Bobby Gene Burchett.
Mayfield and remained in business
killed in the Korean Conflict. and
unti! he retired in 1971.
one brother. Clinton Burchett, in
Before his illness he was active
May 1990.
in civic affairs in May:field and was
Nin;.
Survivors are
:
a member of Hortons' Bible Class
of First Baptist Church. May-Geld.
Mr. Turner was a, member of
Services for Robert H. Pougld.
CYvery United Methodist Church;
were
Sunday at 1:30 p.m. in the-,
"
and of Murray Lodge
chapel
of J.H. Churchill Funeral
0
: 5 Free and Accepted
Home.
The
Rev. Nowell Bingham
\i.tsons He was named a Kentucky
officiated.
Music was by Kim
Conel in March 1964 by GoverBlack, soloist. and Joan Eiowker.•
n•-n• Edward T Breathitt.
:Car\ ly Jr
e his ife, Mrs. Jes- organist.
Pallbearers were Billy Martin
s..e Lawson Turner: one daughter,
PierCe. Robert L. Pierce. Max DouF Butler and husglas, Gary Pierce. Jimmie Pierce
1 .cr.Puryear. Tenn.: two
and Nix C'raw ford. actise: Stanford
ns. ;he Rev. Billy G. Turner and
Andrus. Ron Wright. C.O. Bondura .1e. Larue. Murray, and Gee
ant, Lowell_ Palmer. Harold DouEa •Y .7: Tarter an
ife, Mary Nell.
May fidld: seven grandchildren: glass. Jack Norsworthy • Richard
Tuck. Don Rogers. Kenneth Grocan. great-grandchildren.
gan and Ralph Lorenz.
esled in death by his
Burial was in Pleasant
1-- Veva Bazzell Tur- CernenerY. Cedar Gro.
'Tenn
...tiers. Mrs. Prentice
Mr. Douglas. 76. of 150:
.: Mrs. Eva Hopkins: son Blyd..
Murray. dics.
4, Charley
Turner,
Tarner and Truman

Alma Burchett; four daughters,
Mrs. Sandra Allex, Stewart, Mrs.
Aretta Graves, Orlando, Fla.; Mrs.
Tcrrie Walters, Indianapolis. Ind..
and Joan-Burchett, California; three
sons, Cloy Dale Burchett, California, and Steve Burchett and Bobby
Burchett, Stewart: one sister, Mrs.
Pawnee Bedv..ell and husband.
Oacus. Rt. 3. Benton. Kirksey community; a sister-in-law, Mrs. Ruby
Burchett, Murray.
Funeral services were held in
Stew art.

Robert H. Douglas

sit

e..r.ft
--

he Wednesday
Ire ,:hapel of Byrn
field. The Re.
:na Ray

Mrs. Patricia
Lewis Allbritten
...t.7.14

y.

GraYeside rites for Thurman V%
Albinwil he Lod:1Y a; 4 nnr.,
Asberry Cemetery. The Rey
George Cu:::
NE:et
1i,.)70 of V..,77,-,‘
Is in charge of arrangerneriLs, but
no visitation will ne scheduled.
Mr. Albin. 73. Rt. 7. Mayfie.ld.
died Friday at 7:40 p.m. at MarraYCal:oiaay Coanty
Survivors are T. . a 10.7s.
Emma Lo. Eroc:Mrs.
KC77
\'‘..
N17,

5:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway.
County Hospital.
.He was a member of Murray
Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted
Masons and of Board of Stewards
of First United Methodist Church.
Survivors are his wife. Mrs. Virginia P. Douglas: one daughter.
Mrs. Julia Davis and husband. Harry L.. Eatonton. Ga.; one son. Gene
Douglas. Cedar Grove, Tenn., one
sister, Mrs. Marie Pierce. Lexington. Tenn.; one brother, D.L. Doualas and wife. Helen. Spring City.
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homecoming.
cheering well-wishers and family
members gathered to welcome the
"Our children are home without
former POWs home from the Pertoo much damage to them," Calvin
sian Gulf War. "Our fatnilies' love
Zaun told reporters at Bethesda
Naval Medical Center shortly after, and your prayers sustained us ....
President Bush said later that he
his son, Li Jeffrey N. Zaun, 28.
and the 20 others arrived Sunday at " had been moved by televised
this base just outside Washington. scenes of the return of the exCol. Wynn Mabry, an Air Force POWs and other troops.
"It is very, very exciting. And as
surgeon who accompanied the former prisoners home on a flight that they come home, I expect every
included a meal of pizza. said, "I family is like Barbara's and mine
am amazed at the amount of recup- with tears coming down our faces
today and almost every day since,
eration done already."
"God saved us." Air Force Col. they started back," Bush told a
David NI. Eberly told thousands of patriotic country music concert at
'Ford's Theater.
"We're going to take all the
pride and the excitement that this
country feels and give them the
biggest welcome home party that
this country has ever seen." he
Federal-State Market stews Se:sue March II, 1441
Kentucky Purchase 'trim Hoe Market Report Includes 4
promised.
•
Ruorit Statiorti Receipts rtct 12. Fat 500 Mirrors& Gilts
The returning POWs entered the
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349 04-44 cit
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Walter Reed Army, Bethesda Naval
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I
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and Malcolm Grow Air Force medical centers in the Washington area
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* FREE Lettering
* FREE Choice of Design
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Quality & Prices
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Parr sh. Benton: one son.
Gregory Jr.. Benton:
Mars Helen
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•1 • 5

141, -'s

' 11:41
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mon and •husband, James. Rt. 7.
Mayfield: two sons. James Albin
and wife. Elizabeth. Mt. Morris.
and John Albin. Rt. 7. Mayfield:
two. stepdaughters. Mrs. Stella Valentine and husband. James. Jeffersonville. Ind., and Mrs. Eve:yn
Bernard and husband. Louis. Phoenix.
two Nisters, Mrs. Jo
Anne Bombeliis and husband. Fred.
Mrs. Thelma McNabb, Mt.
C
Mieha. one brother. Ray
-. and. wife...Joyce.. Nlonterey.
seY oral grandchildren,: for
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The family requests that expressions of sympathy be made to Murray First United Methodist Church
or Alzheimer's Group at Murray Calloway County Ho,::

Cinurcr.. He was a
War 11 and a itien-.2.:r C
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HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
U.S. 641 North
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759-1333

Murray. KY
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SUPERAMERICA -

4
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. .7: a tremendous
Ine :ravel business
weeks,- says Henry
f Thomas Cook Travel, a

SUPERMOM'S
POPCORN
Regular.
Carmel

SUPERMOM'S
PEG CANDY

7• UP

4.4

2 Liter i

Cheese or

2 Oz.
Bag

,1-,111114

.44
.
40

•

,..
,
,

SAVE
SAVE 30C 39C
SUPERMOM'S
SUPERMOM'S
SAUSAGE & EGG
MEATBALL HOAGIE
BISCUIT
.

Murray woman
injured in accident
Lynn W. Houston of 1101 Sycamore in Murray was treated and
released from Henry County Medical Center Wednesday, March 6,
following an automobile accident.
Houston's 1990 Mazda went out
of control and flipped over about
1/2 mile .south of Puryiear at 4:55
p.m. , according to the Tennessee
Highway Patrol.

SAVE /
20C _

Ask Us About
Forethought® Funeral Planning
COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

Blalock-Coleman

NOTICE
K&K STUMP REMOVAL

Each

SAVE 50C
801 Coldwater Rd.
Murray, KY

SAVE 30C
SUPERMOM'S
GRILL DOGS
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P
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i ,endg WE ACCEPT
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Funeral Home, Inc.

Mechanically Removed
24" Deep Free Estimates

,

4
70
I lEach

Keith York, Kelvin York and James Coleman

WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT

All
Lottery And Money

Kemp
or
435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr

7.13 South Fourth St.

753-680y

SAVE

9°

40C

Orders

We Reserve The Right
Limit Quantities

Efficient, Dedicated Service - Modern Facilities

435-4343 Bob
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Before the Need Arises. .

of USTraYel SysDook:ngs have been
.;ra
iately after reaching
pannt .n late January after the
1-..7,:an Gulf War began.
Hardest hit by fears of terrorism
.-42-e trans-Atlantic flights, where
•.," parts say business was
- :5 percent or more

-11-74
0MM
COUNTRY FRESH
2% MILK
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Gene Buhmann
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PEPSI,7'UP, DR,PEPPER

,s flying high once
after suffering a steep decline
of fear, Iracii-sponSored
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Specials Good
Through
March 27

-
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MEW

Tourism industry back
on track after fears
of Iraqi terrorism eased
•
- The

* FREE Installation
* GUARANTEED Foundations
* WRITTEN Warranty
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Report

J.P. (Paul) Gregory

for "sirs. PatAlibri*,:er. were
:n NIcHenry
7 S: DOW 7'. FUrier• Ill..: elpTCS...ne form
• Cancer socY)..:'.CV.C1. Calif

Stock Market

Industrial 1serage..................2.72

Thurmafi W. Albin

in Call°. -as the son of the
_mar and .Ada Belle

ANDREWS AIR FORCE BASE,
Md. (AP) - Twenty-one former
American prisoners of war,
described as recuperating from "a
rough course in survival" at the
hands of Iraq, are in the care of
military doctors after tearful family
reunions and a flag-bedecked
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March has been declared
'National Nutrition Month'

13]
NI

Face it, we all like sweets — but we can satisfy our craving without sacrificing nutritious living. Muffins, for example, come in all sarieties and can incorporate a bit of sweetness with a bunch of healthful
ingredients. The muffins shown above include carrots and zucchini — but dried fruits, nuts, grains and
other ingredients can be substituted or added in order to satisy personal tastes or dietary needs.

March is `Nutrition Month'
Changing food easier than changing lifestyle

*rove
your
fiscal
fitness.„

NEW YORK (AP) — The continue to be the keys to healthy
The key to modifying recipes to
American Dietetic Association is eating, the group says. Choose dai- make them lower in fat lies in reduccelebrating March as National ly from the major food groups, eat ing or eliminating such ingredients as
Nutrition Month with the theme, more fruits, vegetables and grains, butter, margarine oil, mayonnaise,
"Bite into a Healthy Lifestyle." limit calories and dietary fat — laid, and salad dressings.
The ADA says Americans should especially if you're overweight.
Here are some suggestions:
adopt a diet that is lower in fat and
Mary Abbott Hess, president of
1) Many recipes call for more fat
higher in fiber. Among the poten- ADA and a registered dietitian, than necessary. Try cutting down the
tial benefits of lower-fat living, says fitting healthier foods into amount of fat called for in the recipe.
your lifestyle is far easier than tryaccording to the organization, are
2) Try making your own salad
reduced risk of developing heart ing to change your lifestyle. dressings or using commercial dressdisease, certain types of cancer; — Healthful low-fat options can be ings that contain' little oil.
found no matter where you are
and obesity.
3) Use skim milk or non-fat dry
Variety, moderation and balance when it is time to eat," she says. milk in recipes whenever possible.
4) Substitute lOwfat cheeses for
regular ones which are high in fat. Try
cutting back the amount of cheese to
1/2 the amount called for in a recipe.
5) L.owfat yogurt or imitation sour
A low fat diet is an important part of croutons and regular salad cream
may be used in place of regular
a healthy lifestyle. Accr.rding to Su- dressing.
sour cream in recipes for dips. etc.
zanne Seeley, registeren dietitian for
Other Suggestions:
the Murray-Calloway County Hospi— Order sauces and dressings on Remember to add yogurt to cooked
tal, the typical American diet is made the side — and use them sparingly. foods after it is removed from the heat
up of 40 percent fat.
When possible, choose low-calorie source to keep yogurt from separatFor someone trying to plan meals or yogurt-based dressings.
ing.
— Avoid potato chips, doughlower in fat, there are two basic types
6)Substitute lowfat cottage cheese
nuts, cookies, snack crackers, for sour cream.
of fats to consider:
1) Animal fats are generally more cakes, pies and fried foods. Eat
7) Always buy lean meat and trim
pretzels instead of potato chips, fat from meats before cooking.
saturated than vegetable fats.
2) Saturated fat is typically solid at cereal instead of cookies, and a fro8) Be sure to bake, broil, or grill
room temperature while unsaturated zen fruit bar or Italian ice instead meats instead of frying. Place a pan
of ice cream.
fat is typically liquid.
underneath meat so fat drips out as the
— Trim visible fat from meats meat cooks.
For example, she says, lunch at a
fast-food restaurant can consist of a and choose lean cuts.
9)Use herbs, spices,lemon juice or
grilled chicken sandwich, small
— Choose low-fat and non-fat vinegar to add flavor to vegetables.
hamburger, chili or frozen yogurt. dairy products, including milk,
10) Use non-stick pans to eliminate
,Salad is a lower-fat alternative to yogurt and cheese.
need for added fat.
fries and onion rings, especially if
— When you choose. to eat a
11) Chill gravies and soup overyou go easy on the bacon_ bia, high-rat food, eat less of it.
night to skim off the fat from.the top.

'March' into a lifestyle
that offers more nutrition
Shape up your budget. Stretch your savings potential.
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Strengthen your financial future. A smart banking
program is a lot like an exercise plan. Both take
endurance and common sense. Both have to start
gradually and keep building to get the most effective
results. There's no easy formula to fitness or financing.
That's why were prepared to work at it. All our services
are designed to help you save your money; manage a
budget, and get the most out of life. After all, isn't that
what fitness is all about?

Bank of Murray

"11

'THE FRIENDLY AND SAFE BANK'
Membor FDIC

"One of the _nation's safest banks"
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Amencans should be less dependent on bottled vitamins
By Kim Whitford
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

Of the billions of dollars spent on
drugs in the United States each year.
hundreds of millions of dollars are
-spent on vitamin supplements. They
find their way into 75 percent of U.S.
households. Some people use supplements. They find their way into 75
percent Of U.S..household-S. Some
people use supplements because their
physician prescribed them for a significant health reason, but most people decide independently that they
need them.
Many people are attracted by ads
for vitamins and minerals which imply that they will improve appearance.
prevent .or care-diseases, help with
weight reduction and even lengthen
life. But there is little scientific evidence to support most of these claims.
Physicians occasionally prescribe
dietary supplements to correct deficiencies diagnosed in their patients.
For example, patients who have Osteoporosis, a condition causing thin,
brittle bones, may be advised by their
physician to take calcium supplements usually in combination with
vitamin D.
Too often, however, people take
high-dose supplements of various
vitamins and minerals without the
advice of a physician. This can be a
waste of money, or worse, a threat to
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nutrients.
particularly dangerous. Too much
balanced diet will provide your body
In addition, there are other sub- vitamin A can cause headaches. with
the vitamins and minerals that
stances in foods which, although.not_ nausea:. diarrhea_ and eventually liver are
necessary for maintaining good
essential for life, are beneficial to and hone damage. High doses of health.
If an individual does not cat a
health. Foods may contain some es- vitamin Dean cause kidney damage in
variety of foods daily and/or limits
sential nutrients that have not yet been adults. When taken in excessive calorie
intake to less than 1600 caloidentified.
amounts, supplemental iron can build ries per day, vitamin-mineral supLarge amounts of some supple- up to harmful levels in the liver and plementa
tion may be indicated.
ments may upset the natural balance other body organs.
. Check with your physician and/or.
of nutrients that the body 'normally
The best source of vitamins and , registered dieution before starting
maintains. A lthougliextra amounts of
supplementation,.
minerals_ is _food_ Eating --a ll
NOMC " nutrients arc a
- bsorbed and
passed out of the body. others can
build up to dangerous levels.
These supplements contain 10 to
100 times the RDA for some vitamins
and minerals. People may take them
because they think the RDAs are only
minimum requirements and that if a
little is good. then,a lot will be better.
Most vitamins are water soluble.
which means they dissolve .in water.
These vitamins pass through our
digestive system and the body absorbs
what it needs. Any extra amount
passes right out and causes no harm.
A few vitamins, however. arc not
water soluble, but rather fat soluble.
Extra amounts of fat soluble vitamins which the body does not absorb
and use, are not washed out of our
systems. So if we take too much,these
fat-soluble vitamins will build up in
our bodies. These vitamins that
should be watched are vitamins A,D,
E. and K.
Large doses of vitamin A and Dare

Rockport
Headquarters.
Come in now and tr], on a pair of Rockports,
the original walking shoe. We've got a wide selection of styles for women with
. the unique comfort and support features that have made Rockports
the most popular walking shoes in America. Rockport.
The original walking shoe.

Rockport0
*****
5STARS
WALKING
MAGAZINE

Fiber is essential to diet, aids bodily
functions, decreases risk of cancer
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health.
Biologically speaking. no to persons are exactly alike, and no two
persons have exactly the same nutritional needs. These difference hetv.een individuals may make . our
,nutrient requirements differ as much
as to-or-three fold. •
Multi-vitamin and mineral pills
contain either the full RDAs(Recommended Daily Allowances)estimated
by-the-National Academy of Sciences
-- National Research Council or less
in some cases. Many Nipple take these
pills as a form of"insurance" that their
daily nutrtional needs are met. These
may benefit some people. hut the
value of any dietary supplement depends on many factors, including
dietary habits and overall health status.
The question is often asked -Are
natural vitamins better for you than
synthetic ones?" The answer is the
body can't tell where the vitamin it
finds in the blood stream came from.
Natural food may be better for you.
than any pill, not because it has better
vitamin C. but because it provides
other benefits along with vitamin C,
such as carbohydrates, fiber, and
other nutrients.
Scientists have identified a large
number of nutrients that are essential
to health, but supplements contain
only some of these. A well-balanced
diet -- one that contains a wide variety
of foods -- provides all the necessary

I

By Kim Whitford
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
Fiber or roughage is the structural
part of plant foods that is not broken
down in the digestive system. An
excellent natural laxative, fiber keeps
the gastrointenstinal tract working
smoothly.
Fiber adds bulk to the stool and
absorbs water to prevent constipation,
it reduces the incidence of hemorrhoids, and may prevent diverticular
disease.
Foods rich in fiber include wholewheat and whole-grain breads, oatmeal and other whole -grain cereals,

fruit, vegetables, dried beans and
peas, popcorn, nuts and seeds.
Many experts recommend eating
20 to 35 grams of fiber a day, which is
equivalent to about two slices of
whole-grain bread, three servings of
raw or cooked vegetables, three servings of fresh or dried fruit, a baked
potato with skin, and two cups of
popcorn.
The intestinal tract can become
sluggish when not enough fiber is
taken in, and too much fiber can cause
gas and bloating. To avoid unnecessary discomfort, increase fiber intake
gradually. Drink six to eight glasses of
water or other liquids every day.
Fiber may reduce the risk of colon

and rectal cancers by removing cancer
causing substances in the digestive
tract.

Because fiber causes the intestines
to empty quickly, cholesterol and
some sources of calories may not be
absorbed completely. Some types of
fiber, such as soluble fiber, may cause
the body to excrete more fat and bile
salts, thereby helping to lower blood
cholesterol. Some food sources of
soluble fiber are peetin in apples, oat
bran, cooked dried beans and peas.
High-fiber foods are generally low
in fat and are therefore low in calories.
Fiber-rich foods absorb water, take
longer to chew, and tend to make one
feel full longer..

a

How to read between the lines on juice labels

.•
••••,.
•

DALLAS (AP) — A juice label
that reads "100 percent natural"
doesn't necessarily contain just
juice.
There are no federal definitions
for "natural," on food labels.
However, under a new law, manufacturers within the next couple of
years will have to label juice
ingredients.
Jesse Gregory, a professor of
nutrhon and food science at the
University of Florida at Gainesvil-

lc, said consumers should look
carefully at ingredient lists for
drinks called cocktail, punch, drink
or blend. Often, they contain water
and added sweeteners, he said at a
recent conference in Dallas.
The following descriptions often
appear on juice containers:
— 100 percent pure. or 100 percent juice. Only juice, not diluted
with water or sugar.
— Fresh-squeezed juice. Gener-

ally juice that is not pasteurized,
often found in produce or dairy
section of stores.
— Not from concentrate. Juice
that is pasteurized, usually immediately after being squeezed from
fruit.
- Frozen concentrated juice.
Juice that has had water removed
after sqeezing. The remainder is
frozen. It is reconstituted by restoring the water.
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Nutrition tips to help people plan better diet
Diet is important to people of all
ages. and everyone has question.
about'what the should eat to maintain their health.
Because mans health problems in
society today are the result of poor
nutrition. the following tips may help.
people plan a healthier diet.
1. Be sure to get the proper nutrients from consuming a variety of

foods.trorn the basic four food group:.
Most people gain weight more easily
as they need the same amounts of
most numents (vitamins and protein)
as younger people. Cut down on
sweets. salty snack foods, highcalorie drinks, and foods high in fat.
2. Exercise! A person who is
exercising regularly can eat more
without gaining weight than a person

V,
•

sits most of the day.
3. A healthy body needs vitamins
and minerals, which are found in
fruits. vegetables. meats. dairy products. and cereals. Many people do
not get enough calcium, a mineral that
is used by the body in many ways.
Calcium is especially important for
maintaining strong bones and teeth.
Foods rich in calcium include not only
milk and cheeses. but also dark leafy
vegetables. legumes. and beans.
4. Eat plenty of fiber rich foods!
Although the role is not fully known.
it clan help in avoiding constipation.

Too much bran. however, can prevent foods,such as red meats, egg yolks.
the body from absorbing some miner- solid fats and whole milk dairy proals and can cause constipation if you ducts.
are not careful. So remember to drink
plenty of fluids when using high fiber
7. Salt and sugar are found abunfoods. Eating whole grain breads and dantly in some foods. If you are trying
cereals and plenty of fresh fruits and to be careful, watch for these words:
vegetables are great sources of fiber. sucrose. fructose, glucose. mannitol,
5. Eating five or six small meals honey, natural sweetener, and other
throughout the day instead of three__ _ words ending in "ose" or "ol" .for
big ones might help those with a sugar. Words that mean salt or that
decreased appetite. It is normal for contain salt arc as follows: salt brine,
taste and smell to diminish with age. soy sauce, MSG (monosodium gluta6. If you are trying to watch the mate), baking soda, baking powder,
cholesterol content in your diet. limit and words that have "sodium" listed.

ITSESS Breakfast is important start each day
SHOES FOR
MEN & WOMEN
"••••%Vogia.: at-
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By JANE WESTON WILSON last night's dessert; or fresh fruit
eaten out of hand. Then off to
Good intentions to keep up exer- some light exercise or a brisk walk.
cise and sound eating habits can
Midmorning, try a second breakstart right at breakfast. It is recom- fast, say one of those quick cookmended that we get a third of our ing grains,- such as cous cous or
nutrients in the morning. This bulghar with fruits and nuts or even
doesn't mean that we have to pile a shredded carrot thrown in for
in a lot of food the moment we extra vitamin A and beta cartone
wake up.
and a slice of six-grain bread.
We can make a natural powder
For many of us who are on the
drink in a minute loaded with vita- run or need energy fuel to run
mins and minerals; or enjoy a smoothly, We can pack a muffin
baked apple or poached pear from and a container of low-fat yogurt.
Or pack a wedge of polenta pie
with tomatoes and some low -fat
mozzalla cheese.
These choices are so much more
advantageous than premixed storebought cereals, muffins and drinks
that often are less balanced and
contain more fat, sugar and additives — usually at stiffer prices.
And now that the usual breakfasts we grew up with are being
down-pedaled: eggs because of
cholesterol, bacon and sausage
because of nitrites, and cheeses
because of fat, we don't have to
give up on them entirely, but we do
need to figure out better ways to
have them.
For instance, eggs on weekends
in fritatas, omelets or french toast
are fine, and we can always use
two egg whites to one whole egg to
cut down on cholesterol.
I must adm:t that toast with
strawberry jam and crumbled bacon
was my all time childhood favorite
and I do treat myself to it about
twice a year. We all tend to stay on
target for good health when we
allow ourselves a few splurges!
Low-Calorie
And these days as we are
Low-Fat Recipes
encouraged to eat more food during
the day and less at dinner, we can
Microwave/Conventional
cat heartier breakfasts with all-time
Cooking Instructions
favorites that satisfy us in nutrients
and pleasure.
Nothing wrong with a vegetable
THE
pie, a breakfast pizza, an openfaced grilled sandwich or a portion
of a casserole or hearty soup from
OF GIFTS *'the night before.
Experiment with many of the
Southside Shopping Center
food choices you like, open up
your options for breakfast. It can
753-6798
really make your day.
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Cholesterol Control
Guide

TREASURE HOUSE

Peach Ricotta Shake
1 serving
1 cup low fat ricotta
1 cup fresh or frozen peaches
dash of cinammon
Place ingredients in blender container and pulse on and off until
mixed but chunks of peaches
remain.
Frozen Banana and
Pineapple Frostee

Chicken an
to welcome
only tasty
filling, Eas

1 serving
1 banana. peeled and cut into
jtuh ii rcdes, and placed in ziplock bag
and frozen
1 cup canned or frozen pineapple
1/4 cup slivered almonds
1/4 cup bean sprouts
Place ingredients in blender container
m
pulse on and off until
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Grilled Polenta
Serves 2
2 cups water
8 tablespoons instant polenta
1 teaspoon Italian herbs
1 tablespoon butter or margarine
1 tablespoon parmesan cheese
4 cherry tomatoes. cut in half
1. In a 4 quart saucepan bring
water to rapid boil. Add polenta,
herbs, butter and cheese and whisk
five minutes until polenta bubbles,
thickens and pulls away from the
sides of pan. Transfer immediately
to a skillet, let set until firm.
2. Slice in a pie wedge and top
with cherry tomatoes.
3. Set on foil and run under the
grill until tomato softens and turns
slightly brown.

(coned fron

Cous Cous with Carrots,
Almonds and Raisins
Serves 2
'A cup boiling water
1 tablespoon butter or margarine
V. cup cous cous (from box or
from bulk)
1 teaspoon buuer or corn oil
'A cup shredded carrots
V. cup slivered almonds
V. cup golden raisins
I. In a two-quart saucepan bring
(CORed OR page 5)

water to a
2. Add n
3. Add o
flame imme
minutes.
4. With a
cous to pre
5. In a
medium he:
oil. Add cm
sins. Toss I
6. Add ti
thoroughly.
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Proper exercise vital to lifetime
of diet and weight maintenance

ks.
to

By Bari Lyn Chapman
MSU Dietetic Graduate Student

rig
Who comes to mind when you
think of great bodies? The most
popular seem to be Madonna, lane
Fonda, Cheryl Tiegs, and Christie
Brinkley. But, did you know that
these people spend several hours a
day exercising?
Many people think they can just
fast, eat very little, or go on a liquid
diet and lose weighi Yes, they can
lose weight, but can they keep it off?
Probably not, unless they are committed to making lifestyle changes.
Our bodies are fine-tuned machines
which adjust to survive on fewer
calories when we severely limit our
food intake, eventually causing
weight loss to stop. When our bodies
realize that they must survive on
fewer calories, our metabolic rate
slows down and we utilize the calories
more efficiently to protect us from
starvation.
In order to lose weight and keep it
Chicken and vegetables on toast points is a colorful and delicious dish off you must exercise. Dieting causes
to welcome spring at a festive Easter brunch. The meal in one is not losses of 507c lean body mass and
only tasty and nutritious, but also a pleasant change from the usual 50% fat while exercise arid sensible
filling, Easter dinners.
dieting causes 989'c fat loss. Dieting
without ercise also raises the set
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point, making it more difficult to lose
weight. The set point is located in the
hypothalamus of the brain and regulates body weight. Exercise helps
maintain lean body mass, decreases
body fat and lowers the set point.
Aerobic exercise bums fat more efficiently and is best for weight loss.
Exercise also increases endurance.
lowers blood pressure, increases oxygen capacity, lowers heart rate, decreases tension and stress, regulates
appetite, and decreases risk of heart
disease.
Before starting an exercise program you should have a physical. After
your checkup, there are several things
to keep in mind when designing a
personal exercise program. Choose a
variety of activities you enjoy to
prevent boredom. Be sure to warm up
before and cool down after your
workout and never suip suddenly.•
Comfortable clothing and shoes are
important, and should allow freedom
of movement. Avoid nylon, rubberized, or tight clothes which inhibit
perspiration. Wear shoes that fit properly and are made for your exercise
choice. New exercise clothes can also
be motivational since exercise is more

fun in bright colors than in dull
sweats.
Remember that food is fuel for your
workout. Exercise should not be done
less than one hour after your last meal.
Complex starches are the best fuel for
your workout. Oatmeal, fruit, bagels.
salads, pasta, or baked potatoes are
good- snacks.
After your workout, the best way to
determine when to eat is to listen to
your body. Your appetite will let your
know when it is time. You should then
eat high-fiber, low -fat foods such as
fresh fruits, vegetables, chicken, fish,
and-whole grain breads. Avoid fatty,
sugary foods with empty calories.
Water is also important during your
workout as well as after to replace the
fluids rost through perspiration.
Not all of us can have perfect
bodies, but exercise and good nutrition can help us be the best we can be.
Dieting alone will cause only short
term weightloss and will cause more
lean tissue than fat loss. If you have
trouble keeping your Weight down,
try exercising to increase your lean
tissue and to lower your set point.
Exercise and sensible dieting are the
keys to lifetime weight maintenance.

1990 'Dietary Guidelines for Americans' esta

lc

NEW YORK (AP) — The 1990
"Dietary Guidelines for Americans" are seven basic principles
for a healthful diet developed by
the Department of Agriculture and
the Department of Health and
Human Services.
One of the guidelines'suggests:
"Choose a diet low in fat, saturated fat and cholesterol." The
guideline recommends a fat intake
of 30 percent or less of calories.
Why should we eat less fat? A
diet high in saturated fat, calories
and dietary cholesterol can raise
blood cholesterol. Saturated fat has
the most effect. High blood cholesterol levels increase the risk of
heart disease. the USDA says.
"The goal is to keep the fat content of the total diet low, not to eliminate the foods you love from
your diet," says Sue Ann Ritchko,

nti I

administrator of the USDA's
Human Nutrition Information
Service.
To decrease the amount of fat in
your diet: trim the fat from meats;
remove the skin from poultry:
broil, bake or boil foods instead of
fry; choose low-fat dairy products.
Other suggestions from the USDA:
Drink skim milk instead of
whole milk.
— Eat baked chicken without the
skin instead of fried chicken.
— Eat a cup of frozen yogurt
instead of gourmet ice cream.
— Go easy on salad dressing,
spreads and rich desserts.
The following pamphlets from

the federal government's Consumer
Information Center provide tips on
lowering fat and cholesterol in the
diet:
Consumer Publications
— "Eating Better When Eating
Out Using the Dietary Guidelines"
(Item No.123-W, $1.5(1).
— "Making Bag Lunches,
Snacks, and Desserts Using the
Dietary Guidelines" (Item
No.124-W, $2.50).
— "Preparing Foods and Planning Menus Using the Dietary
Guidelines'' (Item No.125-W,
$2.50)
— "Shopping for Food and
Making Meals in Minutes Using

blished

the Dietary Guidelines" (Item
No.126-W), $3).
To order, specify the title and
the item number of the publication.
Send a check or money order made

payable to the Superintendent of
Documents, and your name,
address and zip code to: Consumer
Information Center, Department
70, Pueblo, Colo. 81009.

Relieve the stresses
of everyday life...

IMP" 4rat

•

(cont'd from page 4)
water to a boil.
2. Add magarine until it melts.
3. Add cous cous, remove from
flame immediately and cover for 5
minutes.
4. With a fork run through cous
cous to prevent from sticking.
5. In a small saucepan over
medium heat, add butter or corn
oil. Add carrots, almonds and raisins. Toss lightly to warm.
6. Add to cous cous and mix
thoroughly.

Pg.

The EATER'S CHOICE° CHOLESTEROL
TREATMENT PROGRAM gives you the skills to
significantly lower your cholesterol by diet while
allowing you to choose the foods you want to eat.

Whirlpool Bath Tubs
To Fit Everyone's Budget
'Visit Our New Showroom"

FREE INTRODUCTORY SESSION
DATE: Thursday, March 21, 1991
TIME: 630 p.m.
PLACE: Public Library Meeting Room
For additional information, call
759-4750 or 753-9778

T

HORNTON
ILE & MARBLE

612 So. 9th St. • 753-5719
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'Healthy Recipe Contest' winners chosen
dgrees) for about 30 to 40
minutes. or until hot. 'Gently stir
the salad and serve hot. (You can
use canned potatoes to save
t.trie) Makes eight servings.

filets in it and sprinkle with
paprika. Bake one hour covered
in 350 degree oven: Uncover and
cook an additional 30 minutes
until brown. Serves six.

APPETIZER
Bill Boyd
Yogurt Dill
•

uk.c

SALAD

appaier

reC.;pe

C0711e,1

his y•.,e1.,71 ';,;:!.
.7.1+.. 2(1 caries per tablespoon
ci-. comainers plain yogur
17.4.1t." ina) .neese
2 T. low -calorie maonnaise
3 T. in.stant minced onion for
,
I2 ',sp. sugar (or sv.ectner)
I tsp. Beau Monde seasoning
- 3- T. chopped'. parsley
-1' tsp. dried dillweed or I T.
fresh dill
1/4 to 1/2 tsp. salt
imay add 112 tsp. garlic powder, chopped chives or any other
Oerbs or spices desired).
Drain yogurt in coffee filterin a
strainer over a bowl in the
refrigerator for at least 24 hours.
Keep covered. Blend other ingredients with yogurt cheese. Let set
several hours for flavors to blend.
Serve as a dip for fresh vegetables. Makes one cup or 16
servings.
4.1±

Clara Jean Paschall
Hot Potato Salad
Jean Pascha!!
c.+,n7;er 17:.:he salad ca:egory
recipe for her hot potato salad.
'containing 152 calories per serving is as follows:
2 qts. cold, sliced, boiled
potatoes
6 1. vegetable oil
3 T. white vinegar
3 T. lemon juice
2 T. finely chopped onion
I tsp.-a,
1/4 tsp. pepper
3 T. choppq parsley
3 T. imitation bacon bits
Layer potatoes in three quart
greased casserole. Mix the oil,
vinegar, lemon juice, onions, salt
and pepper and heat to simmering. Remove the oil mixture from
the heat and pour over the potatoes. Sprinkle the salad with parsley and imitation bacon bits and
heat in moderate oven (350

ENTREE
Bill Boyd
marinated chicken
breasts
Bill Boyd also won in the
entree competition with his marinated_ chicken breasts with 185•
calories per three ounce serving.
Bone six chicken breasts. Skin;
salt lightly. Marinate three days
in refrigerator in the following:
(in heavy ziplock)
1/2 pint of plain yogurt
1/3 tsp. celery seed
juice of one lemon
1/3 tsp, garlic salt
1/3 tsp. worcestershire sauce
Turn morning and night. Form
into filets and roll in whole wheat
bread crumbs, (about three slices
of toasted light bread ). Fasten
with toothpicks. Spray baking
dish with cooking spray. Place

SEAFOOD EXPRESS
Fresh
Seafood Market &

Olympic
Plaza

753-6149

Open
Sun.-Thurs.
11 a.m.-8 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.
11 a.m.-9 p.m.

•Med. Shrimp •Orange Rbughy
36-40 ct
•Snow Crabs
•Lg. Shrimp
•Flounder
26-30 ct
•Live Lobster •Sea Scallops
•Pond Raised Catfish
•Salmon Fillets

VEGETABLE
Martha Cook
Corn Pudding

Still not ready to get into a bathing suit?
You've still got time to lose! Trim down, tone
up, feel great, at our complete health facility.

FLEX-IT

759-4955
1413 Olive St.

Coming Soon

Premiere
Health and Fitness Club

University Square

l evsi

For info. call 759-9999
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BREAD
Bill Boyd
Biscuits

In the vegetable category.
Martha Cook's torn pudding,
having only 103 calories per half
cup. was chosen.
. In the bread category, Bill
2 T. reduced calorie margarine
Boyd's biscuits, were the winning
2 T. flour
recipe, with 2 biscuits per serving
1 cup skim milk
at 105 calories.
1/2 cup egg substitute
2 cups plain flour
3/4 tsp. salt
3 tsp. baking powder
1/2 tsp. white pepper
1/2 tsp. soda
2 (11 oz.) cans no-salt-added
1/2
tsp. salt
whole kernel corn, drained
2 1/2 T. corn oil
1 T. chopped pimento
1 cup buttermilk
vegetable cooking spray
Sift dry ingredients. Add oil
1/8 tsp. paprika
and buttermilk_ Mix. Kneed lightMelt margarine in a heavy
ly on floured board. Roll and cut
saucepan over low heat; add
into biscuits with a two-inch cutflour, stirring until smooth. Cook
ter. Bake until golden brown in a
one minute, stirring constantly, 475
degree oven. Makes 24 biscuits. 2 biscuits per serving.

Let's Get Physical

Restaurant

Fresh Shrimp

'

until mixture is thick and bubbly.
Remove from heat; stir in next
3 ingredients; add corn and
pimento. Spoon mixture into baking dish coated with cooking
spray. Sprinkle with paprika.
Place dish in a shallow' pan;
add water to depth of one inch.
Bake at 350 degrees for 45
minutes. Makes 7 servings.

eightloss
Program

DESSERT
Carolyn Pool
Microwave Sugarless
Apple Pie
In the dessert category, Caiolyn Pool submitted a recipe for an
award winning microwave sugarless apple pie, made up of 326
calories.
1 12 oz. can of frozen apple
juice concentrate
3 T. minute tapioca
1/8 tsp. salt
1 tsp. cinnamon
1/2 tsp. nutmeg
2 T. margarine
6-7 cups peeled sliced apples
I baked 9 inch pie shell
Place frozen concentrate in 8
inch square glass baking dish.
Microwave on high until thawed.
Stir in tapioca, salt, cinnamon
and nutmeg. Let stand until cool.
Spoon into pie shell. Chill overnight. May be served with
whipped topping. Makes eight
servings.

Nu

Food C;
Names: V
Bread. Si
Caloriesist
Combine
cup sugar,
tablespoon
cool to luki
ages dry y
water. Add
egg (subs
desired) 2
whole wile
smooth. A
about 2 3,
dough. Tut
and kneed
Place in bo
.pray. Spr
Cover and
doubled. P
floured be
bread. Abo
or-bread.
about Of
degrees foi
in refriger
Food C
Name: Si
Martha C
120 per 1
2 cups
1 cup N
1 cup
2 T. re4
112 tsp.
2 egg N
1/2 cup
vegetabl
Combini
cook over
cned (abo
constantly.
Beat egj
attire at mc
ic mixer ui
fling, slov
Gradually
ture into
remaining
constantly.
casserole
cooking sr
for 35 nn
inserted
clean. Ma
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Bill Boyd
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4 pec
(optional)
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Nutritious, tasty recipes add diversi to any meal

bbly.
next
and
bakiking
a.
pan;
nch.
45

1 cup carrots
Food Category: Bread. Recipe
margarine. Mix with broccoli, add
cup green peas
Names: Whole Wheat Rolls or
egg. Place in casserole. Place
cauliflower
cup
Bread. Submitter: Bill Boyd.
Cheese on top: Cover Viiith•Mashed
cup broccoli
Calories/serving: 80.
squash.
Bake 350 degrees for 20
cup radishes
Combine 3/4 cups hot water, 1/2
minutes. Makes eight servings.
celery
cup
cup sugar, 1 tablespoon salt, 3
cup reduced -calorie
tablespoons margarine. Stir and
Food Category: Bread. Recipe
mayonnaise
cool to lukewarm. Dissolve 2 packName: High Fiber Prune Muffins.
bowl
In
a
layer
salad
raw
cut-up
ages dry yeast in 1 cup of warm
Submitter: Martha Cook.
water. Add ater mixture. 1 beaten vegetables in the order. listed. Calories!sening: 135.
mayonnaise on top, cover.- (subStitute. egg _beaters, if -Spread
. 1/2 cup bran
desired) 2 1/2 cups flour (1/2 ing To the edge -of-the dish-. Refrig-1/2 cup prune juice
whole wheat, 1/2 plain) beat until crate .overnight. Toss together
1/2
cup skim milk
serving.
Serves eight. smooth. Add enough more flour before
1/4 cup packed brown sugar
(about 2 3/4 cups) to make a soft
1/2 cup egg substitute
Food Category: Appetizer.
dough. Turn out on floured board
:1 1/2 cup flour and kneed until smooth and elastic. Recipe Names: Veggie Dip. Sub2 tsp. baking powder
Place in bowl sprayed with cooking mittee: Clara 'Jean Paschall.
1 tsp. nutmeg
spray. Spray top of bread also. Calories/serving: 134.
1/2 - tsp. salt
2/3 cup low -cal mayonnaise
Cover and store in refrigerator until
2 T. reduced calorie melted
2/3 cup plain low-fat _yogurt
doubled. Punch down and turn on
magarine
1 T. dried parsley' flakes
floured board. Make into rolls or
1 cup (about 6 oz.) pitted prunes
1 tsp. dill weed
bread. About 36 rolls or two loaves
In large bowl mix bran, prune
1/4 tsp. salt. .
Oi"bread. Let, rise in warm place
. juice, skim milk and sugar; ,set
1/8
tsp. garlic powder
about one hour. Bake at 375
aside for 10 minutes. Stir egg sub=
1/8 tsp. onion powder
degrees for 20 minutes. Will keep
stitute. then flour, baking powder.
1/8 tsp. celery seed
in refrigerator 4 to 5 days. nutmeg and salt to blend thoroughMix ingredients. Refrigerate and
ly. Stir in margarine, then prunes.
mix.
allow
flavors
to
Food Category: Bread. Recipe
Spoon, equally divided, into twelve
Name: Spoonbread. Submitter:
2
3/4 inch greased or paper-lined
Food Category: Vegetable.
Martha Cook. Calories/serving:
muffin tin cups. Bake in 425
Recipe
Name:
Broccoli Casserole.
120 per 1/2 cup.
Submitter: Ann Thornton. degree oven 15-20 minutes, until
2 cups evaporated skim milk
lightly browned and springy to the
Calories/serving: 65.
1 cup water
2 boxes frozen broccoli, cooked touch. Cool on rack.
1 cup white cornmeal
2 T. reduced calorie margarine & cut up (8 oz.)
Food Category: Dessert. Recipe
1 egg beaten
1/2 tsp. salt
Name:
Fat Free Chocolate Cake.
2 oz. cheese (cheddar, swiss,
2 egg whites Submitter:
MCCH Nutrition Cenetc.) sliced or grated
1/2 cup egg- substitute
Calories/servi
ter.
ng: 130.
mushrooms (optional)
vegetable cooking spray
1/2 cup onions
cooking spray
Combine first five ingredients;
1 tsp. margarine
1 1/4 cups flour
cook over medium heat until thick3/4 cup winter squash, mashed
cup sugar
1
ened (about 5 minutes), stirring
Saute mushrooms and onions in
1/2 cup unsweetened cocoa
constantly. Remove from heat.
Beat egg whites at room temperature at medium speed of an electric mixer until stiff. With mixer running, slowly add egg substitute.
Gradually stir about 1/3 of hot mixture into egg mixture; add to
remaining hot mixture , stirring
constantly. Pour into a 1 1/2 quart
casserole coated with vegetable
cooking spray. Bake at 350 degrees
If you expect top performance from your car and other
kinds of equipment, expect no less of yourself. When the
for 35 minutes or until a knife
body isn't exercised and maintained properly, eventually
inserted in the middle comes out
your health suffers. See us and get in shape!
clean. Makes nine servings.

Bill
iing
ing

oil
ht:ut
uta
is-

2 tsp. lemon juice
Combine crumbs, margarine and
oil and press into bottom of an 8
inch springform pan. Set crust
aside.
Add gelatin to boiling water,
stirring to dissolve. Cool at room
temperature.
Thoroughly' mix cottage cheese
in. blender or food processor. With
machine running. slowls add _ge14-.
tin. Pour into the prepared trust
and chili thoroughly.
Combine blueberries and water
in a saucepan and bring to simmer.
Blend sugar and corns:arch. Add to
blueberries and cook. stirring conFood Category: Dessert:Recipe stantly until smooth. Stir in lemon
Same: Blueberry Cheesecake. juice. Let cool completely. When
Suimitter: Gayle Pay:es. cheesecake is firm.-- pour cOoled
Calories/serving: 275.
topping over. Refrigerate until
serving time. Makes eight servings.
1 cup graham, cracker crumbs
2 T. margarine, melted
1 T. Safflower oil
Food Category: Entree. Recipe
1 pkg. (3 oz.) lemon gelatin
Name: Turkey Meatloaf. Submit1 cup boiling water
ter: Rhonda Hancock. Calories/
1 1/2 lbs. low-fat,cottage cheese serving: 280/ 3 oz. Serving.
1/4 cup sugar—
10 oz. pkg. frozen chopped
Blueberry Topping:
spinach
1 cup fresh or frozen blueberries
5 slices firm, light bread
1/2 cup water
1 onion
2 T. sugar
I T. oil
1 In. tsp. cornstarch
(conId o page 8)
1/4 cup cornstarch
1/2 tsp. baking soda
- In tsp. salt
4 egg whites
1 cup water
1/2 cup light or dark corn syrup
Preheat oven to 350 degrees.
Spray 9 inch square baking pan. In
a large bowl combine dry ingredients. In a. medium bowl whisk
egg...whites, w_ater and corn syrup.
Stir dry ingredients until smooth.Pour into pan. Bake 30 minutes or
when cake springs back when
lightly touched. Cool on wire rack
10 minutes.:Makes 16---se;Yangs

•
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Food Category: Salad. Recipe
Name: Waldorf Salad. Submitter:
Bill Boyd. Calories/servings: 72.
1/4 cup low fat cottage cheese
1/2 fresh orange
artificial sweetener to taste
I chopped red apple
4 pecan halves, chopped
(optional)
2 stalks chopped celery
Put cottage cheese, fresh orange
and artificial sweetener in blender.
Blend until smooth. Mix with other
ingredients. Serve on lettuce leaf.
Makes 1 serving.

plc

les

8
;h.
d.
on
)1.

Food Category: Salad. Recipe
Name: Layered Salad. Submitter:
Carolyn Pool. Calories/serving:
119.
2 cups lettuce
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Medicine Shoppe,
Because caring is often
the best medicine

•.;•• -

Whether you're looking for prescriptions, vitamins, over-thecounter medication.. or simply reassurance and information...
you'll find it at the Medicine Shoppe.
We know you don't like to wait for prescriptions, and we know you
appreciate low prices, so we guarantee them both - in writing!
At Medicine Shoppe you'll discover why we believe that caring is
often the best medicine.

•Pin Selector
Weights
'Free Weights
•No Contracts or
Initiation Fees
•Karate Classes
Available
•Aerobic Classes
Available
(7 days a wk.)
'Low Rates
'Couple & Family
Rates
•MSU Student
Rates 'Boxing Classes
Available

753-7283
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12th & Olive

759-9245
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We accept PCS - Blue Cross - Medicare
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More nutritious recipes for the healthy eater
(cont'd from page 7)

Calories,serving: 273.
6 ounces chicken. skinned.
2 egg whites
boned and cooked
112 cup skim milk
1/2 cup noodles, cooked and
I 1(2 tsp. dried basil
drained
2 tsp. salt
2 cubes chicken bouillon or
1 tsp. pepper
instant chicken bouillon mix
2 lbs.• ground turkey
1/2 cup peas
2 tsp. lemon juice
1/2 cup carrots
1/2 cup ketchup
1 T. parsley flakes
2 T. butter
Thaw spinach. Heat oven to 350
1 T. dehydrated onion flakes
degrees. Butter a large baking pan.
1 cup cauliflower. cooked and
Process bread into fine crumbs. chopped
Chop onion. Cook onion in oil
1/8 cup of liquid from cooked
until soft. about two minutes. cauliflower
Whisk eggs with milk. basil, salt
Combine all ingredients in glass
and pepper. Add spinach, onion. pie plate.-- Sprinkle 2 tablespoons
turkey. bread crumbs and lemon juice from peas and carrots over
juice and mix well. Turn mixture top. Cover dish with foil. Bake in
out into baking pan and form it preheated oven 325 degrees for 40
into a 9 x 5 inch loaf. Brush with minutes. Serves two.
ketch4 and hake 31) mi%tes. Mel;
','LC:7 Baste toaf
a7-.d
Food Category: Appetizer.
contir,e to hake. basting oca,- Recipe: Egg Drop Soup. Submit:
,'•,•-• -41‘.
well
1(1
ter: Bill Boyd. calories:serving:
•_•
55.
6 _ cups_ chicken stock.- Bring w
Food Category: Meat. Recipe boil and reduce to simmer: "
•arne: Chicken Country Captain.
2 T. cornstarch
Su-bmitter: Clara Jean PaNchall.
2 T. cold water (combine and

slowly stir into broth)
Recipe Name: Vegetable-Beef
112 tsp. sugar
Soup. Submitter: Martha Cook.
1 egg (or one egg substitute of Calories/serving: 160 per -cup.
egg white) slightly beaten in a
2 lbs. stew beef
pitcher.
4 cups water
Hold about 12 inches above pot
I (28 oz.) can tomatoes, cut up
and drizzle in slowly while stirring . 1 (8 la oz..) can peas
gently. Add two treen onions.
1 (8112 oz.) whole kernel corn
sliced thin and add to pot. Check
1 (8 1/2 oz.) can cut green beans
seasoning and adjust if necessary.
2 carrots, diced
Use any good chicken stock
/ ribs celery, diced
made- with various vegetables and
1 small onion, diced
strain oulsolids before use. Makes
5 beef bouillion cubes
six .servings
2 tsp. salt
1/2 tsp. parsley flakes
Food Category: Appetizer.
1/4!tsp. each oregano, thyme &
Recipe Name: Strawberry, Slush.
pepper
Submitter: Clara Jean Paschall.
2 bay leaves
Calories/serving: 114.
dash of sage
1/3 ,cup non-fat milk powder
3 medium potatoes, peeled &
1/3 cup water
diced
artificial sweetner to _equal 2
In a large non-stick skillet over
teaspoons of sugar
1/2 cup frozen unsweetened medium high heat (about 350
degrees) brown meat well, having
strawberries
Place all ingredients in blender previously' trimmed the meat of all
and chop for two minutes.. Mixture visible fat and cut into small bite
must 'becomequite firm., Serve sized pieces. Add remaining ingredients except potatoes, cover and
immediately. Serves one.
simmer one hour. Add potaoes and
Food Category: vegetable. simmer one hour longer. Discard
bay leaies before serving. If you
wish to keep skin on potatoes, this
Will work fine.

\\"(
For Life!' Has
.\hliady Cost Its Participants
.1 Fortune hi New Clothes.
fir

Food Category: Meat Recipe
Name: Barbecued Steak Strips.
Submitter: Bill Boyd. Calories/
serving: 205.
1 lb..round steak
cooking spray
1/2 cup ketchup
1 tsp. mustard
I tsp. chili powder
I tsp. worcestershirc sauce
I tsp. instant minced onion
1/2 cup red wine
Trim any' fat from the steak and
place in freezer for a short time for
easier slicing. Cut into thin strips;
brown in heavy skillet sprayed with
cooking spray. Add remaining
ingredients; cover and cook very'
slowly for about one hour or until

Food Category: Entree. Recipe
Name: Baked Fish. Submitter:
Ann Thronton. Calories/serving:
250.
16 oz. sole or flounder
4 tsp. margarine
2 1/2 T. flour
hup fsksialt
m milk pepper
of
and
1dl ascT. dry mustard
lemon juice
3 T. plain bread crumbs
Make wine sauce with three tsp.
margarino, flour and milk - add dry
mustard-. Put fish in 9 x 13 baking
dish. Poor sauce over fish, sprinkle
with bread crumbs. Dot with one
tsp-. margarine. Bake at 350 degrees
for 1/2 hour. Makes four servings.
Each serving equals three ounce
portion.
Food Category: Entree. Recipe
Name: Fettucine Alfredo-Primavera with "Lobster"
1 cup cooked fettucine
I T. parmesan cheese
1/2 cup steamed mixed
vegetables
chicken broth
1/4 cup low-fat cottage cheese
2 ? ounces imitation lobster
Cook fettucine according to
directions. Steam vegetables in a
little chicken broth until crisp and
tender. Add lobster and heat thoroughly. Put cottage cheese in blender. Drain vegetables and add
enough of the .broth to the cottage
cheese to make it about as thick as,
whipping cream. Blend until
smooth. Add vegetables, cottage
cheese and parmesan to fettucine.
Serves onc.

10 Tips to Healthy Eating

No One Complained.

1. Eat a variety of nutrient rich foods.
2. Enjoy plenty of whole grains, fruits and vegetables.
3. Maintain a healthy body weight.

YOUR NEW WARDROBE AND OUR MEDICALLY SUPERVISED WEIGHT MANAGEMENT
program should be a perfect fit. Through the use of nutrition education, physical activity, medical supervision
and our low-calorie, nutritionally balanced supplements. you will not only lose weight, but learn how to keep it
off.
Call Weight Control for Life! today at 762-1533 for a free personal consultation. There's no obligation and if
you want to participate after your initial consultation, you can stast immediately! Dr-ssed in those new clothes,
you'll look as great as you'll fed
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tender, adding a little more wine or
water as the liquid cooks out.
When the steak is tender, the sauce
should be fairly thick. (Water or
chicken broth may be substituted
for the wine. Add a slice of lemon
with mixture.) Makes four
servings.

4. Eat moderate portions
5. Eat regular meals.
6. Reduce, do not eliminate certain foods.
7. Balance your food chokes over time.
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10. Remember, foods are not good or bad.
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9. Make changes gradually.

An affiliated service of Murray-Callowag Catirity Hospital
Suite 174W • Medical Arts Building • 300 S. 8th Street
Murray, KY 42071 • (502) 762-1533
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S. Know your diet pitfalls.
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